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"In the beginning was the WORD . . . ." (Bible)

"His WORD was his bond." (Tradition)

"The primary WORD can only be spoken with the
whole being." (Buber)

"My father loved you;
he said he did,/
And with his deed

did crown his WORD." (Shakespeare)

"I steal WORDs from other writers."

(Student)
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ABSTRACT

Battle, Mary Vroman, Ed.D. Memphis State University, May, 1986.
Dialogical Activities to Improve Communication of First-Semester
University Freshmen Through Teaching Reading Literature and Writing
Compositions Interrelatedly. Major Professor: Ernest A. Rakow, Ph.D.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to develop thoroughly one coherent

set of instructional activities to improve communication of university

freshmen in standard-level, first-semester English through teaching

interrelatedly the reading of prose literature and the writing of

expository essays. Although some courses pressure students to produce

correct, albeit mindless, writing, this set of activities was intended

not only to meet students' immediate academic needs in both reading

and writing but also to undergird future growth.

Procedures

Research in philosophy, psychology, linguistics, and learning

theory each established one criterion for designing the activities.

The criteria required emphasizing dialogue although including

correctness, sequencing content developmentally though meeting exitirg

standards, covering seven recursive steps in the processes of both

reading and writing along with describing products, and facilitating

transfer of learning between reading and writing while improving

skills and arts in both.

xv
.
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The first activity designed was centering the course on a

definition of dialogue and three implied questions to be asked in all

reading and writing. The course's contents were sequenced from less

to more independent and academic, with reading precursing writing. To

help students carry out the steps of reading and writing, the

instructor demonstrated creating microcosmic questions and answers,

sentence-outlining'sub-questions and answers, dialogical sentence-

debining and sentence-combining, seeing what is there on the page,

using reviews by helpful others, sharing and responding, and keeping

journals for enrichment. Besides assignments in reading and writing

to improve skills and arts, transfer of learning was sought by

practicing dialogical communication, arranging opportunities for

discovering relationships between reading and writing, providing an

illustrative exercise, and suggesting ways to transfer learning beyond

English class.

These activities were demonstrated with 24 fairly typical .

first-time freshmen, whose scores in ACT-English averaged 20.3. The

semester-long demonstration was observed by six instruments. The

data, analyzed by statistical and qualitative methods, facilitated

evaluation of the activities along Stufflebeam's CIPP model.

Findings and Conclusions

The set of instructional activities was evaluated as "helpful,"

2.00 on a scale of 1 for "very helpful" through 5 for "a hindrance."

All students also passed the course. Activities for centering the

course on dialogue and for sequencing content developmentally worked

helpfully. Eleven of the fourteen activities for teaching the steps

in reading and writing worked helpfully; the other three, identified

xvi
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by multiple analysis of variance and one-way analyses of variance,

will benefit from minor refinements. The activities for transfer were

evaluated as helpful; students' skills and arts in both reading, as

measured by cloze reading samples, and in writing, as measured by

Buxton-scored writing samples, increased to practically and

statistically significant degrees from 46.0 to 59.5, t (23) = -7.41,

p < .001, and from 27.4 to 48.4, t (23) = -8.07, p < .001. The six

instruments were valid, several refinements being suggested.

Non-instructional factors in the course posed some measured problems.

Implications and Recommendations

Compared with achievements in other studies reported herein,

these students' achievements in both reading and writing were greater.

The helpfulness of the instructional activities suggesti the value of

stating a philosophy of communication, suiting nurture to natural

development, using laboratory methods to teach steps of reading and

writing, and interrelating reading and writing for synergistic

effects. These activities may now be evaluated*experimentally across

teacher and student variables. However, instructional activities

alone have not overcome heavy course dewands or unsuitable class size

nor, as the pilot study indicated, inadequate student preparation.

Support for improving non-instructional factors of the course, such as

adding laboratory time and credit, can come from interdisciplinary

researchers and planners. Meantime these instructional activities,

based on a long-term, practical-liberal model, are available to

contribute to improving the communication the world badly needs.

r.
xvii
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL PURPOSE. PARTICULAR APPROACH,
AND SPECIFIC PURPOSE

Overview of the Study

In a world in which communication breaks down frequently and

dangerously, human beings' abilities to communicate fully, clearly,

and effectively have become more important than ever. When students

graduate from universities, they need to communicate through the kind

of reading that accesses much of what Matthew Arnold (1869/1952,

p. 768) calls "the best that has been thought and known in the world."

They also need to communicate through the kind of writing that reaches

people of wide diversity, at vast distances, and across long periods

of time. University students should learn these practical and

liberating skills and arts of communication gradually during their

four years of academic endeavors.

Some definite progress towards acquiring these abilities in

communication can be made by university freshmen. By the end of their

first semester, university freshmen need to read and vrite English at

a level thatis acceptable for meeting their immediate academic and

personal goals and that is sound enough to serve as a foundation for

future growth. Freshmen must read expository literature and must

write essay examinations and simple expository papers. Also they must

1
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lay foundations on which to base their learning of additional skills

and arts during the succeeding three-and-a-half years.

The problem is that all too many freshmen who complete the

activities of the standard first-semester course in English have not

reached these acceptable levels. After completing a course with

narrow, practical goals, students sometimes perceive future reading

and writing as mere correctness rather than as communication of

critical and creative thought and feeling. Since some first-semester

courses pressure students, students may regard future writing with

distaste. Despite having completed many assignments, students may not

know how to proceed with new kinds of reading and writing. After a

course dominated by writing, students may develop weak skills in

reading and specialized skills in writing which do not transfer

readily. In short, the largely immediately practical course often

fails to enable students to learn the long-term liberating arts of

communication that would serve as foundations for future learning.

Explanations for these inadequacies appear in the fact that some

planners prefer short-term goals, overestimate the psycholinguistic

capacities of freshmen, underestimate the time needed for satisfactory

learning, and assume the automatic transfer of learning between reading

and writing and to other courses. Some students use short-cuts. In

these circumstances sometimes instructors use time-saving but

less-effective instructional activities.

The general purpose of this study is to overcome some of those

barriers to learning which an instructor of the course is in a

position to overcome by means of developing instructional activities
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to help university freshmen improve communication through both reading

and writing English. An instructor can exceed incomplete goals,

develop skills gradually, point out methods of reading and writing,

and strengthen transfer of learning.

Since students need both reading and writing and since research

established that both reading and writing should be taught directly,

it became important to determine the course setting in which to teach

them. Reading and writing can be taught directly in separate courses;

either reading or else writing can be taught directly in one course

with the questionable assumption that the other skill will be

improved; or both reading and writing c.4n be taught directly and

interrelatedly in one course ting three or more class hours and

credit hours. The later, interrelational approach is now strongly

supported by research. Also administrative constraints applied to

course offerings make the one-course approach the feasible one for

this study.

The specific purpose of this study is to fully develop one

coherent set of instructional activities for teaching communication to

first-semester university freshmen by learning activities in both

reading and writing English presented intbtrelatedly within one

standard beginning course to enable students to reach acceptable

immediate and foundational levels.

The remainder of this chapter fully documents the inadequacies

and the explanations for them, leading to the general purpose of the

study--to teach both reading and writing. It provides the rationale

for the particular approach to the general purpose--to teach both

reading and writing interrelatedly. It clarifies the specific purpose

22
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of the study--to teach both reading and writing interrelatedly in one

course.

Each of the four subsequent chapters covers one stage in the full

development of the set of instructional activities to accomplish the

specific purpose.

General Purpose of the Study: Instructional
Activities for Improving Both Reading

and Writing

This section defines the terms of the problem, documents the

inadequacies in students' written discourse and the associated

inadequacies in the course, provides several explanations for these

inadequacies, and states explicitly the general purpose of the study

along with delimitations.

Definition of Terms Connected with
the Problem

In order that the problem be clarified, several terms must be

defined stipulatively. These terms help to delineate what the

standard first-semester course of university English often includes,

who the freshmen are, what the learning activities are, and what

outcomes are expected.

The standard first-semester of English is a three credit-hour

course required by almost all universities. It may be preceded by a

pre-standard course for underprepared students which focuses on short

works, and it is often followed by other courses in English. The

standard course may be centered on communication through written

discourse or on reading but is usually centered on writing.

"Communication" means "making common or sharing of something between

23
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two or among several persons or groups of people" (Communication,

1969, p. 203) through an interactive process, that is, getting "into

significant touch with" another person or other persons (Howe, 1963,

p. vii). While "written discourse" sometimes refers to reading or

writing, in this study "written discourse" refers to both reading and

writing of language in script. When the course is centered on

writing, students usually write full-length 500-word compositions that

employ varied patterns of exposition, such as describing, narrating,

giving examples, defining, comparing and contrasting, classifying,

analyzing for cause or effect, and analyzing the stages in a process.

The course often introdqces argumentative discourse briefly, touching

on reasoning and persuading. It does not cover reading or writing of

non-expository literature, such as poetry or novels, or of research-

based discourse, such as research papers or term papers.

Freshmen in the standard first-semester course in English are

those students judged adequately prepared by meeting certain minimum

requirements, such as having 19 or above in ACT-English or having

received a CUNY-rank (City University of New York Task Force on

Writing, 1979) of 4 or better on a sample of their writing. They are

not so well prepared as to be placed in an honors class for students

meeting certain requirements, such as having an ACT-English of 26 or

higher. They vary in preparation, race, age, sax, motives, and other

characteristics.

Learning activities in this course are those actions taken by

students in an effort to accomplish the goals of the course. If the

course includes reading per se, students may read at least one

full-length essay of each of the approximately eight patterns of

14.,
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exposition and one argument at the "instructional level" (Bormuth,

cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 586) along with writing all or some of

the compositions assigned in writing programs. In writing programs,

students may read at least one short essay of the nine patterns at the

"independent level" (Bormuth, cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 586);

write eight to twelve essays using different patterns of exposition

and at least one argument for a total of 4,000 words; correct all of

these compositions; and rewrite some compositions. Students will

write some of these essays in class, sometimes from an outline

prepared in advance. In addition, they write a final examination-

essay, sometimes on the full-length essays read. Students may also

have one or more conferences with the instructor, edit papers of their

peers, take notes on lectures, read the rhetoric text, do exercises

such as those on sentence-combining, and perhaps attend a resource

center to overcome special difficulties.

Levels of communication acceptable for completing the standard

freshmen course in English vary from university to university, some

universities giving scant attention to reading. Ideally, "reading

at a level acceptable for meeting immediate and foundational needs"

means that after instruction in the course, students have developed

the skills and arts of comprehension of beginning university-level,

full-length expository and simple argumentative essays, such as the

first and second essays in each section of Trimmer and Hairston's The

Riverside Reader (1981). Ideally, if students read these essays in

what Bormuth (cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 586) calls the upper

"frustrational level" or lower "instructional level" at the beginning

of the semester, they might be expected to move at least one-third
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of the way into the "instructional level" and towards the "independent

level" by the end of the semester. Reading comprehension is literal

and intensive when the reader grasps the literal and expressiye

meaning of vocabulary and sentences. It is inferential and

interpretive when the reader understands and recreates the c,-..::ral or

underlying thought, the supporting facts, and the steps of the

author's thinking. It is critical and creative when the reader

evaluates and forms awareness of the author's insights in the author's

voice, of the intended readers, and of the literary means of

presentation, such as narration and classification.

Often, "writing at a level acceptable for meeting immediate and

foundational needs" means that after instruction in the course,

students have developed the skills and arts of writing with

comprehensibility beginning university-level thoughts, such as those

in the first and second student-written essays in each section of

Memering and O'Hare's Writer's Work, 2nd ed. (1984), to beginning-

level academic audiences, using basic expository patterns.

Comprehensibility of writing is literal and intensive when the writer

uses accurately and vividly worded, clear and forceful sentences,

making perhaps no more than one serious error for a C and two errors

for a D. It is inferential and interpretive when the writer puts

forward a single central insight or thought, provides adequate

supporting facts, and uses coherent order. It is critical and

creative when the writer reveals sound and freshly voiced insights,

correct and full views of the intended readers, and sensible and

pleasing means of presentation, such as interesting examples or

appropriate comparisons.
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In this study, "immediately practical skills" are defined as

being cognitive abilities in the literal, inferentiaA., and critical

areas. The "affective arts" are defined as being affective abilities

in the intensive, interpretive, and creative areas.

Description of the Problem: Inadequacies in
the Students' Reading and Writing and

in the Course

Almost every student in every institution of higher education

takes a firstsemester course in English, and both the students'

achievements and the courses' qualities vary along a continuum from

excellent to unacceptable. Here will be described some of the

problems that have existed, that is, some students' inadequacies in

written discourse associated with some courses' inadequacies. These

inadequacies are presented in the categories of Stufflebeam's

(1970/1973) model for evaluation, namely, contexts, or goals; input,

or psycholinguistic capabilities of students; processes, or learning

activities performed; and outcomes, or skills and arts learned.

Inadequacies of Goals

What do many freshmen perceive as the goals of reading and

writing after completing a course designed to clarify what goals that

are more or less adequate? Many freshmen perceive the goal as mostly

correctness of writing or, to use one student's terms, "plastic

papers." Such papers may contain correctly spelled words in correctly

phrased sentences in correctly organized paragraphs in correctly

framed essays, but the papers are almost devoid of critical or creative

thought and feeling.

Many freshmen who perceive the goal as correctness have taken

courses with a narrow, immediately practical goal of reading, writing,
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or both reading and writing. Very few courses are limited to the

narrow goal of exposing "students to good literature" (White, 1983, p.

177) along with challenging students to think, and feel, and do some

writing. A few more courses which are called "knowledge-centered" by

Davis, Scriven, and Thomas (1981, p. 57) focus on literature,

rhetoric, and logic, providing challenges to thinking and some

opportunities for writing. More courses are limited to teaching

"correct grammar and usage" (White, 1983, p. 178). Most typically,

however, the courses in a writing program center on correctness of

writing with little concern for reading per se at what Bormuth (cited

in Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 586) calls the "instructional level."

Within this kind of writing course, according to a national survey

(Kinneavy, 1982), objectives vary; program directors generally stress

writing mechanically correct prose although instructors of the course

generally prefer to stress writing coherent prose. This course is

often regarded by other stakeholders in the university as a service

course with the goal of teaching students to write correctly the

academic papers required during their remaining university years.

When the course goal becomes merely the immediately practical one of

mechanical correctness, the course can become what Wayne Booth (1981,

p. 16) calls a "mindless service course."

Thus, too many freshmen perceive the goal of written discourse as

a bland, practical correctness partly because they have taken a course

which has a goal of "mindless service" (Booth, 1981, p. 16) and which

makes it unlikely that they will look upon future written discourse as

communication of critical and creative thought and feeling through

both reading and writing.

28
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Inadequacies of Psychological
Approaches

With what attitude do freshmen tend to approach further reading

and writing after completing a course designed with what psychological

approach? Freshmen tend to react negatively to writing and to avoid

it. Some students resent the physical discomfort of writing in class

from outlines on desks with small arm tables designed for taking

lecture notes. Some are "written out" by the end of the semester.

Some choose instructors of multi-sections of future non-English

courses so as to avoid any required writing and say that they "want

to get English out of the way" as soon as possible. Far fewer

students majored in English in 1984 than in 1970, a drop of 57%

(Bennett, 1984).

Many freshmen with such attitudes have taken courses that proceed

at a fast pace and that put more than ordinary pressure on them in

various ways. Since courses require, in addition to other activities,

eight to fourteen papers or approximately 4,000 words, not counting

revisions, students have scarcely written one paper and possibly

revised it before the next is due. Students who miss a class fall

outside the fast flow of assignments. Students have heard that

sometimes thirty per cent of those who begin the course fail; and more

than one instructor has told students on the first day that only half

of them would still be there by mid-semester. Since many instructors

use the final standards for grading all papers, often students

receive D's and F's on early papers. Although students who earned B's

and A's in high school have a natural difficulty adjusting to earning

the average college grade of C, these students have an unusual fear of

C, 29
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slipping to a D, a grade which may not meet graduation requirements

and which may require repeating the course. A similar fear comes

from non-teacher tests when students do not know whether contents of

and standards for evaluating these tests are the same as for tests

made by their instructors. Non-teacher tests are frequently given, as

the following examples substantiate. At the City University of New

York, students must pass state-mandated tests in both reading and

writing before being allowed to take upper-division courses (Lederman

& Ribaudo, 1981). At the University of South Carolina at Columbia,

students must pass a state-mandated objective test of writing at the

end of the first semester (Matalene, 1982). Students must

"successfully complete an introductory composition course or its

equivalent during their first year in college," according to the

faculty of the College of Literature, Science, and Arts at the

University of Michigan (Brengle, 1983, p. 6). Most commonly, students

must certify their minimum competency in writing at the end of the

freshmen year (Purnell, 1983).

Thus, too many freshmen approach further writing, if not reading,

with distaste in part because they have taken a fast-paced and highly

pressuring course which lacked due attention to natural

psycholinguistic development.

Inadequacies of Methods 'for
Reading and Writing

By what methods do freshmen carry out future tasks of reading and

writing after completing a course designed to give practice in what

methods? Often students will approach the required, university-level

expository reading with no new, effective procedures for critical and
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creative thought and feeling. Although some freshmen students can

write what Hairston (1984, p. 198) calls "teacher papers" or formula

papers readily, many students may lack methods of writing new

university-level assignments. They may analyze fuzzily, synthesize

incompletely, and evaluate unsoundly; and they may hand in first

drafts poorly proofread.

Many treshmen who lack efficient procedures for reading and

writing have taken product-oriented courses. In classes in which

reading at the "instructional level" (Bormuth, cited in Lapp & Flood,

1978, p. 586) is not taught per se, although some short essays on the

"independent level" may serve as models for writing, there may be no

attention whatever to methods of reading. Some writing courses are

what Davis, Scriven, and Thomas (1981, p. 56) call the "product-

performance" type which teach students to write five-paragraph themes

containing an introduction, three body paragraphs, and a conclusion.

When instructors merely assign freshman students to produce a certain

number of such themes or products, students may produce them

imitatively without understanding methods of writing. Other writing

courses called "skills-centered" by Davis, Scriven, and Thomas (1981,

p. 55) use such activities as sentence-combining and building basic

skills through exercises in a workbook or in laboratory; and these

courses run the danger Of failing to give students adequate guidance

in the steps'in the process of writing papers.

Thus, too many freshmen carry out further tasks of writing by

formula or without efficient methods in part because they have taken

courses which focus on describing and assigning products, that is,
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what is read and written, rather than on demonstrating and practicing

processes, that is, how to read and write.

Inadequacies of Skills and Arts

How strongly do freshmen evidence the skills and arts of reading

and writing through a course designed for teaching skills and arts

developed in what strength? Reading skills of freshmen entering the

university have dropped seriously in the last fifty years if students

at the University of Minnesota are typical. Eurich (1980) reports

that when tested by the same instrument, freshmen of 1978 scored

significantly lower than the freshmen of 1928 in reading

comprehension, vocabulary, and rate of reading. The freshmen of 1978

showed skills at least one grade level below the skills of seniors or

juniors of fifty years ago. According to experiments, reading skills.

of freshmen who complete the writing-dominated coures have showed

little or no measurable improvement. Nine experiments in which some

aspect of writing was expected automatically and measurably to

increase skills in reading were carried out. Although writing

improved, the nine following resarchers report the following weak

reuslts for reading: Hunt and O'Donnell (1970, O. 29), only for the

linguistically deprived; Stedman (1971), higher level of significance

for the linguistically deprived; Fisher (1974), in the present form,

not significant; Shockley (cited in Combs, 1975, p. 30) "failed to

verify a positive relation"; Magee (1979), for certain structures;

Combs (1975), "somewhat ambiguous" (p. 92); Straw (1978), not

according to the Nelson Reading Skills Test; Kerek, Daiker, and

Morenberg (1980), not significant on a standardized reading test; and

Ledesma (1.981), tentative possibility. It must be concluded that

"
32
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students' skills in reading are likely to be weak. In addition,

students have been found to write mechanically (Barabas, 1980). As

Irmscher (1977, p. 34) explains, if writing is seen "primarily as a

skill," student and instructor "tend to concentrate on errors."

According to Shuy (1981), the students tend to learn superficial

skills in writing, such as spelling, mechanics, and punctuation, which

lie above the level of syntax and often amount to the tip of the

iceberg; however these students may not have learned deeper skills or

arts, such as understanding meaningful relationships, recognizing

language uses, and creating cohesion, which lie beneath the surface of

syntax. Serious doubts are raised about the transferability of such

weak or superficial skills.

Many of the freshmen who have weak skills have taken first-

semester courses that form all or part of a writing program which

severely restricts the direct teaching of reading and which emphasizes

the skills unique to writing. When these courses center on basic

skills, the basic skills may be "wrenched out of the context of

meaning" (Shuy, 1981, p. 101). When these courses center on

sentence-combining exercises and increase the length of students'

independent clauses, the skill in sentence-combining does not

necessarily enable students to write better a year later than do

students who did not have such intensive sentence-combining (Kerek,

Daiker, & Morenberg, 1980, p. 115).

Thus, many freshmen evidence skills in reading no stronger than

at the beginning and skills in writing that are finely tuned but out

of context in part because students have taken a course designed to

teach skills unique to writing rather than to teach foundational,
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strong, long-lasting, and transferable skills and arts of communication

through both reading and writing.

In summary, there are inadequacies in some students' achievements

at the end of the semester which are likely to influence future

reading and writing. Some students perceive the goal of written

discourse as mere correctness, regard writing with distaste, approach

reading and writing without efficient methods, and develop weak skills

in reading and limited arts in writing unlikely to transfer to other

courses or serve as foundations for future learning. These

inadequacies are associated with inadequacies in those first-semester

English courses which provide "mindless service" (Booth, 1981, p. 16)

through a goal of correct writing, pressure students to learn through

a fast pace, merely require students to produce certain papers, and

focus on skills relatively unique to writing.

These inadequacies are far from universal. Many freshmen

communicate through written discourse excellently, and many first-

semester courses assist students effectively. However, any

inadequacies in freshman communication through reading and writing

imply that difficulties will arise in such students' subsequent

English courses, non-English courses, and post-university private and

public lives. Thus, explanations for the problems when they do exist

must be sought.

Explanations for Inadequacies in the Course
and in the Instructional Activities

Some explanations for inadequacies in the course are drawn from

the planning of the course. These explanations will vary from

university to university, and also the explanations will overlap or
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interact. However, four typical explanations will be placed in the

categories Aristotle describes in Metaphysics (cited in Glenn, 1946,

p. 94) for causal analysis: efficient cause, materiel cause, foimal

cause, and final cause.

Associated with explanations for inadequacies drawn from planning

are explanations drawn from student activities and from instructional

activities. "Instructional activities" are those educational

activities chiefly in the control of the instructor of a class.

"Instructor," used in the generic sense, means a person who teaches

this course regardless of that person's academic status or rank. The

instructional activities include methods of enlightening students

concerning goals, pacing the progress of students' learning,

explaining the content and giving practice in the skills and arts of

the course, and evaluating results by examinations and other means.

On the one hand, instructional activities are broader than merely

explaining content and giving practice in the skills of the course.

On the other hand, instructional activities are narrower than those

educational activities which lie largely in the hands of planners,

such as establishing goals, deciding the kind and number of students

admitted into sections, providing the time and place of classes, and

designating standards.

Initiating Inadequate Goals

What isthe explanation for the initiation of what Booth (1981,

p. 16) calls a "mindless service course" which tends to lead students

to see the goal of writing as correctness rather than communication of

critical and creative thought and feeling? To answer this question,

one examines the history of the way goals have been set up. When

I' 35
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early American university graduates needed skill in oratory, four

years, not a few semesters, of courses emphasized rhetoric, that is

reading the claSsical orations and delivering newly written orations

before peers and other audiences (Miller, 1982). After 1876, when

writing frequently replaced public speaking, when professors of

rhetoric such as James Francis Child founu correcting f sshman themes

to their dislike, and when courses in specialized areas of literature

sprang up as "English," composition was banished from Harvard and from

other universities or relegated to high schools or given a secondary

status within the universities (Ohmann, 1976). Later, when business-

men demanded graduates who could handle correspondence, a beginning

course in composition which included reading some essays was set up

and required to insure correctness of writing. After World War II and

during the protest-filled 60's, when large influxes of new types of

often-unprepared students entered, when professors felt driven to

publish literary critiesm or perish, and when logicians went to

departments of philosophy and rhetoricians to departments of speech

(Miller, 1982), the first-semester course in English further

diminished attention to critical and creative thinking and feeling,

the course often being taught largely by transient and overworked

graduate assistants. Since 1970, when demand for advanced courses in

and teachers of literature lessened, when English departments sharply

bifurcated their role into teaching literature and teaching

composition, when the Modern Language Association (MLA) and the

Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC or 4C's)

represented divided halves of the profession, and when universities

recognized the need to improve writing, the course emphasized
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academic, organized, and correct writing but gave lessened attention

to thoughtful reading, the course often being taught by transient and

overworked part-time or non-tenure track instructors. Currently, when

various stakeholders, such as non-English faculty members,

administrators, or state officials make requests or demands, the goal

of the course is altered. In short, since 1876, the goal is often

planned to meet short-term, practical needs of various groups without

adequate attention to students' long-term foundational needs to think

and feel critically and creatively.

Some students, too, prefer that the goal of the course be a set

of techniques immediately useful for business or technical discourse.

Since instructors, according to a national survey (Kinneavy, 1982),

value the goal of coherent communication more than the goal of

mechanical correctness, many instructors merely read the official goal

of the course once on the first day of class and do not express that

goal broadly, repeatedly, enthusiastically, or deeply.

Thus, the students' perception of the goal of English as merely

correctness after they have taken a "mindless" (Booth, 1981, p. 16)

course is explained partly by some planners' preferring short-term

goals rather than long-term goals of critical and creative thought and

feeling as well as by instructors' one-time, matter-of-fact

presentations of the goal to students.

Misjudging Students' Psycholinguistic
Capabilities

What is the explanation for the fast pace and pressure of the

course which tends to lead students to form a distaste for further

written discourse? The assumptions of some planners concerning the

r".1

t:1 4
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psycholinguistic capabilities of freshmen are implied in a review of

the students' preparations, the efficacy of the pre-standard courses,

and the requirements for completing the standard course.

Planners seem to undervalue the importance of students' state of

preparation for written discourse in English. Students' preparations

for a course in English may be excellent predictors of success in the

course. In one study (Battle, 1980), students' preparation for the

standard first course was measured by scores in ACT-English, the

number of word-errors and sentence-errors made per one hundred words

on the first paper, and age. The students' preparation measured this

way, augmented slightly by whether students attended full-time or

part-time, made it possible to identify with 97.5 per cent accuracy

which of those students completing all learning activities passed the

course. Preparation is a major factor in success.

Some planners have overestimated the preparation of entering

freshmen. Actually, scores of high school seniors on College Board

achievement tests in English have shown "consistent declines in recent

years" (National Commission on Excellence in Education, "A Nation at

Risk," 1983, p. 11). In Brooklyn College, New York, 40 per cent of

the entering freshmen failed the reading test (Brooklyn College

Testing Office, 1979, cited in Bowles, 1981). At the University of

California in 1975, 40 to 65 per cent of the beginning freshmen needed

remedial English (McCurdy & Speich, 1979, cited in Bowles, 1981.). At

Ohio State University, 30 per cent needed assistance (Maeroff, 1976,

cited in Bowles, 1981). According to professors at Indiana

University, the decline in basic skills of university students is
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caused by insufficient preparation at the secondary school level

(Jacobs, 1982). Some of the students themselves state that they feel

unprepared: at Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, 53 per cent felt "unready

and unable" (P. Campbell, 1981) to cope with college reading and

writing assignments. Several explanations for this lack of

preparation are that "half of the newly employed English teachers in

secondary schools are not qualified to teach" (National Commission on

Excellence in Education, 1983, p. 14); that students lack instruction

and practice (P. Campbell, 1981); that some students have personal

shortcomings (P. Campbell, 1981); that there are negative influences

from some homes (Denison, 1982); and that television is geared to the

twelve-year-old mentality (Johnson, 1984, p. 237).

Poor preparation is not always forcefully remedied by the pre-

standard courses in English. A questionnaire by Lederman and others

(1984) responded to by 45 per cent of all universities in the United

States indicates that almost all institutions provide courses in basic

skills: 80 per cent offer courses in reading; more than 90 per cent

offer courses in writing. In almost all of these institutions,

instructors of the courses decide which students are prepared to enter

standard English courses. According to evidence provided by Bowles

(1981, pp. 2-3), the success of the pre-standard courses in

"preparing students for the mainstream of college life" has been

"limited." She explains that a "narrow view of reading and writing"

and the administrative separation of reading classes from writing

classes fail to address "a larger problem of literacy in general."
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Some planners may also overestimate students' capabilities

when setting requirements for completing the course as those

requirements are expressed in teacher or non-teacher tests that are

too difficult. For example, one university dropped the requirement

that juniors or seniors pass a test in proficiency of writing but

added the requirement that freshmen earn a C or better during both of

the first two semesters of English. Planners who hold similarly high

expectations overlook research on the young person's gradual

development of physical capabilities (Chickering & Havighurst, 1981),

cognitive capacities (Piaget, cited in Vander Zanden, 1981), ethical

and affective capabilities (W. G. Perry, Jr., 1981), and linguistic

capacities (Hunt, 1977) as well, as the need for guided practice during

every year of college (Kitzhaber, 1963, pp. 100-101). Planners'

excessive expectations imply me or more assumptions. Planners may

assume that learning communication through written discourse is a

simple technical procedure perhaps analogous to filling a glass with

water or that eighteen-year-old freshmen will not grow, develop, Jr

mature. In either case, planners hold, in effect, a static

psychology.

Compounding the problem of some planners' misjudgments of freshman

capabilities is the fact that the standard course is frequently taught

by instructors who are unfamiliar with students' capabilities and who

are also unlikely to have strong impact on making plans or decisions

concerning the syllabus of the ceozse, suitability of texts, and

standards for passing the course. According to a national survey

(Kinneavy, 1982), instructors of the course at four-year universities

were 547 graduate students, 19% part-time instructors, 13% untenured

full-time instructors, and 14% tenured faculty members.

' 40
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Students too misjudge their own capabilities and put pressure on

themselves by working at part-time or full-time jobs, often limiting

the quantity or quality of time for study.

Associated instructional activities are intended to intensify

students' learning but sometimes parallel force feeding of plants.

Some instructors assign readings, such as Francis Bacon's "The Idols"

(1620/1968), that rank at what Bormuth (cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978,

p. 586) would call the "frustrational level." Then the instructors

must give lengthy explications of such essays, taking undue time from

writing. Some instructors assign writing that is similarly difficult,

such as combining several simple sentences into one forty-word

sentence. Students pressed in this way unduly increase their errors

(Hake & Williams, 1979). Some instructors mark every error on every

paper of every student. Although O'Hare calls this procedure

"tea,hing error" (lecture, Fall, 1980), these instructors feel that

they must use thi method for several reasons: to help students as

much as possible; to provide complete administratively required

folders of students' papers; and to counter threats to their contract

renewal, tenure, promotion, or merit raises from members of

departments of English who demand this instructional activity.

Thus, the fast-paced and pressure-filled course which sometimes

results in students' distaste for future written discouse is explained

partly by some planners' assumptions that first-semester freshmen are

prepared and are psycholinguistically developed enough to learn from

transient instructors in one semester or sometimes two semesters what

they need to know about writing graduate, assumptions associated

with instructional activities analogous to force feeding.

41
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Emphasizing Products While
Neglecting Methods

What is the explanation for some planners' designing a course which

focuses on describing and assigning products and which tends to lead

to students' lacking methods for carrying out further reading or

writing? Planners of the course at one or more levels of

administration seem to assume that the course is centered on technical

knowledge that can be learned from lecture and textbooks and to

assume, therefore, that instructors can help large numbers of

students.

Some planners seem to assume that learning reading and writing

involves passively amassing factual knowledge on rules of gramnar and

usage which students can readily apply to reading and writing

assignments. It seems that students are to learn to copy rather than

to think. Some planners of this firstsemester course in English may

visualize English classes as they were taught fifteen or more years

ago by discussion of literature, review of grammar exercises, and

assignment of writing; these planners would be surprised to observe

that in order to give students guided practice in using methods of

writing, instructors must often turn classrooms into laboratories by

consulting with students in the midst of their inclass writing, by

guiding peer editing, and by holding inclass conferences.

Instructors of this laboratorylike course help students aot with

replications of experiments but with original works and not by

checking a standard manual but by carefully suggesting improvements on

each unique paper and providing weekly hours for individualized

conferences. Nonetheless, the course lacks the Zwo extra class hours

42
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as well as the fourth credit-hour allotted to other laboratory

courses.

Despite the difficulties of teaching and learning these complex

processes of reading and writing, neither planners nor instructors

have had the benefit of a clarifying and supportive body of research.

Before 1965, when departments of English were bifurcated, little

research into the process of university-level reading was undertaken;

and studies in the process of writing progressed slowly (Blount,

1973). Few doctoral programs in English provided directly relevant

courses.

Planners who assume that the course can be taught by in-class

lecture and out-of-class assignments and who wish to increase

credit-hour production sometimes assign too many students to sections

of this course to permit instructors to guide students adequately.

Three professional organizations of instructors in English, after

giving detailed rationales, specify the maximum number of students it

is possible to teach well. In 1981, the Modern Language Association's

Commission on the Future of the Profession (1981, p. 2) stated that

"in composition sections the number of students should not exceed

twenty . . . ." In 1980, the Association of Departments of English

(1980) stated that the students in a section should be 20 or fewer,

and in no case more than 25 students. In 1977, the National Council

of Teachers of English, College Section (1977, p. 873) stated,

"Ideally, classes should be limited to 15 or 20," and "no more than 25

students should be permitted in any writing class." Still, one

community college in California ran a study that found that students'

scores on the Iowa Educational Development Test were statistically
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significantly greater when English classes were limited to 100

students than when classes were limited to 35 students and used the

study to justify continuing classes of 100 students (Silver, 1970)

although the report is unclear concerning what the students learned in

classes of either size. Planners have assigned over forty students to

sections of the course in Texas (Kinneavy, interview, 1985) and to

sections in Tennessee (Davis, interview, 1984). Compounding the

problem of large class size is the assignment of three or even four

sections of this course to one instructor. For example, thirty

students in three sections of the course along with forty students in

a sophomore course were assigned recently; such a teaching schedule is

equivalent to six sections of professional size. In an apparent

effort to insure that students have opportunities to learn, some

planners require that instructors re-collect all papers from each

student in each section, file these papers ir, chronological order in

folders, provide a list of assignments, and turn the folders in at the

end of the semester.

Hoping to find short-cuts, some students themselves press for

simple formulas for producing products as well as occasionally copying

papers meant to originate in class or even plagiarizing entire papers.

Associated instructional activities are somewhat more

time-savingly prod,Act centered than process centered. The two most

successful activities for teaching writing, according to a national

survey (Kinneavy, 1982), are revision (72.2%), that is, suggesting

improvements on students' original drafts and then reviewing the

students' rewritten versions; and conferencing (44%), that is,

discussing papers with students before, during, or after the time
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students write the papers. Both process-centered activities are

highly individualized and time consuming. To save time, instructors

of large classes may abbreviate these procedures or may substitute

less successful ones, relying heavily on product-centered approaches.

In the models approach, instructors assign students to read examples

of good writing, discuss the ideas, analyze the style and structure,

describe principles, and ask students to imitate these examples or to

apply the principles learned; these instructors can work with large

classes although there may be little or no guidance in the methods

for writing such ideal products. In "teaching the handbook" (O'Hare,

lecture, Fall, 1980), instructors review exercises on improving

incorrect sentences and later mark papers with the numbers of the

rules in a handbook so that students may correct their errors; these

instructors can make relatively quick criticism G2 students' papers

although the students may not receive practice in methods to write

future papers correctly or effectively. Instructors may handle

overloads in other ways: some may limit their teaching time to forty

hours and may give failing grades to students who have not learned

from that amount of help or may give passing grades to undeserving

students; others may work more than forty hours a week and may develop

physical disorders from overwork, disrupt normal family and personal

lives, or burn out from stress; still others way avoid teaching this

course at all.

Thus, the fact ..hat some students carry out future tasks of

reading or writing either by formula or without efficient methods

after they have taken a course that focuses on describing and

assigning products is explained partly by the planners' assumption
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that these littleresearched, complex practical skills and liberal

arts can be taught as a lecture course in three hours a week to a

large number of students by instructors who use abbreviated

instructional activities that are timesavingly directed to products

rather than to methods.

Unsoundly Assuming That Learning
Transfers Readily

What is the explanation for some planners' designing a course

which emphasizes certain writing skills but slights "instructional"

(Bormuth, cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 586) reading and which tends

to lead to little or no improvement in reading and to inflexible

skills in writing unlikely to transfer? By focusing on the skills of

written discourse, planners seem to make two assumptions: that

teaching the skills and arts of reading expository literature is not

important and that teaching the skills of reading or writing will

automatically and measuraWy improve writing or reading as much as is

needed.

The assumption that teaching reading per se is not important

may be based on several misconceptions. Reading may be misconceived

of as the decoding taught in elementary school which leads to skills

at the literal level rather than being conceived of as the inferring,

interpreting, and critical and creative thinking and feeling,

appropriately taught at a university level. Also reading literature

may b2 misconceived of as wasting students' time on fictional nonsense

rather than being conceived of as challenging students to think and

respond through bringing them face to face with writers of good prose

in expository essays.
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The assumption that since reading and writing are positively

correlated, teaching either reading or writing will automatically

cause the other skill to improve measurably is not borne out in

experimental studies. Twelve experiments in expected transfer show

that the relationship or correlation between reading and writing which

does exist is not necessarily strong enough to amount to covariance,

one element needed to establish causation.

Three experiments in which teaching some aspect of reading was

expected automatically and measurably to increase students' skills in

writing were undertaken. Although several forms of reading literature

analytically helped students improve their reading, teaching these

aspects of reading did not automatically and measurably improve

students' writing. The following researchers report the following

poor results in regard to improvement in writing: Calhoun (1971) no

evidence; M. L. Perry (1980), not significant; and Couture (1981),

success inhibited. Nine experiments in which teaching some aspect of

writing was expected automatically and measurably to increase skill in

reading were undertaken. Although several forms of writing compositions

by combining short sentences into more powerful complex sentences

helped students improve their writing, teaching this aspect of writing

did not automatically and measurably improve students' reading

significantly. The following researchers who used sentence-combining

reported the following poor results in regard to improvement in

reading: Fisher (1974), in the present form, not significant;

Shockley (cited in Combs, 1975, p. 30), "failed to verify a positive

relation"; Combs (1975, p. 92), "somewhat ambiguous"; Straw (1978),

not according to Nelson Reading Skills Test; and Kerek, Daiker, and

e r7
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Morenberg (1980), not significant on a standardized reading test. A

few researchers reported slightly more favorable results: Hunt and

O'Donnell (1970, p. 29), only for linguistically deprived; Stedman

(1971), higher level of significance for linguistically deprived;

Magee (1979), for certain structures; and Ledesma (1981), tentative

possibility.

Possible reasons for the failure of reading to improve writing

and writing to improve reading automatically and measurably within

these exneriments are that the instruments for measuring the outcomes

were insensitive, that the time of the experiments was too short, and

that only oae aspect of the entire process of reading or writing was

taught. Also, although there are similarities between the two skills,

apparently there are enough differences so that students need direct

instruction in both reading and writing with attention to all aspects

of each--wording, sentence structure, paragraphing, and composing the

essay overall--to facilitate measurable improvement in both, If there

is no substantial transfer between reading and writing, it is

difficult to imagine that there will be transfer to other courses.

Besides some planners' designing a course that tends to lead to

students' developing weak reading and inflexible writing skills,

students too act so as to reduce the likelihood of their developing

transferable skills. Some students have been so long accustomed to

objective tests that they have difficulty seeing the value of

developing transferable skills; also some use psychological pressures

on instructors to get a passing grade for credit in the course.

Associated instructional activities often become overly

specialized. Sentencecombining may become an exercise in rephrasing

1
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short sentences into dozens of different long sentences without

relevance to a rhetorical framework, that is, the thought intended,

the readers addressed, and the explanatory patterns needed. Doing

exercises in grammar or -unctuation in workbooks or handbooks runs the

sane risk of being too specialized and.acontextual.

Thus, the freshman students' weak skills in reading and the

inflexible skills in writing after some writing-dominated courses are

explained in part by some planners' unsupported assumptions that

instruction in reading essays is not intellectually important and that

focusing on skills of writing will readily bring transfer of learning

to reading and to other courses as well, assumptions accompanied by

instructor's teaching specialized writing skills out of context.

In summary, inadequazies are explained by short-sighted actions

of planners, students, and instructors. Since 1876, many planners

have preferred short-term goals, overestimated psycholinguistic

preparation and capabilities of freshmen, underestimated the time

needed to teach methods of reading and writing, and assumed without

support that instruction in reading is unnecessary and that

specialized skills in writing transfer automatically to reading and

other disciplines. Students too sometimes seek the easy paths rather

than the roads to long-term success. In these circumstances, some

instructors have used. weak instructional activities. They may

present the official goal cursorily, may pressure students to write

error-free complex sentences, may use time-saving assignments of

products while slighting methods, and may teach specialized skills in

writing out of the context of long-lasting communication.
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Although some planners have arranged excellent courses and some

students have learned despite poor circumstances and some heroic and

dedicated instructors have contributed to marvels of education, the

numerous and varied inadequacies which do exist and have been

explained in many ways must somehow be addressed.

Statement of the General Purpose
of the Study

It has been established that by the end of the first semester in

a university, freshmen need to communicate through both reading and

writing English at a level that is acceptable for meeting their

immediate academic and personal goals and that is sound enough to

serve as a foundation for future growth. From the foregoing

description of the planning of the course- it is clear that many

educational practices that lie outside the control of an individual

instructor should be altec.d to help students learn readily. For

example, through serious philosophical reflection, consultation of

research, and discussion' with ctstanding instructors and other

educators, planners could add lc%E-term goals to short-term ones.

Planners could sequence the learning of reading and writing throughout

high school and university courses to give students at every age

gradual opportunities to learn from fully qualified .structors.

Planners could assign the first semester course two hours of

laboratory time and one added credit hour and limit the classes to

twenty students. Planners could add attention to reading at the

"instructional level" (Bormuth, cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 856)

and could institute reading and writing across the curriculum.

Although these many delimitations face an instructor and

researcher, it is clear that strong instructional activities must be
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developed. Even though an instructor or researcher cannot specify

goals, a sound philosophy of communication that surpasses narrow

correctness and activities to convey this philosophy to students must

be formed. Although an instructor or researcher cannot eliminate all

undue pressure from overly difficult standards and mandatt:d tests,

appropriate psycholinguistic expectations and ways to increase

expectations of students gradually must be found. Though an

instructor or researcher cannot reduce requirements for products set

by planners, it is possible to use research to add some attention to

methods of reading and writing. If reading cannot be given adequate

attention in the course, an instructor or researcher can find ways to

give some direct instruction in reading and can make suggestions for

transfer of learning between both forms of discourse and to other

courses.

The general purpose of this study is to develop thoroughy one

coherent set of instructional activities for teaching communication

to firstsemester freshmen by learning activities in both reading and

writing English to enable students to reach acceptable levels for

meeting immediate and foundational goals. Such activities should be

helpful to freshmen even though the activities cannot overcome al of

the inadequacies of the course.

Particular Approach to the General Purpose:
Relatonship Between Reading and Writing

in the Course Setting

Since freshman need both reading and writing and since each must

be taught directly to gain substantial improvement, the next

consideration is how reading and writing can be related to each other
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in the course setting. There are three major possible relationships:

separate courses; a single course dominated by either skill; or a

single, possibly enlarged course with reading and writing taught

interrelatedly.

Separate courses have not been supported by the research of

Bowles (1981), who reports that such courses at the pre-standard level

fail to address the broad problems of literacy. Separate, required

courses are not administratively feasible at the present time.

Single courses dominated by either reading or writing have

already been shown through twelve experiments to bring inadequate

improvement in the under-emphasized part of written discourse.

A single course with skills and arts taught interrelatedly must

therefore be considered for this study. The first step in considering

the interrelational approach is reviewing the theory and research in

the literature. A later step is considering practical limitations of

time.

The goal of teaching reading literature end writing compositions

interrelatedly is now supported by thoughtful leaders in English.

"Studying texts and creating texts are essentially compatible

activities," according to the Modern Language Association's Commission

on the Future of the Profession (1981, p. 1). Interrelating

literature and composition was the subject of 16 sessions at the

Conference on College Composition and Communication, 1983. Recent

research, theory, or strategies on interrelating the forms of written

discourse were prenented at the CCCC, 1984, by such leaders as Corbett

(1984), C. Cooper (1984), and Lunsford (1984). The broad philosophy of

using both forms of written discourse as a means of learning the

'2
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content of non-English courses is rapidly being accepted among

university faculty members; reading and writing across the curriculum

are powerful educational activities (Weiss & Walters, 1981; Fulwiler &

Young, 1982). Clearly there is growing support for the goal of

teaching both reading and writing and for teaching them

incerrelatedly.

Research on students' natural development of abilities in reading

and writing is ?rovided by a psycholinguist, Vygotsky (1962); Vygotsky

explains that the development of capacities for reading develop

earlier than the capacities for writing although the capacities for

both develop continually. Vygotsky's research implies that teaching

reading aZ a given level of difficulty should continually precede

teaching writing at that level. Teaching reading as a continual

precursor to writing is especially important since writing is

difficult to learn in any case and calls for highly "deliberate

semantics--deliberate structuring of the web of meaning" (Vygotsky,

1962, p. 99). Using reading as a continual precursor for writing has

long been practiced; for instance, the Roma Quintilian (Miller,

1982) taught listening, reading, speaking, and writing in that way.

It seems that abilities in reading and writing grow upwards in two

interrelated spirals with delightful reading precursing writing and

with challenging writing aiding incentive to sharpen reading. This

continual interrelated development suggests continual interrelated

teaching and learning.

The processes of reading and writing although not identical may

have fundamental similarities which can be taken advbntage of in the

interrelated teaching of reading and writing. Researchers have found
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significant positive relationships between particular measurements

of some aspect of reading and particular measurements of some aspect

of writing in correlational studies although these relationships

have not been found to constitute covariance, one condition needed L..)

establish causation. Researchers are finding relationships between

more and more specific aspects of each skill. A strong correlation is

reported by Kuntz (1975, cited in Heller, 1980, p. 3), A significant

correlation of .13 between reading and writing achievements of 222

university freshmen is reported by Thomas (cited in Tang, 1979). A

significant correlation of .50 is reported by S. Grobe and C. Grobe

(1977). A "significant positive relationship between cloze test

scores [of reading] and writing sample outcomes" is reported by Euster

(1979, p. 69). Some significant relationships between scores on the

Iowa Silent Reading Test and scores on two writing tests are reported

by Fairbanks and Elliott (1981). A high relationship between reading

and writing skills is reported by M. L. Campbell (1976), who adds that

those who write better read better and those who write poorer, read

poorer. According to Heller (1980, p. 1),

at least 10 elements of written language were significantly
related to students' reading comprehension scores. Good readers'
writing was characterized by longer T-units, independent clauses
expanded through such nonclausal structures as prepositional
phrases, intra-T-unit coordinators, and passive verb phrases.
Poor readers' writing was characterized by shorter T-units
expanded primarily through the addition of subordinate clause
structures.

Non-correlational studies also point to similarities between the

processes of reading and writing. Both readers and writets

generalize from particulars and clarify relationships between

generalizations and particulars, states Bowles (1981), describing the

processes from a cognitive point of view. Both readers and writers

r.
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hear the voice of and interact with a "missing participant" states

Bowles (1981, p. 31), describing the processes from a rhetorical point

of view. Readers who observe the "plans" (Meyer, 1982, p. 37) of

authors and hence improve their skills in reading are likely to

transfer their knowledge of plans to their writing, states Bonnie

Meyer, looking at the processe as a reading specialist. Both readers

and writers must use special techniques to substitute for missing

gesture, intonation, and facial expression of speech, states Hirsch

(1977). Writing added to thought and discussion improves reading

better than thought and discussion, explains I. A. Richards in

Practical Criticism and How to Read (cited in Stotsky, 1975, p. 67).

In short, there are fundamental similarities between the two processes

which can be taken advantage of.

Whether teaching closely related skills interrelatedly tends to

increase students' achievements is considered by cognitive-field

psychologists and others whose theories and research affirm transfer

of learning. A cognitive-field learning psychologist explains that

the transfer of learning occurs "if and when--and only if and when--

(1) opportunity offers, (2) a trained individual sees or senses

it as an opportunity, and (3) he is disposed to take advantage of the

opportunity. . ." (Bayles, cited by Bigge, 1976, p. 299). Teaching

reading and writing in contiguity should offer implicit opportunity

and antecedent training so that eisposed students may make discoveries

on their own or through their instructors' suggestions. Teaching

closely related skills interrelatedly may bring the beneficial effects

of the systems approach. The systems approach, which gives a person

an overall view of some aspect of reality, enables that person to see
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the parts of the system in relation to the whole (Hoetker, 1972) and

often results in a synergistic effect. If students can comprehend the

roles of reading and writing in relation to each other and to the

whole of communication, they are likely to benefit from the synergism

frequently resulting.

The approach to teaching both reading and writing by presenting

them interrelatedly is consonant with the goals supported by leaders,

research on students' linguistic abilities, similarities in processes

of reading and writing, and theories on what is likely to facilitate

synergistic transfer of learning. Since research suggests that the

interrelational approach seems likely to produce deep, natural, broad,

and transferrable results, the interrelational approach is

theoretically worth studying.

The second step in considering the interrelational approach is

evaluating practical factors. In order to give time for teaching and

learning added skills and arts, this approach will probably require

more than three hours of class time, more than six hours of homework

time, and more than the usual time for instructors' outsideofclass

activities. Such time is not present administratively available.

Also there is no widely recognized set of instructional

activities for teaching the standard course.

Thus despite problems that arise from planners and from students,

and the limitation of inadequate time, it was advisable to develop a

set of instructional activities. Future studies can address time, and

future efforts can address problems arising from inadequacies in

planning and student's learning activities.
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Specific Purpose of the Study: Instructional
Activities for Improving Both Reading and
Writing by Teaching Them Interrelatedly

The specific purpose of the study will be stated and limited.

The results of a search of the literature for previously established

means of meeting this specific purpose are to be reported. The methods

of proceeding in this study will be described.

Statement of the Specific Purpose

The specific purpose of this study is to develop thoroughly one

coherent set of instructional activities for teaching communication

to firstsemester university freshmen through learning activities

for reading and writing English presented interrelatedly within one

standard course to enable students to reach levels acceptable for

meeting their immediate academic and personal goals and sound enough

to serve as foundations for future growth. Thorough development of

this set of instructional activities requires four steps: finding

researchbased criteria for the instructional activities; describing

the activities that are selected, modified, or created; evaluating the

activities in a carefully observed onesemester demonstration; and

suggesting any needed refinements in them. One limitation of the

study is that it will not review time, neither the time suitable for

teaching the course, nor the time used in teaching the course while

doing the demonsration, nor the time students need for homework.

Another limitation is that the instructor variable is not reviewed.

Delimited from the study is any effort to fail to meet planners'

requirements, such as planners' goals, number of students in the

course, kind and number of assignments, and standards for grading.
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The entire focus rests on developing thoroughly one set of

instructional activities.

Search of the Literature

The search of the literature revealed no set of instructional

activities already developed which meets all standards raised in the

statement of the specific purpose. This set should have a philosophy

of communication deep enough to serve as a foundation for long-term

goals of reading and writing. The set should be based on a psychology

that recognizes stages in the psycholinguistic development of

first-semester freshmen. It should consider similarities as well as

differences between learning. activities of reading and writing at

levels of the word, the sentence, the paragraph, and the essay. It

should in addition to reaching levels acceptable for meeting immediate

goals, use transfer of learning tt, help lay foundations for future

growth.

The search of the literature produced not one such experimentally

studied, published, full set of instructional activities designed

especially for freshmen in the standard first-semester course in

English. The search covered reading and writing at the college or

university level published in educational periodicals and

dissertations during the ten years preceding May, 1984. The search of

the literature did, however, produce valuable relevant material.

The following will be reviewed: one full set of interrelational

instructional activities for secondary school students, one full set

of interrelational instructional activities for students in

pre-standard university courses, and several partial sets of
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interrelational instructional activities for first-semester freshmen

in the standard course.

A major set of instructional activities for teaching reading and

writing to students in secondary schools was developed and observed

experimentally by Obenchain (1971). She held together her multi-level

approach by what she called the "precise essay question" (p. 29).

This question, asked by the teacher, is really a clear set of

instructions to students who have read a piece of literature,

directing them to write a composition to accomplish certain purposes

by using either specified rhetorical patterns or syntactic structures

or both. Her method failed to show significant improvement in reading

as measured by a standardized test (p < .06) but showed significant

improvement in writing as measured by writing samples (p < .001).

A major set of,activities for teaching reading and writing

interrelatedly to students in pre-standard university English is

described by Bowles (1981). From subsLantiai bodies of research in

communication, language, and cognitive development, she derived ten

criteria for designing materials for seven weeks of lessons. Her

method's "try-out" did not show significant improvement in reading as

measured by a standardized reading test, did show significant

improvement in writing es measured by writing samples, and did show

significant improvement in reading and writing combined as measured by

an instructional test. However, according to this later instructional

test which combined reading and writing, students did not show

significant improvement in expository reading and writing, that is,

the kind of discourse essential in the first-semester standard course.

Besides this set of activities by Bowles, there are other sets

t9
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designed primarily for students in pre-standard courses, such as a set

by Troyka (1973) and a set, called Foundations for Learning Language,

by Central State University and Foundations for Learning Press, Inc.

(1983).

Although the search of the literature revealed no full set of

interrelational activities for helping first-semester freshmen in the

standard course learn all aspects of reading and writing, it did

reveal many instructional activities for teaching several aspects of

reading and the corresponding several aspects of writing. A few

examples are noted here. Bruffee (1980), emphasizes peer editing,

students reading compositions other students have written and having

their own compositions read in turn. Moran (1981) uses techniques for

teaching creative writing as methods for teaching creative reading of

fiction. Charles Cooper (1984) asks students to read essays Which are

precise models of various types of essays that he then asks students

to write.

Valuable suggestions for this present study are implied in

earlier research. Since partial sets of instructional activities

which were used during short periods of a semester or less rarely

resulted in measured improvement that is statistically significant for

both reading and writing (Hunt & O'Donnell, 1970; Calhoun, 1971;

Stedman, 1971; O'Hare, 1973; Fisher, 1974; Shockley (cited in Combs,

1975); Magee; 1979; Straw, 1978; Combs, 1975; M. L. Perry, 1980;

Couture, 1981; Karek, Daiker & Morenberg, 1980; and Ledesma, 1981), it

is important to use a full set of instructional activities during at

least one full semester. Measurement of outcomes likewise should

cover the whole of reading and of writing taught. At this point in
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the study of the art, measurement of reading should be done by a

scaled observational procedure rather than by standardized tests

currently available for the university level. Measurement of writing

should be done by means of a carefully scaled instrument for

evaluating writing samples at word, sentence, paragraph, and essay

levels. Clearly it is time to draw upon currently available research

and the previously successful activities to develop thoroughly one

whole set of instructional activities helpful for teaching the

standard first-semester course of university English.

Method for Achieving the Specific Purpose

In this study, each of the steps in thoroughly developing a full

set of instructional activities for freshmen in the standard course

forms a chapter.

Finding criteria for selecting, modifying, and creating the

instructional activities was accomplished by reviewing research and

theory concerning the goals of communication, the psycholinguistic

characteristics of beginning freshmen, the processes of reading and

writing, and the transferability of expected results. This research

and the succinctly stated criteria derived from the research are

presented in Chapter II.

Describing the instructional activities selected, modified, and

created was accomplished by presenting the activities in categories

corresponding to the four criteria. Then the activities were formed

into a usable plan for the first semester and into a typical two-week

lesson for teaching one of the nine types of written discourse within

the semester plan. The instructional activities are presented in

Chapter III.
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Evaluating these instructional activities formatively, in

Scriven's (1973) concept, was carried out after demonstrating the

instructional activities for one semester, using the semester plan and

the lessons described. The demonstration was observed by quantifiable

means--a questionnaire on strategies and a university-administered

questionnaire on instruction; by qualitative means--interviews of

students and the journal of the instructor; and by combined

quantitative and analytical means--cloze samples and Goodman miscue

analysis for reading and Buxton-scoring of writing samples with

categories for rhetoric and correctness. The outcomes of all

instruments were subjected to appropriate analyses. The outcomes of

these analyses helped evaluate which acts 'ties seemed to be working

and which activities or instruments needed refinement. This

evaluation along with suggestions for advisable refinements in

activities appears in Chapter IV.

The summary, discussion, and impiications of findings appear in

Chapter V.

Summary

Too many students leave the first semester of English without

having achieved acceptable immediately practica: or long-term

foundational benefits in both reading and writing. These inadequacies

are often associated with inadequacies in the 41ourse since planners

frequently favor a short-term, immediately practical, marketplace

orientation over a long-term liberating or practical-liberating

approach and since instructors are pressed to use time-saving

instructional activities. Thus, some students view reading and

G2
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writing as correctness rather, than as critical and creative thought

and feeling after having taken what planners call a service course and

what Booth (1981, p. 16) calls a "mindless service course" in which

instructors present goals cursorily. Some freshmen feel distaste

towards future reading and writing after completing a fast-paced

course which is designed by planners who overestimate freshmen's

preparations and psycholinguistic abilities and which is taught by

instructional activities similar to force feeding. Students soaAimes

lack methods for carrying out further reading and writing after

completing a course planned on the assumption that the complex skills

and arts of written discourse can be taught in three hours of lecture

and assignments rather than through laboratory methods, by instructors

who use product-oriented rather than method-oriented activities.

StUdents develop weak skills in reading and inflexible skills in

writing after completing a course designed by planners who omit

reading instruction to stress writing strongly, the writing skills

stressed often being taught out of context.

Though a researcher cannot change the course's goals, pace,

required assignments, or stress on writing, a researcher can impro Te

some instructional activities. is pos3ible to use research on the

philosophy of communication to exceed minimum goals, on psycho-

linguistic development to increase expectations of freshmen gradually,

on methods of reading and writing to give students opportunities to

understand and practice them, and cn transfer of learning to provide

opportunities for that transfer to occur between reading and writing

and beyond.
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Since both reading and writing are needed by freshmen and since

both need to be taught directly to gain substantial improvements, a

researcher must choose a course setting. Because many experts

recommend the interrelational approach, teaching reading and writing

interrelatedly in one course is advisable, although added time will

probably be needed.

Despite delimitations associated with planning and limitations

associated with time, the specific purpose of this study is to develop

fully one coherent set of instructional activities for teaching

communication to first-semester university freshmen in the standard

course by learning activities in both reading and writing English

presented interrelatedly within one course to enable students to reach

acceptable immediate and foundational levels.

Criteria for these activities are derived from research in

philosophy, psycholinguistics, processes of reading and writing, and

principles of transfc: of learning. Then, the set of criteria-based

instructional activities selected, modified, or created along with

plans for its use are thoroughly described. This set of activities is

evaluated by a six-instrument observation of a one-semester

demonstration. Last are suggested any needed refinements of the

instructional activities.

This study should help instructors and planners assist

first-semester university freshmen to improve their communication

through written discourse immediately and to lay foundations for

communication in the future.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE: FOUNDATIONS OF CRITERIA
FOR DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Introduction

The specific purpose of this study is to develop thoroughly one

coherent set of instructional activities for teaching communication to

first-semester freshmen through learning activities for reading and

writing English presented interrelatedly within one standard-level

course so that students can develop the skills sufficient to meet

their immediate needs and the arts sound enough to serve as

foundations for future growth. The purpose of this chapter is to

review appropriate research and theory in order to derive criteria for

selecting, modifying, or creating the instructional activities that

will form the set. The set of activities based on these criteria is

described in Chapter III, is evaluated formatively in Chapter IV as it

was used in a one-semester demonstration, and in Chapter V will be

refined as needed.

The review of research, though not exhaustive, is comprehensive,

drawing upon several selected authorities in four areas. It focuses

on research and theory that will meet students' needs and overcome as

much as possible the inadequacies documented in Chapter I. The

research for meeting students' needs to go beyond mare correctness to

critical and creative thought and feeling comes from the philosophy
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of communication and draws upon foundations of education. The

research for helping to reduce pressured educational nurture comes

from psycholinguistics and draws upon developmental psychology. The

research for meeting students' needs for methods of reading and

writing to balance needs for description of products comes from

information processing and draws upon curriculum and instruction. And

the research for adding flexibility to basic skills of reading and

writing comes from studies in transfer of learning, drawing upon

educational psychology.

Review of the Purposes of Communication in General,
of Communication Through Written Discourse,

and of Freshman Communication Through
Written Discourse

Freshmen need to learn communication at a level sufficient to

meet their immediate purposes and sound enough to serve as foundations

for future growth. When the goals of the first semester course in

English are largely oriented toward correctness'of reading and

writing, they become "mindless service" (Booth, 1981, p. 16) goals

and provide weak foundations for future learning. Although an

indl.vidual instructor cannot usually establish goals of a course, a

researcher can seek a philosophy of goals that is deep and broad.

Such a philosophy of communication can be the "foundation point"

(W. H. Howick, lecture on foundations of eduction, Summer, 1980) from

which to see the officially required goals in the best light and

possibly to add to those goals. Such a philosophy comes from research

which falls into three categories: the purpose of communication in

general, the purpose of communication through written discourse, and

the purpose of freshmen communication through written discourse. This
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research implies one criterion for selecting, modifying, or creating

instructional activities.

Purpose of Communication in General: Dialogue

Ideally, the underlying purpose of communication is dialogue,

that "serious address between two or more persons, in which the being

and truth of each is confronted by the being and truth of the other"

(Howe, 1963, p. 4). "Dialogue is that address and response between

persons in which there is a flow of meaning between them in spite of

all the obstacles that normally would block the relationship" (Howe,

p. 37). Dialogue in this sense is as important to living as blood is

to the body since it enriches by providing nourishment and cleanses by

removing uLneeded materials. Although not all exchanges reach L.:is

ideal, the goal is worth striving for. This kind of dialoguing among

participants implies, in addition to clarity, effectiveness of 'king

questions and answering questions by some medium, such as gestures,

speech, or written words.

The purpose of communication might also be described as "the

rhetorical embrace," (M. Osborn, lecture on classical rhetoric,

Summer, 1979) a deflAtion implicit in Greek rhetoric. The strength

of such communication comes from the present active participant's

ethos, that is that person's credibility and insights; from the other

participant's or participants' pathos, that is needs or desires; and

from the medium of communication or logos, that is non-verbal or

verbal language rich in logic, structure, style, figres of speech,

sounds, and denotations. The practical strength of dialogical

communication, stressed by Aristotle (L. Cooper, 1932), increases when

the rhetorical work contains clear, logical thought; evidences the
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rhetorician's awareness of the particular audience addressed; and

contains orderly arrangement of facts presented in effective delivery,

style, and grammar. The liberating and foundational strength of

dialogical communication, empha"ized by Plato (416-415 B.C./1956),

increases when the truth is sought, the good of the other participants

is desired, and the medium of communication is pleasingly beautiful.

Genuine dialogue requires practical critical strength and

foundational creative strength interrelated.

By contrast, non-communication may take the form of a monologue--

one individual addressing no one. Or it may take the form of

demagoguery--one individual making inflammatory and exaggerated claims

before an audience of many.

Purpose of Communication Through Written
Discourse: Recorded Dialogue

The main purpose of communication through written discourse is

dialoguing by written or recorded words with.the potential o2 reaching

diverse peoples, living at vast distances, across long periods of

time to convey "the best that has been thought and known in the world"

(Arnold, 1869/1952, p. 768). The special strength of dialogue

recorded in script, comes from the fact that it can be re-read or

rewritten so that .he present active participant gains or gives full,

accurate, and succinctly stated meanings. Thus recorded dialogue is

not merely ordinary speech written down (DeBeaugrande, 1981) but

rather a caring and "deliberate structuring of the web of meaning"

(Vygotsky, 1962, p. 99).

Like dialogue of communication in general, dialogue through

written or recorded words may increase in strength when the work

concerns practical questions and answers presented in an orderly form
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or foundational questions and answers presented by participants

in a pleasingly beautiful way. In either case, although the

script in which dialogue is recorded is physical and static, dialogue

through the scrip is as open and fluid as, in Milton's (1664/1959,

p. 443) words, a "streaming fountain." Strictly speaking, the reader

does not gain the answer to a question nor does the writer give the

answer to a question; all participants seek to discover or reveal what

Kinneavy (1971, p. 19) in his communication triangle calls "reality."

There are some differences between dialoguing through reading and

through writing. In general, reading tends to be re-creative or

answer-gaining recorded dialogue and writing tends to be creative or

answer-giving recorded dialogue. Some explanation is needed.

Reading is dialoguing that is re-creative or, in a broad sense of

the term, answer-gaining. The readers "re-create," in Walter Kerr's

(lecture on drama theory, Summer, 1950) term, what has been created by

the author. Readers, having their own personalities and needs, begin

by asking practical or foundational questions.aroused by the author's

introductory statements. The readers' questions lead to the author's

answers; the author's answers lead to new questions until readers

recreate the insights presented in the author's voice, thus arriving

at comprehension. Contrary to the'notion that reading is passive or

automatic, reading, as described by Rumelhart, is highly "interactive"

(cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 289). So interactive is reading,

according to Frederiksen's model (cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978, pp.

293-294), that reading leads almost directly to responding, sometimes

in writing. This interactive dimension of reading can be taught,

Bowles (1981, p. 31) states, by emphasizing the "missing participant"
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that is the author, through using direct experience, such as oral

interpretation or role-playing.

Writing is dialoguing that is creative or, in a broad sense of

the term, answer-giving. Before making a draft, writers have at least

partly created or, according to Aristotle (L. Cooper, 1932), invented

their own insights or answers. They recognize the needs and

personalities of their readers and arouse in these readers hope of

answers. Writers plan a series of creative answers to readers'

questions, giving the readers opportunity gradually to gain insight.

Although writing seems entirely active, there is much reflection and

passive waiting involved. While interaction with the "missing

participant" (Bowles, 1981, p. 31) or readers is essential, such

interaction is especially difficult since the readers for what is

being written always exist in the future (Vygotsky, 1962, p. 99). To

overcome this difficulty partially, an instructional activity of

direct experience with the unseen ,participant, such as peer editing,

should be used.

Purpose of Freshman Communication Through
Written Discourse: Beginning-Academic

Recorded Dialogue

The main purpose freshmen have for communication through written

discourse is beginning-academic recorded dialogue in both re-creative

and creative forms concerning practical and liberating questions.

Freshmen ask practical questions to comprehend clearly when they read

re-creatively, and they give practical answers when they write with

comprehensivity what they create. The subjects they ask practical

questions about are the contents of the beginning required or core

courses in the humanities and the sciences. They ask questions of
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beginning-academic audiences, that is, the authors of their texts and

their seen or partially hidden instructor of this.course or

instructors of any rank in other courses. These dialogues occur

through textbooks, handouts from instructors, essays for English, and

"outside reading" for other courses. When they write, freshmen

provide practical answers concerning the content of their courses for

their instructors in the forms of essay examinations which are

sometimes based on lecture notes; reviews of plays; laboratory

reports; short papers; and summaries of "outside readings"; or they

write memoranda on ;:heir jobs. They use beginning-academic recorded

dialogue to learn so as to pass their courses.

Freshmen also ask long-term, foundational questions in reading

and provide long-term answers in writing in the courses just described

and sometimes on their own. They ask deep questions about religion

and philosophy, seeking truth, sustaining vision, and a way of life.

They recognize authors whose intentions are generous and try to

benefit from them. And they appreciate the articulateness of

effective authors of the self-developme'nt books and literature they

choose to read. When freshmen write their long-range thoughts in or

out of class, they present new insights into life, show awareness of

their audiences, a'ad writs in the form of academic papers as well as

of journals or letters home.

It is interesting to note that the first-semester course of

English may emphasize students' personal growth, a popular emphasis in

the late Sixties; may center on service to the readers in the form of

correctness, a popular center before the late Sixties; or may focus on

the language used as a medium of communication when such an activity
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as sentence-combining forms a large part of the course, a contemporary

focus. It is possible, however, to give balanced attention to the

student, the people the students will come into contact with, and the

language. Such a balanced approach which gives attention to all three

elements of dialogue is proposed in this study.

Criterion

From these sources comes the first criterion for selecting,

modifying, or creating instructional activities to teach freshmen

communication through written discourse. These activities, while

facilitating immediately practical correctness, should contribute to

that liberating dialogue which occurs when a thinking, truth-seeking

freshman-participant as re-creating reader or creating writer

interacts with unseen participants, that is beginning-academic

authors or audiences, by means of an ordered series of ideational

stated or implied questions and answers recorded in script. In

addition, "dialogue" will serve as the unifying principle' of and the

language for describing the entire set of instructional activities.

Review of the Characteristics of Communicators in General,
of Communicators Using Written Discourse, and

of Freshman Communicators Using
Written Discourse

Some freshmen feel distaste toward future reading and writing

after completing a fast-paced course designed by planners who

overestimate the freshmen's preparations and psycholinguistic

abilities and which is taught by instructional activities similar to

force feeding. Though instructors usually cannot eliminate

inappropriate expectations, a researcher can discover through studies

in psychology and psycholinguistics suitable expectations with
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sufficient depth and breadth to serve as foundation points for

sequencing learning activities so as to increase expectations of

students gradually. This research on the roles of educational nurture

and natural growth suitable for communicators in general,

communicators through written discourse, and freshman communicators

through written discourse leads to one criterion for instructional

activities.

Characteristic of Communicators in General:
Developed Authenticity in Dialoguing,

Dialogical communicators are already or are bedoming authentic,

open, and disciplined (Howe, 1963). Such communicators become

authentic or become more authentic through educational nurture in

which another person helps improve their abilities in the use of

lang Rge and through natLral growth which improves cognitive and

affective capacities. What are the roles of educational nurture and

natural growth in becoming authentic?

People tend to become more authentic through Cle educational

nurture found in formal or informal education. Growth in authenticity,

according to Howe (1963), comes through invitation from another person

who is authentic, sometimes a teacher or friend who is distant enough

to be objective, is present enough to student.; to share their

understandings, and is skilled enough in some area of reality, such as

mathematics or history, to enable him or her to use the language in

that area as the means of communication, a language which is taught to

the student.

People also tend to become more authentic through their own

-development of natural capacities. According to Piaget's study

(cited in Vander Zanden, 1981), humans tend to pass through natural
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stages in such growth. Between two and seven, children in the

preoperational stage feel themselves as the center of the universe and

use symbols, especially language, as if they provide the same

information as the objects they represent. Between seven and eleven,

young persons in the stage of concrete operations recognize the

conservation of mass, discriminate between symbol and referents but

still believe their mental constructs are a superior form of perceived

reality. From approximately eleven to twenty years or later, young

adults in the stage of formal operations become capable of regarding

at least certain aspects of reality objectively and abstractly and of

using hypotheses and deductive reasoning. It is understood that there

is a great range in the ages at which these stages occur, if they do,

and in the particular aspects of reality in which the capacities

appear.

Thus, people become dialogical communicators, that is persons who

are authentic, open, and disciplined through both nurture and nature.

Educational nurturers must consider natural development in

contributing to authenticity.

Characteristic of Communicators Using Written
Discourse: Developed Authenticity in

Recorded Dialoguing

Communicators using written discourse become authentic in

recorded dialoguing through nurture and nature. There are many

indications that the right educational nurture at the right time in

natural growth is helpful in becoming readers and writers who are

authentic.

The first question is: Do the natural capacities for being

nurtured in the skills and arts of reading and of writing come into

4
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being at the same level of complexity simultaneously? According to

Vygotsky (1962), a psycholinguist earlier referred to, young people

tend to de' lop natural capacities for acquiring skills in reading

earlier than they tend to develop capacities for acquiring skills in

writing, although the capacities for both develop continually.

Students, according to Conlin (1981), can read sentences of higher

syntactic complexity than they can write. Such research implies that

nurturing instruction in reading should occur at an advanced level of

complexity simultaneously with instruction in writing at a lower level

of complexity. It is especially important that reading be taught thus

since reading and writing are correlated and since educational

instruction or nurture in writing "must build on barely emerging,

rudimentary [natural] processes" (Vygotsky, 1902, p. 100). Reading

can serve as a continual precursor to writing, always slightly more

complex.

The second question is: Are both nurture and nature involved in

adults' learning reading and writing? Three pieces of research

provide an answer.

The relationship between nurture and nature in writing sentences

was empirically observed by Hunt (cited in Cooper & Odell, 1977), whose

findings have been replicated. According to controlled obs

the average words per independent clause written by students in the

fourth grade-is 5.4, and this average length increases gradually year

by year until writers in the twelfth grade reach 11.9 words. Students

also gradually develop abilities to write structures of increased

complexity in this order: coordinating subject and predicates,

forming appositives, transforming predicate adjectives to prenominal
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adjectives, changing predicates to adverbs, altering predicates into

prepositional phrases, and forming absolute phrases (Hunt, cited

in Cooper & Odell, 1977). These observations suggest the role that

natural growth plays. Unskilled adults, that is adults not nurtured

by higher education, averaged 11.9 words per clause; but skilled

adults, that is educationally nurtured adults, averaged 14.8 words

(Hunt, cited in Cooper & Odell, 1977). Nurture also plays a role.

The roles of nurture and nature in students' writin' of

full-length compositions was studied in an excellently cant-Lulled,

six-months' experiment by Buxton (1958). A control group of randomly

assigned students did not write papers at all and received no

instruction in writing papers; a second group wrot papers regularly

but received no instruction; a third group wrote papers regularly and

received instruction through corrections on their papers, in-class

suggestions for improvement, and required revision of all papers, thus

writing more than the second group. The research hypothesis that

students who wrote regularly without instruction improved more than

students who did not write at all was confirmed (p < .01). More

important, the research hypothesis that students who wrote with

instruction improved their compositions more than students who wrote

regularly but without instruction was also confirmed (p < .05). This

finding implies a significant role for educational nurture.

The roles of educational nurture and natural growth in

students' reducing errors in compositions was researched in a

four-year longitudinal, landmark study by Kitzhaber (1963). Through

guided, nurtured writing, Dartmouth's students in first-semester

freshman English reduced errors from a mean of 24.5 per thousand words
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at the beginning of the semester to 16.2 at the end; through similar

guidance, students in second-semester freshman English reduced their

errors to 13.8. However, students who were unguided during their

sophomore year increased average errors to approximately the error

rate they had at the beginning of their freshman year--24.4. Students

who were unguided, as Kitzhaber points out, from sophomore to senior

year increased their average errors beyond those they began with as

freshmen and reached 33.7 errors per thousand words (p. 109).

Although the senior's increase is not entirely attributable to lack of

nurture, clearly educational nurture helps students rid writing of

errors. Both nurture and nature are important.

Since both nurture and nature are involved in improving writing,

an instructor must consider the next question: Is there a right

educational nurture for a particular natural stage of development?

One of the following studies illustrates under-nurturing in relation

to continuing natural growth; the other illustrates what may be

over-nurturing in one area of writing in relation to natural growth.

A second look at Kitzhaber's (1963) longitudinal study of errors

in compositions highlights the fact that seniors increased aerage

errors beyond what they had made as sophomores, 24.4, and as beginning

freshmen, 24.5, and reached the mean of 33.7. The students'

increase from the end of the freshman year to the end of the sophomore

year, 13.8 to 24.4, is explainable as due at least partly to lack of

guided nurture, an explanation given by Kitzhaber (pp. 100-101). But

since graduating seniors' errors increased beyond that number, added

explanation must be sought. Hunt's (1977) finding that young writers

tend to develop syntactic length and complexity with age suggests

,
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that, in addition to writing on more difficult content, the seniors

had developed capacities for writing longer independent clauses and

more complex structures, sten as absolute phrases and prepositional

phrases formed of predicates. Thus, one can conclude that Kitzhaber's

seniors had lacked both the nurture to maintain their original skills

and the nurture needed to handle new powers and problems that surfaced

with natural development. These seniors were under-nurtured as

writers in relation to the abilities developing naturally.

The Kerek, Daiker, and Morenberg (1980) landmark experiment of

comparing the sentence-combining method of teaching writing with a

traditional method was done In two years. At the end of the first

semester of the freshman year, the research hypothesis that

sentence-combining helped freshman writers improve more than a

traditional methA was confirmed (p < .001). Then it was assumed that

both experimental and control groups of students received

approximately the same lack of nurture in writing and grew naturally

in syntactic maturity and in other ways at approximately the same rate

during their sophomore year. At the beginning of the junior year 28

months later, the null hypothesis that students taught by the

traditional method wrote better than the students taught by the

intensive sentence-combining method was not rejected. Thus, although

much research has shown that the sentence-combining method is

undoubtedly a valuable activity for teaching writing, one cannot

conclude that the intensive nurturing of students by using this method

at one point in the students' natural development is likely to bring

superior lasting effects.
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The fourth question is: What is the importance of establishing

the right relationship between educational nurture and natural growth

to the authenticity of communication through written discourse? The

importance of the right relationship between nurture and nature in

relation to authenticity is expressed in the Harvard Report (1952):

The ability to organize and express ideas is not a skill
which is acquired at a given age [through nurture and nature]
and then simply put to use; it is a function of the total
growth of the mind [nurture and nature] and must develop
as experience of life broadens and deepens . . . . Verbalizing
[through over-nurturing] must never outrun real understanding
based on experience. (p. 116)

Thus it seems that the right nurture at the right time in natural

development contributes to assuring authenticity of persons

communicating through written discourse.

Characteristic of Freshman Communicators Using
Written Discourse: Developed Authenticity
in Beginning-Academic Recorded Dialoguing

In order that freshmen become persons who are authentic as

beginning-academic communicators through written discourse, educational

nurture should be right for the natural development of a freshman in

at least three areas: biological life cycle; ethical or value-system

development; and readiness for reading and writing various modes of

discourse, lengths of sentences, and degrees of syntactic and semantic

correctness.

Educational nurture should be right for a freshman's natural

development in the biological life cycle, the cycle set by

physiological age. In general, a person's point in the life cycle

determines what a person is interested in (Chickering, lecture on the

future American college, Spring, 1983). First-semester freshmen of

typical college ages, seventeen to twenty-three, are likely to be
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performing many of the tasks specified by Chickering and Havighurst

(1981) for the ages from sixteen to twenty-three. These tasks are

associated with leaving home, that is, breaking psychological ties,

choosing a career, entering work, handling peer relationships,

managing a home, managing time, adjusting to life on one's own,

problem-solving, and managing the stress accompanying change. These

areas make suitable topics for the content of reading and especially

of writing and facilitate authenticity.

Educational nurture should be right for a freshman's stage of

intellectual and ethical or value-system development. In general, a

person's stage in life helps determine how the person learns best and

is taught best (Chickering, lecture on the future American college,

Spring, 1983). A freshmen is likely to be in any of three stages of

intellectual and ethical development. Of the freshmen at the

beginning college age of eighteen who were reported on by Weathersby

(i981, p. 58), 16% were self-protective or, in W. G. Perry's term

(1981), dualistic; they tended to see life in terms of all-true or

all-false, all-ugly or all-beautiful, or all-bad or all-good. Such

freshmen want the "correct interpretation" of a piece of literature

read, believe that the instructor knows "it," and expect the

instructor to tell "it" (Burnham, i983). They also expect "correct"

answers to questions of English usage from the authority-instructor

and expect explicit examples of writing which they can imitate.

Corresponding teaching practices are lecture and examination. Of the

freshmen reported on by Weathersby, 52% were conformists or, 4.a

Perry', term, in the stage of multiplicity. These students tended to

seek social approval and acceptance and to favor law and order in
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larger social contexts. They accepted standards and expectations held

by significant others, especially their instructors. Corresponding

teaching practices are teacher-led dialogue and "learner-centered"

discussion. Of the same groups of freshmen, 31% were performing at

the conscientious or, in Perry's term, in the relativistic stage or

above. These freshmen are concerned with individual rights, recognize

multiple views but seek congruence and simplicity, and employ the

scientific method and logical analysis. They have internalized

standards of excellence. Appropriate teaching practices are

programmed learning, correspondence study, televised instruction, and

computer - assisted instruction. Interestingly, by the age of

twenty-one, the age of many university juniors, 81% of the sample had

reached this third stage or a higher one.

Since freshmen are likely to be in any of the three stages which

affect how they learn best, it seams that instructors might begin with

teaching activities most helpful to the first stage, then use those

most helpful to the second stage, and last try those helpful to the

third stage. Also, according to Chickering (1981, Spring, p. 23), it

is advantageous to pitch teaching one stage higher than a studeat's

current stage. Often strong support to a student in carrying out

activities in the current stage enables the student to discover and

move into a higher stage and continue becoming authentic.

Research indicates that certain modes of written discourse, types

of syntax, and degrees of freedom from errors are appropriate or right

expectations for freshmen in relationship to natural development.

Listed from simpler to more difficult, the modes of discourse, are

traditionally considered to be narration, description, exposition, and

L1
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(1981) research improved under her method at a .95 level of confidence

in writing narrations and descriptions, they did not improve similarly

when writing the more difficult expositions required of freshmen in

the standard course. Consistent with Piaget's (cited in Vander

Zanden, 1981) research on stages of cognitive development, university

freshmen in the first semester of the standard course are likely to be

capable of decentering--of attending to several aspects of a situation

simultaneously; they may be reaching towards or have reached the stage

of formal operations--capable of regarding at least certain aspects of

reality objectively and of using hypotheses and deductive reasoning.

Thus, most freshmen should be capable of learning to write expository

essays and, with considerable instruction, of learning to write simple

arguments. Their reading can be more advanced, including somewhat

more complex expository essays and also arguments.

The length of independent clauses and types of intra-sentence

structures freshmen use in their writing are described by objective

observors. In the twelfth grade, according to Hunt's study (cited in

Stewart, 1978, p. 45), seniors wrote an average of 11.45 words per

independent clause. Beginning freshmen tested by Stewart wrote 12.25

words. Freshmen have probably mastered the coordination of subjects

and predicates, formation of appositives, transformation of predicate

adjectives into prenominal adjectives, and alteration of predicates

into adjectives; they probably have not mastered the alteration of a

predicate into a prepositional phrase or the formation of the absolute

phrase (Hunt, cited in CoorBr & Odell, 1977). It is important not to

nurture skill in verbalization out of proportion to natural capacities.
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The expected degree of freedom from semantic and syntactical

errors and the way instructors should treat errors are also described

by close observors. In a re' iy of freshmen with a wide range of

abilities, all serious and minor errors per hundred words were

tabclated. Students who passed the course usually made a mean total

of eight or fewer errors per hundred words, and those who failed made

nine or r,ore (Battle, 1980). Incidentally, underprepared students who

were pressed to learn both university-level and high-school-level

skills during one semester of standard English increased their errors

(Battle, 1980). Also since students wao are overly pressed to combine

short sentences intc longer complex ones may unduly increase errors

(Hake and Williams, 1979, p. 139), it has been suggested that students

be taught the upper levels of sentence-combining only when they are

ready for it, that is only they have become or are well on the way to

becoming proficient writers.

The number of errors that instructors should mark on each paper

remains an open question, since soma educators advise marking only one

type of error in each paper and other educators insist that every

error on every paper during the entire semester should be marked. In

a quasi-experimental study of the effect of marking errors in papers

of students in two developmental classes (Battle, 1981), no difference

at the .05 level of significance in students' improvement was shown

among marking one-third, marking two-thirds, or marking three-thirds

of the students' errors. However, students who had one-third marked

expressed enjoyment in writing, but those who had all errors marked

as well as having revisions and exercises required strongly disliked

the course. Further, instructors can perhaps be most helpful to
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reduction of errors if they study the sources of errors for likely

causes (Lyons, 1984) and adjust thei: terminal and marginal comments

accordingly.

Criterion

All activities, rather than being under-nurturing or over-

nurturing in relation to na.ural development, should help freshmen

students develop authenticity as question-asking and question-

answering persons by varying teaching methods to help students reach

towards the next higher stage in life, probably one in which they set

their own standards; by using reading that is more complex than

writing; by favoring subjects associated with leaving home; Li

eliciting expositions and simple arguments; and by expecting

relatively error-free sentences formed of independent clauses

approximately nelve words long. This type of developmental education

might best be carried out in what Bruner (1960, p. 52) calls a "spiral

curriculum."

Reuiew of the Methods of Communicating in General, of
Communicating through Written Discourse, and of a

Freshman's Communicating Through
Written Discourse

Explanation for the sometimes unbalanced, superficial, or

abbreviated activities for teaching communication through written

discourse is the fact that planners have allowed such an inadequate

amount of time to teach a little-researched, complex, skills-oriented

discipline to so many students that some instructors tend to describe

products to be re-created'or created rather than the methods whereby

to re-create or create them. Though instructors probably cannot fully

overcome the insufficiency of time for laboratory activities, a

004
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researcher can find and use research that, without omission of

description of products, focuses on processes of communicating through

written discourse. This research should be broad and deep enough to

serve as a foundation point for methods of learning and teaching of

both reading and writing. The research will be reviewed in three

categories: the method of communicating in general, the method of

communicating through written discourse, and the method of a freshman's

communicating through written discourse. From this research, a

criterion for instructional activities will be derived and stated.

Method of Communicating in-General: Process
of Interacting Through Dialogue

Communicating is not comparable merely to mechanical, one-way

transportation of information (Communication, 1969, p. 203) or to "a

physical quantity such as mass or energy" (Information Theory, 1969,

p. 246B), as some theorists propose. Monologue can become dialogue

(Howe, 1963, p. 36) when one participant lays aside his defenses and

begins "experiencing the other side" (Buber, cited in Howe, 1963, p.

38). Making this change from monologue to dialogue requires

"corr 'ative thinking, a thinking that looks for reciprocal relations

between. things, between lersons, between meanings and truth, between

theory and practice, between litt..e meanings and ultimate meanings"

(Howe, p. 42). For example, correlative thinker: see both their side

and the other person's side of an issue. Real dialoguers become aware

of the barriers between themselves and the other or others, that is,

everyone's defenses, anxieties, purposes, stereotypes, or language

rigidities. The dialoguers, without compromising their beliefs, after

coming to terms with their own self-created barriers, and after

risking the possibility that they may have to change their positions,
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listen to and accept the concerns and barriers and feelings of threat

of the other participants. They make these concerns the subject of

the dialogue, thereby enabling themselves to find perforations in the

barriers. Such dialogue may be carried out by any leethod, such as

informal discussion, creative lecture, group processes, audio-visual

experiences, case studies, and other means so long as there is "a true

address r'd response in which each informs and learns" (Howe, 1963, p.

50) and hence there is real "meeting" (Huber, p. 11). In other words,

this process helps participants approach what Kinneavy in his

communication triangle calls "reality" (1971, p. 19). !,,:eing the

products ,or the examples of this process or having the resulting

produci , described, though valuable, can not be substituted for

engaging in the process itself.

Method of Communicatirg Through Written
Discourse: Process of Interacting

Through Recorded Dialogue

It is highly challenging to interact through recorded dialogue,

and the long-term benefits can be proportionately high. Although all

aspects in the process of resolving interpersonal and social problems

are important, much of the reser-,:h has focused on the linguistic

aspects of the process.

"Basic to all reading and writing" explains Squire (1983,

p. 581), is skill in processing language." Understanding processing

of language involves discovering whether the steps in reading and

writing are seriLi or recursive and whether readers and writers

process from the discrete parts to the whole or from the whole to the

parts.

e`
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The processing of language in reading as described by early

researchers occurs in three "stages" (Chall and Clark, cited in Lapp &

Flood, 1978, p. 288) in a series: "encoding, comparing, and recoding."

This serial approach seems to favor learning discrete skills before

learning broad overall skills in a down-up approach. More recently,

five stages in the _,ading act were described by Frederiksen (cited in

Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 293): receiving graphic senstions, generating

the structure of information, generating sentence structure,

interpreting syntax to generate related propositions, and generating

new propositions from given information. These stages are diagrammed

as recursive; almost every action in the process reflects back on,

continues, or perfects an earlier action or actions. Nine operations

during reading, such as provision of connections that were unstated

and clarification of linguistic incompleteness by ascertaining the

-referent of a pronoun, are identified by Lapp and Flood (1978). The

recursiveness of stages in t.ze process emphasized in recent research

leads to modification of the down-up approach to learning to read.

Squire (1983) states:

One does not learn to read only by completing an endless series
of discrete practices on isolated reading skills . . . Our
task is to teach students how to relate the various subskills in
achieving a totality of meaning . . . by teaching the specific
skills in a holistic context . . . (p. 585)

One especially valuable way to help studen' ; "relate the various

subskills in,,.itieving a totality of meaning" is the seventh step in

one method of teaching reading. The seven steps are teacher's

preparation, provision of readiness activities for students,

instrcaon, drill and practice, evaluation of accomplishments,

follow up, and provision for enrichment activities (Kaiser, lecture on

E7
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modern reading, 1982). The last step, provision for enrichment

activities, helps students synthesize the subskills to achieve "a

totality of meaning" (Squire, 1983, p. 585).

The products of reading are important; they may be briefly

described here as the skills of literal, on-the-line comprehension;

inferential or between-the-lines comprehension; and critical or

beyond-the-lines comprehension (Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 296) and the

arts of intensive, interpretive, and creative comprehension. The

products may also be described as the evidence of such comprehension

in speech, writing, or actions. Nonetheless, the products are

understood as being achieved by a "dynamic, active :r-cess" (Lapp'&

Flood, 1978, p. 299).

The processing of language in writing as described by Rohman

(1965), an earlier researcher, occurs in three serial steps,

pre-writing or invention, writing, and rewritiug. Actually, many

early classes in English emrhasized only the rewriting stage or even

the proofreading part of the rewriting stage Also, many early

textbooks organized information on writing as if one subskill should

be mastered at a time in a down-up approach, moving from information

on correct words to correct sentences to -:ell-developed paragraphs to

the whole coherent essay. Recent research summarized by Ann Humes

(1983, pp. 205-212) indicates that competent writers know the four

subprocesFesof composing: planning, that is generating and

organizing content and setting goals; translating, that is transforming

thought into graphic representation; reviewing, that is judging what

has been done and what remains to be done; and revising, that 13

mentally changing the content, structure, and the actlal text. The
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steps in the process of writing are now regarded by De Beaugrande

(1981) and many others as being recursive. The contemporary emphasis

on the recursiveness of steps modifies the down-up approach to

learning to write. One does not "learn to write," Squire (1983,

p. 585) comments, "by facing only endless sequences of 'itty, bitty'

sentences and paragraphs" but rather by seeing "the relationship of

part to whole . . . within a total context."

The products of writing are often thought of as the skills and

arts of literal and intensive comprehensibility, inferential and

interpretive comprehensibility, and critical and creative

comprehensibility. The products may also be described as compositions

that evidence such ComprehenSibility, for instance by being unified,

developed, and coherent. Important as products are, they are not

substitutes for processes. Thus, comprehensibility, the product,

requires practicing "the total process of constructing and

reconstructing ideas" (Squire, 1983, p. 585).

Method of a Freshman's Communicating Through Written
Discourse: Process of Interacting Through

Beginning-Academic Recorded Dialogue

The method whereby freshmen communicate through written discourse

is to think correlatively when interacting with unseen participants

by means of following recursive steps in the process of beginning-

acadevic recorded dialogue. A number of authorities outline such

practical steps.

For freshmen's reading essays, four steps are described and shown

in Trimmer and Hairston's The Riverside Reader (1981). The steps are

(1) pre-reading of title, author's biography, and place of

publication; (2) reading straight through for a main impression or for
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the author's main point; (3) re-reading for understanding the process

of writir-, especially the plans (Meyer, 1982, p. 37) or schemata

(Lunsford, 198) whereby the author created the product; and (4)

writing-a short response to talk back to the author. The pre-reading

sttn (1) includes, according to Trimmer and Hairston (1981, pp. 5,

10), predicting what the the author might say. During the re-reading

step (3), readers become aware of the plans or schemata that the

author used consciously or unconsciously in arranging the parts of the

discourse and in assuring coherence of thought and feeling.

A more complete set of highly recursive stages, one to be used in

this study, is expressed in dialogical terms. The first two steps

emphasize inferential and interpretiye reading; the next two -mphasize

literal and intensive reading; the next two emphasize critical and

creative reading; and the last permits enjoyable reading at what

Bormuth (cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978), p. 586 calls the "independent

level." The recursive steps are the following:

(1) focused reading of the entire text straight through for
the main question the freshman reader asks when the author
addresses him or her, and for the main answer or response
the author eventually provides;

(2) broad reading for the sub-questions the freshman reader
asks and the sub-answers the author provides which
eventually lead in an ordered series to the overall answer,
a series called plans or schemata;

(3) close reading for understanding facts and details, that is
for creating or interpreting the author's supporting
experiences and feelings which have suggested partly through
figurative language;

'(4) intensive re-reading, preferably orally, to experience the
author's voice suggested by the sounds of words, rhythm
of sentences, and punctuation;

(5) evaluative reading by critically checking the author's
answers with the freshman's own and with other criteria;

e
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(6) public reading, that is sharing or responding by discussing
what is read orally with others or by writing about it; and

(7) free and wide reading for enrichment and fluency, especially
of e.. says on the same question using different patterns of
development.

Freshmen reading at a level defined as "independent" (Bormuth) can

abridge many of these steps. Freshmen reading at the "instructional

level' (Bormuth) will benefit from practice in all steps.

Fcr freshmen's writing of essays, five steps are described and

demonstrated by Memering and O'Hare (1984) in Writer's Work, 2nd ed.

The steps are (1) Ore-writing (remembering, observing,

participating, imagining, and researching); (2) writing non-stop an

initial draft of one's own thoughts; (3) re-wri':ing or revising,

especially considerin, one's readers, thereby forming a working draft;

(4) re-writing the final draft, especially concentrating on the

introduction and conclusion; and (5) proofreading. Pre-w:Iting (1),

receives attention from many e .serts. "Invention" is the name given

Aristotle's (L. Cooper, 1932) advice for consideration of the ideas,

audience, and arguments. To help students invent their own thoughts

by asking themselves numerous questions about an assigned topic, Burns

(1983) has written a computer program. Small-group activit.i.es

designed by Hillocks, Kahn, and Johannessen (1983) enable students to

develop such skills as comparing and contrasting by using real

objects, and these activities seem to improve writing even more than

sentence- combini'v does. The non-stop writing (2) is consonant with

Krashen's (1977) research that shows students must turn off their

monitor while expressing their own thoughts, deferring criticism until

later in the process. Re-writing (3 and 4) has received attention

from Quintilian (cited in Miller, 1982) when he discusses arrangement,

1' r
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from Lunsford (1983) when she discusses schemata and from Bonnie Meyer

(1982) when she describes writer's plans. Some instructors prefer to

separate the rhetorical steps (1-4) from proofreading (5) by focusing

on correctness in a separate place, such ns a laboratory, or at a

separate time (Winterowd, 1981).

A more comptete set of highly recursive stages, one to be used in

this study, is expressed in dialogical terms. The first two steps

describe critical and creative thought and feeling and contribute to

forming the essay-as-a-whole and the paragraphs; the second two center

on providing readers with experiences that are exnressed in sentences

and words; the next two give attention to reviewing for improvement

and praise; and the last step provides independent enjoyment.

(1) focused writing for clarifying the freshman writer's main
answer and for establishing the audience's actual or likely
opening question, probably providing the writer a way to
address readers in the introduction;

(2) broad writing for forming a series of IR. ciswers and sub-
questions, the plan, or schemata, whict .ead to the main
answer;

(3) close writing for providing particular readers with details
and figures of speech that will aid them to experience the
writer's general answers;

(4) intensive re-writing or revising so as to voice the author's
concern for his readers through sounds of words, rhythm of
sentences, and punctuation, a step which includes
proofreading;

(5) evaluative writing by checking for the readers' likely
reactions, using the observations of helpful others, and
considering a variety of criteria;

(6) public writing or sharing one's writing by some form of
publication, especially one permitting a response; and

(7) free and wide writing of additional texts for enrichment and
fluency.
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Though experts can abridge many of these steps, freshmen can benefit

from all of them.

Freshmen who tend to learn best by one or another of the four

learning modes described by Kolb (1981) are likely to carry out

c.-%r-ain steps in the process of dialoguing thoroughly and other steps

superficially, according to experience of this researcher. Freshmen

who learn best by what Kolb calls abstract conceptualization tend 'to

gather or express main ideas thoroughly through focused and broad

discoursing (1 and 2); but they tend to find close discoursing and

re-discoursing (A and 5) so repetitive and time-consuming that they

must be reminded often of those readers who need substantiation to

understand genera' statements. Freshmen who learn bes by active

experimentation dislike reading and writing expositions and arguments;

prefer public discoursing (6), and seem to regard writtr.ln dig-course as

being guided by a set of rules of the game which is won partly by

chance and rewarded with an A; so they need steady encouragement to

read and write well (1 through 4). FresLuen who learn best by

concrete experience tend to carry out the discoursing quickly (1 and

2), readily pick up fetaings and sensations (3 and 4), and enjoy

reading and ',citing freely (7); but they must be instructed to carry

out focused and close 4:1iscoursing (1 and 2) at several different

sittings since they carry out these steps superficially. Those

freshmen who learn best by reflective observation begin by finding the

supporting points (2 and 3), criticize a bit severely (5), and

hesitate to share (6); but they benefit from individual comments and

conferences to help them to learn to synthesize (1) more quickly and

gain confidence. Even if steps in the processes of reading and
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writing can be stated generally, each freshman dialoguer will, need to

adapt them to as or her own abilities.

Criterion

From these zources comes the third criterion for se. :ting,

modifying, or creating instructional activities to teach freshmen

communication through written discourse. These activities should,

without omission of describing and requiring products, facilitate

freshmen's engaging in "correlative thinking" (Howe, 1963, p. 42) by

carrying out all seven recursive steps of the interactive processes

of both reading and writing, relating rhe parts--paragraphs,

sentences, and words--to an "all-embracing meaning" (Squire, 1983,

p. 585). Activities for carrying out all seven steps for both

reading and writing saould be included at least briefly when reading

and writing each of the nine forms of chiefly expository written

discourse presented during a semester.

Review of the Results of Communication in General, of
Communication Through Written Discourse, and of

Freshman Communication Through
Written Discourse

Freshmen need two somewhat overlapping types of results from

learning communication through written discourse. They need

practical skills and affective arts to read expository discourse with

comprehension and to write essay examinations and reports with

comprehensibility; and they need foundational abilities in

communication through written discourse that are strong enough to

carry over into further, somewhat different reading and writing and

into other actions as well. The weak skil. 61 reading and inflexible

skills in writing that some freshman students demonstrate after having

4
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taken certain writing-centered courses are explained by some plannel"

unsupported assumptions that reading is not intellectually important

and that skills in writing will readily transfer to reading and to

other courses. These unsound assumptions are accompanied by

instructors' teaching skills out of context. This review seeks

research on the expected immediate improvement in skills :n both

reading and writing but especially on those expected foundational

abilities of communication that are likely to transfer. Even though

instructors must help freshmen develop the skills of mere literacy,

instructors can use research on transfer of learning to devise

activities likely to gain abilities in true literacy which seem likely

to transf r.

It will be recalled that transfer of learning occurs, according

to Bayles (cited in Bigge, 1976, p. 299), "if and when--and only if

and when--(1) opportunity offers, (2) a trained individual sees or

senses it as an opportunity, and (3) he is disposed to take advantage

of the opportunity." When a person develops strong skills of critical

and creative thinking and feeling, the person can be considered

:.trained" (2). If the person has developed affective arts of

responding and valuing, the person can be considered disposed (3).

These strong skills and arts along with the art of reversing will be

considered foundational abilities. When such an able person is

presented reading and writing in continguity, the person will be

thought to have an opportunity (1) to transfer learning from reading

to writing and writing to reading. From research on the results of

communication in general, results of communication through written
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discourse, and results of freshman communication through writ:en

discourse, a criterion for instructional activities will be derived.

Results of Communication in General:
Transferable Abilities

in Dialoguing

The results of learning communication in general are not only

certain practical skills and affective arts but also liberating

foundational abilities. Learning ordinary communication develops

cognitive skills to help give or gain information and affective arts

which help convey emotions and values. Although these skills and arts

overlap in reality, they are described separately. Foundational

abilities leading to extraordinary communication will also De

described.

Learning ordinary communication should develop the communicator's

cognitive skills, especially the skills of critical thinking, which

tend to bring about chiefly practical results. The cognitive skills,

listed in terms of Bloom's (1956) taxonomy of educational objectives

in the cognitive domain, are skills in acquiring knowledge,

comprehending, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating.

These skills used in public communication tend to bring such results as

concet.aus on public issues and support for a strong national defense

to counter internal and external threats. In short, these cognitive

skills, result largely in information-gaining and information-giving.

Learning ordinary communication develops the affective arts,

especially those of value creation and integration, which lead to

personal results. These arts, in terms of Krathwohl, Blom, and

Masia's (1964) taxonomy of educational objectives in the affective.

domain, are abilities to be aware, to be willing to give or to
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receive, to respond, to value, to organize a value system, and to

build values into oneself. For example, communicators learn arts of

exercising selfcontrol, of respecting others, and of trusting (Howe,

1963). These arts, carried out in less-public circumstances tend to

bring such results as personal peace, friendships, and communitj

(Howe, 1963, p. 106).

Occasionally ordinary communication becomes "more than

communication" (Howe, 1963, p. 107). Learning ordinary communication

thoroughly can lead to especially strong cognitive skills, affective

arts, and foundational abilities which, if opportunity offers, may

cou: bute to extraordinary communication. Such occurrences, writes

William James (1958, p. 327), "add a supersensuous meaning to the

ordinary outward data of consciousness." These occurrences are called

by Martin Buber (1923/1958) I-Thou relationships. Maritain (1948/

1956, p. 28) describes what happens during some such events as "the

intellectual intuition of that mysterious reality disguised under the

most commonplace and commonly used word in the language, the word to

be." The great artist-communicator, according to Jacques Copeau

(cited in Battle, 1954, p. 56), understands "how to SEE" and to draw

"the innermost songs from things and beings." These special forms of

communication, which may be accompanied by a "solemn euphoria"

(William Clark Cox, III, course in literature, Spring, 1965), result

in what Zen masters refer to as enlightenment (Reps, 1957). It seems

that extraordinary communication leads especially to arts, such as

painting, music, or poetry.

Results of learning communication in general are that

communicators gain cognitive skills in information-gaining and
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information-giving that tend to result in technical public achievements

and that communicators gain affective arts of experiencing human

relationships which tend to result in harmonious intra-personal and

inter - personal growth. On occasion, extraordinary communication

occurs.

Results of Communication Through Written Discourse:
Transferable Abilities in Recorded Dialoguing

The results of learning communication through written discourse

are refined cognitive skills, especially inference and critical

thinking, and balanced affective arts, especially value creation and

integration, which comprise literacy. If the person is strongly-

trained and strongly disposed, he or she has developed some

foundational abilities for transfer. If that person also has the

opportunity to see reading and writing in relation to each other, the

result can be the foundational ability of reversibility which leads to

what Johnson (1984, p. 235) describes as true literacy and which is

especially likely to transfer. Although they overlap in reality,

these cognitive skills and affective arts and the foundational

abilities will be presented separately.

Learning communication through written discourse should result in

refined cognitive skills at the literal, interpretive, and critical

levels. These skills may be expressed in terms of Bloom's (1956),

taxonomy of educational objectives in the cognitive domain. Those who

learn communication through written discourse develop skills in

receiving knowledge after asking authors clear, exactly-worded,

fact-finding questions or skills in giving knowledge by clearly,

exactly, and factually writing answers to readers' questions. They

gain skill in comprehension and comprehensibility when they carefully

rL 8
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combine their own thoughts with those of other participants, grasping

new answers. They learn application by using previously observed

patterns of fully expressed logic in fully deployed sentences of clear

structure when they dialogue with authors and when they write to their

own audiences. They develop skill in careful analysis and argument by

breaking a major question into logical sub-questions or a major answer

into sub-answers. They learn controlled synthesis by integrating

sub-questions or sub-answers into overall questions or answers. They

learn sharp evaluation through distancing themselves temporarily from

the text and using objective criteria for judging the text's content,

argument, and form. These refined cognitive skills tend to lead to

such further practical results as accurately exchanging information

across vast distances, solving complex problems in science and

technology, and integrating past discoveries with present research.

Learning communication through written discourse should develop

balanced affective arts at the intensive, interpretive, and creative

levels. These arts may be expressed in terms of Krathwohl, Bloom, and

Masia's (1964) taxonomy of educational objectives in the affective

domain. Those who communicate through written discourse learn to be

keenly aware through placing themselves in the psychological state of

the other participant, developing pathos. They learn generous

willingness to receive through questioning authors and through risking

questions from their own audience of readers. They learn

responsiveness through openly appreciating answers provided by authors

and by providing meaningful and creative answers in reply to readers'

implied questions, developing ethos. They improve valuing through

reflectively distancing themselves from someone else's and their own
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texts, and through regarding the texts on the basis of criteria, such

as the esthetic effect. They learn careful organization of value

systems through bringing together individual insights and answers so

as to discover underlying significance or insights. They learn to

build high values into themselves by actively or persuasively sharing

self-discovered meanings or insights. These balanced affective

arts can lead to such results as exchange of attitudes between diverse

peoples, spreading humanities across vast distances, and development

of long-term cultural values.

Taken together, these refined cognitive skills, especially of

critical thinking, and these balanced affective arts, especially of

value creation and integration, lead to literacy, the ability to read

texts with comprehension and to write texts with comprehensibility.

Literacy tends to lead to communication that reaches people of wide

diversity at vast distances, and across long periods of time.

Learning communication through written discourse can result in

especially strong skills and arts which serve as foundational

abilities. An additional, especially strong foundational ability is

likely to occur from interrelating reading and writing: the ability

to reverse the two actions so as to transfer learning gained from each

type of discourse to the other. If people formally or informally

educated are disposed and are given opportunities to see specific

relationships and connections between reading and writing--between

their purposes, contents, processes, and/or products--, they can

transfer learning from one to the other and discover their own

heuristics for further reading and writing. Such persons, states

Greene (cited in Johnson, 1984, pp. 235-236) "go beyond what they are

IC 0
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taught and begin teaching themselves," becoming "truly literate

persons" (Johnson, 1984, p. 235). Research in both reading and

writing supports the possibility of acquiring this ability to transfer

meaningfully from reading to writing and writing to reading.

Relating reading to writing can help people learn some skills and

arts of writing. Through analytic reading, which uses linguistic

examination of texts, people can learn linguistic tools by which to

observe large and small units of prose and can discover heuristics for

developing ideas in writing (Couture, 1981). To make this transfer,

people then practice using these features through activities in

revising, summarizing, and paraphrasing, activities which merge

reading with writing skills (Couture, 1981). These activities teach

people such devices as defining beginnings, middles, and endings and

as establishing parallel relationships between rhetorical,

grammatical, and informational structures.

Relating writing to reading can help people learn some skills and

arts of reading. Through expressive writing without instruction for

ten minutes a class period, according to Collins (1982), students in a

prestandard English class gained important benefits for reading.

Such writing helped them discover ideas, connections, and

relationships which had been abstract or elusive. For instance, the

students who organized their own thoughts on paper were ready for

added understanding of how the authors they read organized their

thoughts. It was important, Collins noted, to enhance the transfer of

learning between writing and reading by helping students see

connections betwr-n their written thoughts and the thoughts of the

101
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authors they read and then to focus on other similarities, such as

those in organization.

True literacy, which occurs, according to Greene (cited in

Johnson, 1984, pp. 235-236), when people "go beyond what they are

taught and begin teaching themselves," has a special result. Truly

literate persons tend to gain "freedom--the ability to see things, not

just as they are, but as they should or could be; the ability to

structure and restructure conceptually the world" (Johnson, 1984,

p. 236).

Under certain circumstances, the arts of true literacy can

promote learning in general and the clarity of the concepts learned in

particular (Weiss & Walters, 1981; Squire, 1983). First, the person

must be trained and possess heuristics for reading and for writing

that have the qualities DeBlois (1980) describes as generative

capacity, flexibility, and transcendency. Also the discourser must

possess appropriate prior world knowledge (Squire, 1983, p. 587) in

the particular area, and he or she must be disposed. Finally there

must be opportunity for applying the skills and arts of reading and

writing in in the other area or discipline. These conditions are met,

for example, in a project using learning-centered writing.

Learning-centered writing, which is designed to help learning through

problem-solving and which requires neither use of academic prose nor

evaluation by an instructor, has proved successful. Weiss and Walters

(1981) had instructors in four different disciplines teach two

sections apiece, one section using learning-centered writing and one

not using writing. Although students did not improve skills in

writing, the section in which learner-centered writing was done had
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significantly higher gains in learning the content of the course than

sections in which no writing was assigned. The greatest superiority

appeared in the clarity of the concepts learned by writing over the

clarity of the concepts learned without writing (Weiss and Walters,

1981).

In summary, learning communication through written discourse can

lead to refined cognitive skills of accurate information-gaining and

`information-giving and balanced affective arts of experiencing human

relationships, the two abilities together resulting in literacy 4hich

tends towards public achievements and personal and interpersonal

harm . If the skills and arts are strong enough, they become

foundations for future learning. Seeing and practicing reading and

writing in relationship to each other can lead to abilities in a type'

of transfer, that of reversing the two activities, of transferring

aspects of one to the other activity, and of discovering broad

heuristics, for further use, leading to that true literacy (Johnson,

1984) which in turn leads to liberation or freedom and to vision and

energetic action. Finally, if it is applied in other disciplines,

true literacy tends to bring an increase in the concepts learned and

in the clarity of the concepts learned.

Results of Freshman Communication Through Written
Discourse: Transferable Abilities in

Beginning-Academic Recorded
Dialoguing

In thirteen weeks, freshmen can reach the already described

results to only a limited extent. They can improve cognitive skills

of accurately gaining and giving information to a specific degree and

improve affective arts to a limited degree, tending to develop

beginning-academic literacy adequate to meet immediate needs. If
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these cognitive skills are strong enough and affective arts are strung

enough, they can serve as foundational abilities likely to transfer.

If academic reading and writing are learned in interrelationship so

that there can be opportunities for some transfer from each to the

other, freshmen can discover heuristics for transfer and can reach a

beginning-academic true literacy. If and when opportunities for

written discourse are given in other disciplines, freshmen can also

increase their learning of those disciplines. Descriptions of these

skills and arts and foundational abilities appropriate for

first-semester freshmen follow.

Expected cognitive skills in reading range throughout what Lapp

and Flood (1978, p. 296) call literal or on-the-line understanding;

inferential or between-the-line understanding; and critical or

beyond-the-line understanding of beginning university-level texts

that are written for beginning-academic readers in the simple

expository methods defined earlier. Skills expected in reading

at each level may be expressed in terms of Bloom's (1956) taxonomy of

educational objectives in the cognitive domain. Literal or on-the-

line understanding is important and requires skills in gaining

knowledge of exact facts and details, perhaps evidenced by accurate

paraphrasing. Inferential or between-the-line understanding is more

important and requires skill in comprehension through closely reading

sentences to.discover the author's logic and to distinguish between

fact and opinion, perhaps indicated by summarizing; skill in

analyzing an essay into steps, such as definitions, illustrations,

comparisons, contrasts, classifications, causes, effects, steps in a

process, and reasons, perhaps shown by forming a sentence outline;
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and skill in synthesizing the supporting thoughts into a main thought,

forming a generalization, perhaps indicated by writing a thesis

sentence. Critical or beyond-the-line understanding is most important

and requires evaluating accurately according to some criteria,

possibly indicted in a critical peer review, and requires applying

through sharing readings with others and reading somewhat different

texts. These skills should enable freshmen who begin at a low

instructional level of 42% on a cloze test of a beginning university-

level passage to improve during thirteen weeks approximately one-third

of the distance to the high instructional level of 57% on a cloze test

of similar materials, that is to 47% (Bormuth, cited in Lapp & Flood,

1978, p. 586).

Expected cognitive skills in writing range throughout literal,

inferential, and critical comprehensibility in expressing beginning

university-level thoughts, such as those of freshman writers in the

first two essays in each section of Memering and O'Hare's Writer's

Work, 2nd ed. (1984), to readers who are freshman peers or instructors

of beginning courses, by using the largely expository modes defined

earlier. Skills at each level may be expressed in terms of Bloom's

(1956) taxonomy of educational objectives in the cognitive domain.

Literal comprehensibility is important and requires skills in giving

knowledge of facts and details accurately, perhaps through choosing

exact nouns,verbs, and other words; using standard spelling and semi-

formal usage; employing correct mechanics, such as correct

capitalization or abbreviation; and formating neatly. Inferential

comprehensibility is more important and requires skill in expressing

logical thoughts, indicated by soundly grammatical, well-punctuated
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sentences; skill in forming the essay of steps, such as definition,

illustrations, narrations, examples, comparisons, contrasts,

classifications, causes, effects, steps in a process, and reasons,

perhaps marked by transitional devices; and skill in expressing or

strongly implying a synthesized thesis or generalization, which

probably appears in a major sentence of each paragraph, of the

introduction, and of the conclusion as well as being suggested in the

title. Critical comprehensibility is most important and requires

skill in evaluating one's own composition by some criteria, such as

unity, development, and suitability, probably indicated by editing and

proofreading; and skill in applying, observed by revisions and by

additional writings. These skills should enable students to write a

500-word essay containing an introduction, two to four body

paragraphs, and a conclusion. Each body paragraph should have a

stated or implied thesis sentence and developing facts presented in

logical order marked by transitional devices. Sentences should be

complete, well punctuated, and grammatically coherent. Words should

be atzurate, well spelled, and adequately formal. There should be no

more than a total of eight major and minor errors in semantics and

syntax per hundred words, of which probably no more than one error

should be major.

These cognitive skills in reading and in writing together result

in clarity and correctness of gaining and giving beginning-level

academic information to help students learn well enough to pass their

courses. These cognitive skills should be combined with affective

arts of written discourse to form beginning-academic literacy.
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The affective arts of freshman communication through both

reading and writing range throughout the levels of intensive or on-

the-line experiencing; interpretive or between-the-line experiencing;

and creative or beyond-the-line experiencing. The arts expected are

limited to experiencing beginning-college-level insights, involving

college-level audiences, and expressed by simple effective methods.

Insights into life, ideas or needs of other participants, and notions

of esthetic effect are those of freshmen in typical life cycles or

stages defined earlier. Skills at each level may be expressed in

terms of Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia's (1964) taxonomy of educational

objectives in the affective domain. The intensive level is important

and requixes arts of showing awareness of sensory impressions through

sense-appealing details, suggested in vivid and connotative nouns,

verbs, and other parts of speech. The interpretative level is more

important and requires arts of showing an open willingness to receive

and give, suggested in fluent, appropriately varied, effective

sentences, containing figurative language, such as allusions and

irony; arts of showing responsiveness to others, indicated through

asking and answering sub-questions in coherent psychological order,

heightened by such rhetorical devices as humor or mock-seriousness;

and arts of evidencing values by recognizing or expressing the central

felt-significance in a text, especially notable in the introduction,

topic sentences or paragraphs, conclusion, and title. The creative

level is most important and requires arts of showing organization of

values through connecting new and old values, conveyed through

persuasiveness of the writing; and building values into oneself,

evidenced through sharing, discussing, orally interpreting, and
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adding relevant reading and writing. These arts of effective

composition enable freshmen to become mature beginning-university

students. Odell (1979) points out that mature writers reveal not

merely syntactic maturity but also many other abilities; they observe

that their audiences differ from themselves, can provide any needed

background for statements, persuade readers by seeking common ground

with the other participants, try to foresee and respond to the other

participants' likely questions or objections, show awareness of other

views on their subject, admit their own limits, take notice of facts

that seem to be contradictory, and consider an experience from several

sides. The affective arts in re-creation, or reading, and creation,

or writing, tend to increase the maturity or humanity of freshmen so

that they lose their freshman bravado or their fears and feel sensibly

confident about proceeding further into the academic life.

Thus freshmen who develop cognitive skills and affective arts of

communication through written discourse at previously specified levels

develop beginning-academic literacy. They read beginning texts with

comprehension and write texts for 1:_ady comprehensibility in a

beginning-academic fashion.

The conditions for transfer of learning (Bayles, cited in Bigge,

1976), briefly stated, are training, disposition, and opporturftb By

developing inferential and especially critical cognitive skills and by

developing interpretiVe and especially creative affectional arts,

students are likely to be well prepared, educated, or trained. It

would ::;eem that the affective arts would help students become

di 3eJ. Teaching reading and writing interrelatedly should provide
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opportunity for transfer of learning. If these conditions exist, two

types of transfer are likely to occur.

The first type of transfer may occur when communication through

reading and through writing is taught and learned in interrelation,

that is, when reading is taught for its own sake and also to help

writing and when writing is taught for its own sake and also to help

reading. Freshmen have the opportunity of reversing the actions in

the seven recursive steps in the process of beginning-academic

reading and writing. Students can see the relationships, can develop

heuristics, and can practice applying the heuristics.

Reversing activities can occur at each of the seven steps and

in each area of a text--the word, the sentence, the paragraph, or the

overall essay. Some examples at the level of the essay are provided

here. First, freshman readers who see that the author is arousing an

opening question in his readers can write so they themselves arouse an

opening question in their readers; freshman writers who begin with a

question-arousing statement can in turn look foT -Jre complex opening

statements by the authors they read. Secondly, freshmen can

understand through reading and writing that sub-questions and

sub-answers move step-by-step towards an overall answer. ,Thirdly, the

freshman reader who recreates an author's facts, details, images,

and figures of speech can write so as to feed the readers with

details; thefreshman writer who has struggled to present experiences

in detail knows how much he or she wants readers to value every word

and pays attention to an author's words when reading. Fourthly, the

freshman-reader's reviewing details of an author's style is reversed

when the freshman-writer sharpens his own sentence structure and
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diction. Fifthly, a freshman reader who evaluates someone else's

works with a large measure of objectivity prepares to evaluate his

own work with objectivity; and a freshman writer who evaluates his own

work with sensitivity is preparing to evaluate an author's work with

sensitivity. Sixthly, the freshman readers who share their

understanding of an author through oral interpretation, through

writing, or through discussions are preparing to have their own work

shared and reviewed. Wide reading enriches the freshman's relish for

writing just as wide writing increases the freshman's wish to read.

There are at least two limits to reversibility. In Chapter I, it

was shown that teaching reading does not automatically and measurably

increase writing and vice versa; since there are some differences

between re-creation or reading and creation or writing, both reading

and writing must be taught directly. First, a student's seeing

possibilities of reversing activities and making the transfer usually

requires that a knowledgeable instructor, provides appropriate

instruction like that carried out by Collins (1982), who used

expressive writing to tecn reading, and by Couture (1981) who used

analytic reading to teach writing. Second, freshmen who read material

at an "instructional level" (Bormuth, cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978,

p. 278) cannot be expected to write in a similarly complex way; for

example, though freshmen can be instructed to read expository essays

containing classifications made on the basis of two interrelated

criteria, freshmen cannot be expected to reverse that pattern of

classification at that level when they write essays, probably being

limited to classifying according to a single criteria.
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Learning reading and writing in interrelation can result not

only in reversing actions but also in developing fundamental

heuristics for future use. These heuristics should have generative

capacity, flexibility, and transcendency. When students "go beyond

what they are taught and begin teaching themseleves" (Greene, cited in

Johnson, 1984) the further result is beginning-academic true literacy.

From seeing the parts--reading and writing--in relation to the

whole--communication through written discourse, freshmen can gain a

synergistic effect. The reading eyes and the writing hands of

freshmen become strong, increase in flexibility, and contribute

forcefully to liberal education.

A subsequent form of transfer may also occur if certain

conditions are met. Freshmen who have developed beginning-academic

true literacy can improve their learning elsewhere. The freshmen must

be given additional world knowledge (Squire, 1983) or training. The

heuristics they have learned must have generative capacity,

flexibility, and transcendency (DeBlois, 1980), probably facilitating

students' disposition to transfer. Freshmen must be given apropriate

opportunities to apply the cognitive skills, affective arts, and the

heuristics in the new discipline (Squire, 1983). These conditions can

be met in interdisciplinary programs, team teaching, programs for

reading and writing across the curriculum, and classes of concerned

instructors. Then although freshmen may not automatically and

measurably further improve their writing, they are likely to improve

learning of concepts in that discipline and clarity of the ccncepts

learned in that discipline (Weiss & Walters, 1981). Although most of
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these conditions cannot be met in this study, the cognitive skills,

affective arts, and heuristics should have the requisite qualities.

Criterion

From these sources comes the fourth criterion for instructional

activities to teach reading and writing interrelatedly to university

freshmen. These activities, without neglecting cognitive, especially

critical, skills and affective, especially creative arts of written

discourse, should provide freshmen opportunities to see relationships

between reading and writing, to gain transcendent heuristics for

relating reading and writing, and to practice transferring learning

from each form of written discourse to the other at all stages of the

processes and at all levels from the word to the entire essay, leading

in the ultimate direction of beginningacademic true literacy, that is

enabling freshmen to learn how to teach themselves dialogue through

written discourse. If instructors in other disciplines were to

provide appropriate opportunities to freshmen, instructors could

increase students' learning of concepts and the clarity of the

concepts learned.

Summary

The four criteria for developing the instructional activities can

be succinctly summarized. These instructional activities for reading

and writing should be oriented not merely to correctness but

especially towards beginningacademic recorded dialogue; be suited not

merely to serviceable correctness of assistance to others but

especially to the authentic development of university freshmen; be

focused not merely on the product but on all the recursive steps in
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the processes of interacting through both reading and writing; and

result not merely in beginning academic literacy but also in

synergistic transfer of learning from each form of discourse to the

other, contributing to true literacy.

Next, these four criteria will be used to design a coherent set

of activities for teaching the two complementary halves of written

discourse interrelatedly. The resultant set of instructional

strategies is described in Chapter III.
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DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES DESIGNED TO
MEET CRITERIA FOUND IN THE LITERATURE

The specific purpose of this study is to develop thoroughly one

coherent set of instructional activities for teaching communication to

firstsemester university freshmen through learning activities for

reading and writing English presented interrelatedly within one course

to enable students to reach levels acceptable for meeting their

immediate academic goals and sound enough to serve as foundations for

future growth. The need for a set of activities was established in

Chapter I. The search of the literature to establish criteria

for designing the set of activities was completed in Chapter II and

covered four areas: purposes of communication, psycholinguistic

development or freshmen, processes of communicating by reading and

writing, and potential outcomes of interrelatedly teaching reading and

writing. Briefly stated, the four criteria established are that the

set of activities should be oriented towards dialogue, be suited to

the development of firstsemester freshmen readers and writers, cover

all steps in the processes of both reading and writing, and facilitate

transferring the skills and arts of each activity to the other.

The purpose of this chapter, Chapter III, is to describe the

coherent set of instructional activities designed to meet these four

criteria. This set of activities about to be described has been
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constructed from several sources. Some activities were selected from

traditionally used activities or from activities developed by

identifiable persons. Some activities are modifications of

already-known activities. Many activities were created. In Chapter

IV, a closely observed and evaluated demonstration of this set of

activities will be reported; and in Chapter V, any needed refinements

of this set of activities will be presented.

Each activity in the entire set of instructional activities meets

the four criteria fully stated in Chapter II. These instructional

activities will be presented, however, according to the criterion with

which they are most closely associated.

The first section of this chapter presents one major underlying

activity for conveying the philosophy of dialogue which permeates the

course. This instructional activity evolves into three

sub-activities for reading and three sub-activities for writing.

The second section describes five activities for sequencing the

learning opportunities from easier and basic to difficult and secondary.

Taken together, these activities outline the chronological plan for

the entire first semester.

The third section describes activities that facilitate the

students' carrying out the processes of communication by written

discourse. The processes of reading and writing have seven steps

each. For each step of each form of written discourse, one activity

is designed and described. These activities will then be placed into

a two-week lesson plan for teaching one type of essay, comparison and

contrast. This lesson plan can be varied for the other eight types of

essays.
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The fourth section contains four activities which help freshmen

become aware of the relationships between reading and writing,

practice transferring the learning from each activity to the other,

and uncover heuristics for further transfer.

Activity for Emphasizing the Dialogical Nature of
Communication: Centering the Course on a

Definition and Three Implied Questions

Some courses in first-semester freshman English focus on narrow,

servile, "mindless" (Booth, 1981, p.16) goals of correct writing

sometimes set up partially for the immediate and short-term benefit of

others rather than for the freshmen themselves. An instructor of this

course, usually unable to alter the official goals of correctness and

knowledgeable of how to meet them, can seek a broad and deep

philosophy of freshman communication through written discourse so as

to design activities for surpassing the official goals or presenting

them in their best light. Here freshmen communication through written

discourse is conceived of not merely as serviceable correctness but

above all as dialogue between a truth-seeking freshman reader or

writer interacting with and for the good of unseen academic authors or

audiences by means of an orderly series of stated or implied

ideational questions and answers.

To convey this goal to freshmen, an instructor must use an

instructional activity. This activity will be centering the cou_3e on

the definition of dialogue and the three questions implied by the

elements of the definition of dialogue.

The definition of the ideal dialogue is that "serious address and

response between two or more persons in which the being and truth of
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each is confronted by the being and truth of the other" (Howe, 1963,

p. 4). Thus, the elements of dialogue through written discourse are

the physically present participant, be it freshman reader or author;

an unseen participant or participants, be it an author of a text read

or an audience written to; and the entire text, be it a book or

manuscript, by means of which the interaction occurs.

From the three elements of this definition are derived three

heuristical questions expressed from the point of view of the freshman

reader or writer:

1. Which present participant wants to gain by reading or to
give by writing what insight?

2. Which unseen participant wants to give by writing or gain
by reading what insight?

3. By which means of written discourse, such as a series of
ideational questions and answers in a text, is this insight
conveyed appropriately?

Seemingly simple, these questions are full of implictions.

The first question asks who the present freshman reader or writer is,

that is, what that person's personality or voice is; asks what his or

her purpose is; and, most important, seeks the insight he or she

wishes to gain or give. The second question asks about the absent

participant or participants and their needs and insights. The third

question asks what the means of written discourse are, such

as a series of ideational questions and answers, appeals to emotions

through figures of speech, and senseappealing words. This

heuristical set of questions has the capacity to help generate

invention, is flexible enough to be varied to suit many situations,

and is foundational enough to transcend disciplinary lines, meeting

DeBlois' (1980) requirements for transferability.
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Instructors may center the course on this definition and the

implied questions not only by stating them verbatim but also by

presenting them in various forms, at various times, at all stages of

the processes, and for both reading and writing, acting by plan or by

serendipitous accident. An appropriate time for direct expression

occurs during the introduction to the course when freshmen can give

examples of various types of non-verbal and verbal dialogue. At the

beginning of one or more class periods, the instructor can ask for a

Few moments of quiet so that freshmen can consider the question "Why

are we here?" Particuarly successful are the office conferences

scheduled before freshmen write compositions when the instructor

assists invention by asking these qu ltions: "In one sentence, what

do you want most to say ? "; "Who needs to know?"; and "By what steps

can you reach your readers?" Equally successful have been conferences,

usually in laboratory situations after freshmen have written a

composition, when the instructor assists editing by posing the same

questions in the past tense. Instructors can write various forms of

the three questions on the board to serve as guides for peer editing.

And the semester can conclude with a final dialogical review of these

questions.

Since reading is re-creative and and writing is creative, the

three dialogical questions are re-phrased for reading and for writing.

Three sub-activities for emphasizing the dialogical nature of reading

and three for writing will be described. These questions and

sub-activities clearly involve interaction among participants in the

dialogue and are to be applied recursively.
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First Sub-Activity for Dialogical Reading: Present
Participants' Asking an Opening Question

The first dialogical question focusing on reading is this:

1. Which present freshman reader wants to gain insight
concerning what?

The main sub-activity early in reading the essay is showing the

freshman reader how to ask an opening question regarding the author's

main insight. The freshman reader looks at his or her own genuine

question or purpose or voice, seeking truth. He or she also looks at

the orignally intended readers and their questions; important clues to

the identity of these readers are the essay's date, place of

publication, and publisher. Mainly, the instructor demonstrates how

to ask an appropriate opening question, one that will eventually lead

to an underlying central answer or insight. The instructor models the

process by reading aloud the title and introductory paragraph or

paragraphs of an essay, pointing out the question he or she asks and

later showing the stated or implied answer that eventually is given.

The instructor can read a professional essay as well as a good student

composition, using the same procedure. These opening questions will

go beyond the narrative questions, such as "What will happen next?"

and descriptive questions, such as "What is the difference between A

and B?" to the explanatory questions, such as "What is the

significance of the difference between A and B?" and "By looking at A

and B, what is discovered?" (see Appendix A for examples of different

types of questions expressed in general terms). A real example of an

opening question may also be helpful. When Mark Twain states in

"Two Views of the River" (1883/1981) "But I [as an experienced river

pilot] had lost something, too," a reader might ask, "What had you
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lost that you [as an apprentice] once had?" Freshman readers will

find it helpful to jot their opening question in the margin and to

underline the author's stated answer in colored ink. Descriptions of

pre-reading, such as the description by Trimmer and Hairston (1981,

pp. 5-10), provide useful suggestions for carrying out this

sub-activity.

Second Sub-Activity for Dialogical Reading:
Hearing the Voice of the Unseen Author

The second dialogical question focusing on reading is this:

2. Which unseen author wants to give what insight?

Usually, the author's personality and his or her insight are closely

related. The reader will want to know where the author is coming

from, that is, the author's ethos, credibility, and voice. External

clues that suggest the author's voice or personality are biographical

information available in the text or library, including such facts as

age, sex, profession, and philosophy. The author's "oice may be, for

example, scholarly, scientific, or business-like. The internal clues

that suggest the author's attitude are kinds of vocabulary, figures of

speech, sounds of words and rhythms, and other linguistic elements.

The author's attitude or tone may be, for example, enthusiastic,

patronizing, or fearful. The instructor models the process of

discovering the voice and attitude, reads aloud accordingly, later

calls on several freshmen to read aloud, and urges all class members

to practice hearing the voices and attitudes of all authors whom they

read. Freshmen find it helpful to underscore key words and phrases

and to make notes in the margins.
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Sub - Activity for Dialogical Reading:
a Series of Sub -Qucstions and Sub-Answers

The third dialogical question focusing on reading is this:

3. By which means of written discourse, such as a series of
sub-questions and sub-answers, is the opening question
answered clearly and pleasingly?

Although all aspects of the "word" or logo are means of communication,

the major emphasis in freshman English is placed on discovering the

overall organization of an essay, not entirely excluding attention to

paragraphs, complex sentences, and new vocabularies. Usually the

reader's opening question leads to the author's sub-answer, which

leads to the reader's next sub-question in a process which continues

until the author's final answer is stated or implied. This series of

interlocking questions and answers provides coherence, with any

cohesion that is needed coming from specific transitional devices,

such as transitional phrases. For example, if the author has answered

the reader's opening question, "What is the meaning of the difference

between A and B?" by stating "A is superior to B in three wayss" the

reader's first sub-question might be "How is A better than B in even

one particular vay?" An instructor models the process or provides

freshmen with the opportunity to discover it themselves. For example,

the instructor may read aloud the body of an essay which students in

the class do not have a copy of and, at appropriate points, ask for

sub-questions. If the author has written well and the readers are

keen, the author's sub-answers appear amazingly soon and lead to

readers' new sub-questions. Freshmen may be urged to jot

sub-questions in margins and underscore sub-answers in color. Silent

or oral readings should capture the pregnant pauses between reader's

sub-questions and writer's sub-answers and imply the flow of dialogue.
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Mapping, that is, diagramming the flow of thoughts and facts between

general and specific, described by Sternglass (1983, p. 67), is a

useful addition to this sub-activity.

All three questions for dialogical reading may be combined and

clarified by role-playing, one person being a reader and another

person being the author. This activity may be called peer reading.

First Sub-Activity for Dialogical Writing: Discovering
an Answer-Insight Through Discussion

The writing process is creative and thus lends itself to a

special form of the three dialogical questions and somewhat special

sub-activities.

The first dialogical question focusing on writing is this:

1. Which present freshman writer wants to gi"e what answer-
insight? Or, in one sentence, what do T.:iv want to say most?

Although some time may be spent on the students' discovering who they

are and considering their own purposes, the main focus rests on the

students' discovering or inventing central insights to present to

readers. Freshmen writers can become aware of who they are and of

their voices by observing their learning modes or temperaments,

barriers, special abilities, and other qualities of personality,

enabling them to establish ethos and credibility. They may examine

their attitudes, such as cautious or overly confident. Freshmen

writers can become aware of different purposes within the range of

expository purposes. Freshmen can make 01,Ase discoveries by comparing

themselves with other freshmen writers, such as those in Writer's

Work, 2nd ed. (Memering & O'Hare, 1984); by oral readings; and by

writing for different expository purposes.

The main sub-activity is helping students to discover an insight

into or the significance of a group of facts through generative class
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discussion which leads to students' suggestions of topics. Since

instructors frequently focus a one-week or two-week lesson on a

particular pattern of exposition, such as comparison and contrast,

discussion may begin with readings of that type, first on the

instructional level and then on the independent level suitable for

models. The instructor notes the difference between an essay that

merely describes contrast between two entities and one that presents

the significance of the contrast between the entities, making a point.

Then the instructor can take a subject appropriate for contrast, such

as food for two local restaurants; choose an audience of readers, such

as college Students in a new city wanting to secure healthy food on a

budget; and model the process of reaching a central insight by jotting

down facts in two columns, grouping these facts according to relevant

criteria, placing the grouped facts in parallel rows, and observing

these groups to synthesize the content and discover an insight. The

significance of the difference, or insight, in the example may be of

many general forms: that one restaurant is superior, that both

restasurants are inferior, that both restaurants are superior, or that

other conclusions must be drawn. A simple specific discovery or

conclusion answer might be "Since the food at Restaurant A is

factory-style in several ways and the food at Restaurant B is

home-made in several ways, Restaurant B has the more wholesome food

for college students." During this modeling, freshmen have

participated, and a meaningful point has been created. After the

general assignment is made and clarified, the generative class

discussion continues. The instructor suggests several subjects

involving contrast to find discoveries about and asks the freshmen to

suggest additional subjects. Frequently one subject that a student
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mentions leads spontaneously to other subjects until everyone, or

nearly everyone, feels assured that he or she can find significance

concerning one item that is now on the official list. Although there

are numerous additional activities for invention, such as

transcendental meditation (Pearson, 1983); imaging (McQueen, 1983);

Aristotle's (L. Cooper, 1932) topoi; Burke's (1969) pentad; the five

journalistic questions (Grassi and DeBlois, 1984, p. 28); Flower and

Hayes' (1980) problem-solving techniques; Burns' (1983) computerized

exercises; ?ike's (1965) tagmemics of particle, wave, andfie._; and

Hillock's (1983) inquiry method, this generative class discussion is

appropriately dialogical and is open to any additional approaches.

Second Sub-Activity for Dialogical Writing:
Addressing Unseen Readers

The second dialogical question focusing on writing is this:

2. Which unseen readers need to know this insight?

Writers must address their readers by opening statements that show

respect, arouse interest, inform, and imply a plan for the remaining

dialogue. Writers can describe their assigned or selected readers and

consider the readers' needs, sexes, present knowledge, ages,

temperaments or learning modes, barriers, socio-economic classes, and

any other relevant factors. The readers' voices may be those of a

group of seniors at the freshmen's former high schools, their own

parents, or instructors of their classes. After hearing their

readers' questioning voices, freshman writers try to address them in

appropriate roles and tones. Freshman writers become aware of the

pathos or the good of the readers. The major instructional

sub-activity is demonstrating ways to address the particular readers

so as to interest them enough to ask appropriate opening questions.
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After reading and discussing various types of introductions, the

instructor can place an introduction or a sentence outline directed to

one group of readers, such as fellow university students, on the

blackboard and ask what changes need to be made to direct it to

another group, such as parents of university students. This

sub-activity, which like all other sub-activities is used recursively

often leads to a writer's seeing his or her insight from a new point

of view, checking it for its truth, and modifying his or her own

views.

Third Sub-Activity for Dialogical Writing: Planning
a Series of Sub-Answers and Sub-Questions

The third dialogical question focused on writing is this:

3. By which means of written discourse such as a series of
sub-questions and sub-answers, can the answer-insight be
conveyed clearly and pleasingly?

Although all aspects of the "word" or logos are means of conveying

insight, the major emphasis in freshman English falls on structuring

supporting points of an essay in dialogical order, thereby assuring

coherence. Thus, a simple form of this question is "By what steps can

you reach your readers?"

Usually the writer's opening statement leads to a reader's

opening question which leads to a writer's sub-answer, and so forth.

The series of sub-answers and sub-questions is associated with the

particular type of exposition being carried out. For example, if the

reader's opening question is "By looking at A and B, what insight is

developed?" and involves contrast, the first sub-answer might be

"Since Restaurant A has food that contains fillers and perservatives

but Restaurant B has food made from organic ingredients, Restaurant B
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is more home-like in respect to the nutritional value of its food";

the readers, still unsatisfied, are likely to ask the next

sub-question, "What can one learn by comparing the food on some other

basis, such as the way it is cooked?" Instructors can model the

process of working out a series of answers and questions for entire

essays. Instructors can demonstrate how to arrange the series in

dialogical order, such as chronological, spatial, or climactic. They

can demonstrate how to place a pattern-for-dialogue sentence, such as

"There are three important differences between A and B," near the end

of the introduction to guide readers in the question-asking process.

When the students write the first draft of their essays, they may jot

the readers's sub-question in the margin before proceeding to the next

sub-answer.

All three questions for dialogical writing may be combined and

clarified by role-playing and by filling out what Ching (1983, p. 10)

calls a "planning sheet." Role-playing can help students recognize

whether their papers are monological, demogogical, or genuinely

dialogical. The planning sheet lists items that should be considered,

each item followed by a colon and space for writing information

helpful in answering the three dialogical questions for writing.

First the sheet requests information on the writer: role,

personality, or voice; attitude, mood, or impression; purpose; and

central insight. The sheet requests facts on the readers:

identities; the occasion, time, and place of publication; and the type

of publication. It also requests the type of explanation and the

order of presenting the series of sub-questions and sub-answers for

reaching readers.
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Activities for Developmentally Sequencing Learning
Opportunities for Freshman Communicators Using

Written Discourse

Some freshmen become anxious concerning writing because they are

poorly prepared or because some authorities expect them to accomplish

in one semester objectives well beyond their natural psycholinguistic

development. Although instructors usually cannot change standards for

passsing the course, instructors can begin at an elementary level of

each aspect of the course and then increase the expectations gradually

during the semester.

The research in Chapter II states that activities should help

freshmen develop as authentic question-asking and question-answering

persons who are communicating through written discourse, and research

provides five specific bases for designing instructional activities.

In developing as authentic persons, freshmen can benefit from

activities which give them opportunities to move to higher life

stages. In developing as authentic persons who communicate, through

written discourse, freshmen can benefit from reading at a higher level

than the level at which they are writing. In developing as authentic

beginning-academic writers, freshmen need increasingly difficult

challenges in the three dialogical questions: as active participants,

they need to strengthen their voices, purposes, and insights; in order

to address their readers, they need increased awareness of various

groups of people; and to improve their ability to ask and answer

questions, they need increased skill in expository tools for thinking

along with skills in correctly and effectively using sentences and

words.
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Before a semester begins, instructors can plan the sequence of

increasingly greater opportunities and challenges, expecting to make

adjustments as the semester progresses and as individual differences

appear. Here will be suggested a sequencing in three degrees of

difficulty, each degree lasting approximately four weeks during the

semester. First, plans for sequencing activities in each of the five

just-named areas of development are presented. Then these activities

will be re-stated in terms of what is appropriate for each of the

three four-week periods and will form a general plan for increasing

expectations during the semester.

Developmentally Sequencing Opportunities for Growth
in Intellectual and Ethical Stages of Life:

Instructor Leadership to Student
Self-Direction

A person's stage-of-life of intellectual and ethical or value-

system development helps determine how the person learns best and,

therefore, is taught best. It is recommended by Chickering (1981,

Spring, p.,23) that to give students opportunities for advancing to a

higher stage, instructors pitch their activities one stage above than

the student's current stage. To give freshmen opportunities to move

from being in the stage of self-protection (Weathersby, 1981, p. 58)

or dualism (W. G. Perry, Jr., 1981) to the stage of conformity or

multiplicity and on to the stage of conscientiousness or relativism,

instructors can sequence their teaching from instructor-led

discussions; to learner-centered discussion and peer activities; and

on to self-undertaken activities, such as programmed learning or

self-evaluation.
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This sequencing may be carried out during the body of the class

hours and at other times as well. Volunteers for writing on the

blackboard early in the semester may be the most confident persons,

later be less confident ones, and finally be the least confident.

Peer editing may be done first with a chosen friend or acquaintance,

later with an assigned and similar person, and finally with a quite

different person. Conferences with the instructor may be at first

non-threatening ones to get to know each other, later be required ones

for outline reviews, and finally be optional ones. Marking freshman

papers may at first provide a full rule in the margin for the most

serious one-third of the problems in syntax and diction, later provide

only the general rule number for the most serious two-thirds of the

problems, and finally provide only a check in the margin for all

problems, the idea of using progressively less specific marks coming

from Black (1982). Most important, credit for the achievements can be

weighted so that the best one of the first four short compositions

plus the improvement in reading samples counts one-eighth, the better

of the next two counts two-eighths, the next one counts one-eighth,

the next one counts twoAghths, and the final examination on some of

the readings counts two-eighths.

Developmentally Sequencing Opportunities for Growth
in Written Discourse: Using Appropriate

Reading As a Precursor for Writing

Reading, a largely re-creative activity, is a precursor for

writing, a largely creative activity, at all points in the semester.

To help students learn to read, instructors will provide students with

essays at what Bormuth (cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 578) calls the

"instructional level" for each type of written discourse covered in
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the semester. To help students read these essays, the three

dialogical reading questions previously described can be used. To

facilitate enrichment of reading skills and arts introduced to

students earlier and to serve as models for freshman writing,

instructors will also provide essays at the "independent level."

Some published collections available contain essays at both levels;

otherwise, instructors may find examples of essays at the independent

level in a rhetoric or may copy examples to hand out. In the

following discussion of sequencing, it is assumed that readings of all

types of essays, at both levels, and of increasing difficulty at each

level will be given to students.

Developmentally Sequencing Opportunities for Growth
As Active Participants in Dialogical Writing:,

Informal to Simple-Academic Voices,
Purposes, and Insights

Since the first dialogical question for writing is "Which present

freshman writer wants to give what insight?" instructors will want

to help students grow in who they are, that is voice; in what they

want to accomplish, that is, purpose; and especially in insights

discovered.

An instructor helps freshmen grow in awareness of their voices by

sequencing assignments from relatively free and informal voices to

more academic voices to simple-academic voices. The relatively free

and informal voices may be illustrated by the often witty and

fun-loving freshman essays in Writer's Work, 2nd ed. (Memering and

O'Hare, 1984). The more academic voices eliminate the second person,

you; make inconspicious the first person, I and we; and emphasize the

third person, he, she, it, and they. The simple-academic voice is
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that used typically for short reports in other freshman courses and

requires semi-formal English.

An instructor helps freshmen grow in purpose by helping them

become aware first of the differing purposes of narration,

description, exposition, and argument. Then the instructor develops

awareness of differing expository purposes, such as analyzing a

process or classifying persons, places, or things.

An instructor helps freshmen grow in insights by sequencing

the topics for writing according to studets' ages, that is their

positions in the biological life cycle. The early topics may concern

managing time for classes, work, and recreation and becoming less

dependent on their families. The next subjects may concern managing

peer relationships and managing new university "homes." The last

subjects for writing may deal with choosing life-work and solving

problems of the immediate community. Some readings as well as

optional topics for writing may go beyond these subjects to

engagement, marriage, and having a family.

These activities for increasing difficulty in the first

dialogical question move from relatively informal voices, purposes,

and insights to more objective ones and then to more active ones.

Developmentally Sequencing Opportunities for Growth
in Awareness of Unseen Participants in the

Dialogue: Peers to Negative Adults

In planning the semester's activities, an instructor can sequence

opportunities to aid freshman writers to become aware of increasingly

distant unseen participants in the dialogue. Early compositions may

be written to university peers who ask questions, the answering essays

therefore beginning with clear topic sentences. Later compositions
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may be written to instructors of other courses that the freshmen are

taking and to other important adults who need to become interested in

what the freshman writes, a strong introduction being required in

these compositions. Later compositions may be addressed to other

adults who are somewhat negative to the positions freshmen take, these

essays requiring a strong appeal to the good wil' of the readers and

conclusions that "imprint" (Osborn, 1976, p. 22) the main point on the

readers' minds.

Developmentally Sequencing Opportunities for Growth
in Such Means of Dialogue As Types of Series

of.Answers and Questions: Exposition
by Narrative to Simple Argument

In planning the semester, instructors can sequence opportunities

for student growth in ability to ask and answer increasingly more

difficult types of questions in the expository essays and the

argument. During the first four weeks, instructors can show four
.!

basic types of elementary answers and questions. Instructors model

how to explain a stated point by means of narration, descriptive

details, several examples, and definition extended by examples. These

short compositions of more than 150 words may be written in class from

a onesentence plan prepared in advance, and each composition may use

types of questions and answers that students learned in the preceding

week or weeks.

During the middle four weeks, instructors can show two types of

series of questions and answers. First, instructors model how to

explain a point by questions and answers implying comparison and

contrast, using either two or three supporting points; then

instructors model how to explain a point by several types of
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classifications, forming three main supporting points or paragraphs

that contain any or all of the five types of questions and answers

learned earlier. These activities should result in short essays of

more than 350 words written in class from a sentence outline prepared

in advance.

During the last four weeks, instructors can show two types of

analysis, causal and process, and one simple type of argument.

Instructors first model how to explain a point by analyzing one

effect's causes and one cause's effects and secondly model how to

explain a point by analyzing a process into a cause which leads to an

effect which becomes a cause for an effect. The instructor then

models a series of questions and answers for argument. All types of

series of questions and answers learned in the two preceding four-week

periods are used in this problem-cause-solution argument. To answer

"What is the problem?" writers can use narratives, descriptive

details, examples, and definitions as inductive evidence of the

problem; to answer "What is the cause?" writers use comparison,

contrast, classification, cause-effect analysis, and process analysis;

once deductive -sasoning leads to the question "What can be done?"

writers can give an answer and explain how to achieve the action by

process analysis. These activities of this last four-week period

should result in full-length essays of more than 500 words written

from a detailed sentence outline or a rough draft in or outside of

class.

In planning the semester, instructors also sequence opportunities

for student growth in asking and answering questions expressed in

increasingly more complex sentences and worded in increasingly richer
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vocabulary. Instructors focus first on correctness and clarity, then

on effectiveness, and finally on strength. During the first four

weeks on correctness of sentences, instructors review completeness of

sentences; sound punctuation of developing parts of sentences; and the

correct fitting together of parts of sentences, such as predicates with

subjects and pronouns with antecedents. During the next four weeks on

effectiveness of sentences, instructors introduce ways to combine

short sentences into more effective sentences, for instance, by

changing unsound compound sentences into complex ones, measuring on

the average apprOximately eleven words per independent clause. In the

last four weeks, instructors may introduce strengthening sentences

through balance, parallelism, and climax, change of predicates into

prepositional phrases, and formation of absolute phrases; the

resulting sentences might average twelve and a half words per

independent clause. During the first four weeks on correctness of

words, instructors review accuracy of denotation, standard spelling,

and avoidance of slang. During the next four weeks on effectivness of

words, instructors introduce connotation of words, enlargement of

vocabulary, and moderate formality of words. During the last four

weeks on strengthening words, instructors suggest use of figures of

speech, enrichment of vocabulary, and beginningacademic formality.

During the twelve weeks, freshmen should reduce the total number of

errors in syntax and diction from twelve errors per hundred words to

eight or fewer.

General Plan for a Semest'r

Plans have been presented for sequencing the important

opportunities for growth in five areas: life stage, reading, writing
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as initiating participants, writing with readers in mind, and writing

using various capacities of language. These plans will new be

summarized in terms of what can best be covered in the three four-week

periods. The first four weeks can include use of instructor

leadership; appropriate types of reading which precurse types of

writing; writing with somewhat informal voices, purposes, and insights;

writing to new peers; and writing short compositions on expository

questions explained by narration, descriptive details, examples, and

definition, all expressed in correct sentences and correct words. The

second four weeks can include use of learner-centered and peer-

centered instruction; appropriate types of reading which precurse

types of writing; writing with somewhat academic voices, purposes, and

insights; writing to instructors in other courses and sympathetic

adults; and writing short essays on expository questions explained by

comparison and contrast and classification, all expressed in effective

sentences and effective words. The last four weeks can include use of

student self-direction; appropriate types of reading which percurse

types of writing; writing with beginning-academic voices, purposes,

and insights; writing to uninterested or negative adults; and writing

full-length essays on expository questions explained by causal

analysis, process analysis, and simple argument, expressed in strong

sentences and strong words.

Activities for Practicing the Seven Steps in
the Processes of Freshman Communication

Through Written Discourse

Freshmen may learn how to read or write only superfically because

some planners limit time for teaching so much that pressured
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instructors may over-emphasize an imitative or product-oriented

approach. Although unlikely to circumvent the inadequacy of time

entirely, instructors can recognize the needed steps in the processes

of dialogical "address and response" (Howe, 1963, p. 37) in written

form and can focus on those processes as much as possible through

instructional activities. It is assumed that instructors already know

instructiona2 activities for using models and for describing the

products of written dis. 3urse.

One instructional activity for developing each of the seven pairs

of steps in the processes of reading and writing will be described.

For each step, the activity for either reading or writing will be

described fully, the remaining activity being indicated briefly. The

seven steps are focused, broad, close, intensive, evaluative, public,

and wide and free dialoguing. Since the steps in the processes of

both reading and, writing are rccursive, the activities must be used

recursively. It will*be noticed that all three dialogical questions

are involved in carrying out each of the seven pairs of steps and that

the seven pairs of steps are used for each type of written discourse

and hence during each lesson of the semester. After the seven pairs

of activities are presented, a two-week lesson will be outlined which

contains the activities and which serves as a model that can be varied

for eight other lessons during the semester.

. Activity for Focused Dialoguing: Using a
Dialogical Microcosmic Question

or Answer

To focus on the center of a dialogue, the discourser uses a

microcosmic sentence. A microcosmic sentence of a piece of written

discourse is formed of the main thought, supporting points and facts,
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and means and order of presentation. A microcosmic sentence

summarizes an entire essay, or cosmos, into a nutshell, or microcosm.

This sentence includes the traditional thesis sentence, which

expresses a main thought, and adds the other elements, resulting in a

fairly long and complex but coherent sentence. This sentence, which

is challenging to write, emphasizes the main thought or truth by

placing it in the independent clause; subordinates the supporting,

experienceable points and facts by placing them into lesser clauses or

words; and implies the pattern of explanation and the order of the

supporting points through phrasing. It should be stated in language

suitable to the active and the unseen participants. This sentence may

well appear at the beginning of a sentence outline. In the

declarative mood used by a writer, the sentence may be called a

microcosmic answer. In an interrogative mood used by a reader, the

sentence may be called a microcosmic question.

Instructors can make available to students various patterns for

microcosmic sentences for each of the nine types of essays usually

taught lesson by lesson as the semester progresses (see Appendix A).

Students may place sentences from reading or for writing on the

blackboard. The main thought may be underscored twice; the supporting

points may be underscored once; and arrows may be drawn from the main

point to the supporting points, which are stated so as to be clearly

relevant to the main thought and which are presented in proper order.

Although this sentence must be clear and coherent, since it is usually

long and complex, freshmen will need to debine it when writing the

actual paper, possibly placing the subject of the main thought in the
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introduction, the supporting points in the body, and the predicate of

the main thought in the conclusion.

Activity for Broad Dialoguing: Using Dialogical
Sentence-Outlining of Sub-Questions

and Sub-Answers

An activity for broad dialoguing is demonstrating how to use a

series of sub-questions and sub-answers to form dialogical sentence

outlines of written discourse. Sometimes students discover this

series of sub-questions and sub-answers early in the process of

reading and writing and then work towards stating a microcosmic

sentence. For example, freshmen readers can pencil their own

questions in the margin of an essay as they begin to form an outline.

They may highlight the author's answers, then paraphrase them, and

finally use them for the Roman numeralled statements in their sentence

outlines. Freshman writers can write their answers in the body of a

sentence outline, draw arrows to relevant words in the microcosmic

sentence, and pencil what they assume to be their readers' questions

in the margin. Instructors can ask readers and writers to place

dialogical outlines on the blackboard during the ten minutes before

class begiLa. When these outlines are reviewed during class, the

instructor and students are challenged to spontaneous and educational

dialogue,

Two added suggestions might be made. The Roman-numeraled

sentences for each supporting point may be carried word-for-word into

appropriate paragraphs of the paper as introductions, mid-statements,

or conclusions. Alternatively, these sentences may be broken into the

subject, from which to form an introductory topic sentence for the

paragraph, and a predicate, useful in forming a concluding sentence
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for the paragraph. The first method results in clarity of expression,

the second in effectiveness.

Activity for Close Dialoguing: Dialogical
Sentence-Debining and Sentence-Combining

An activity for close dialoguing is sentence-combining, which is

extremely well known, a good bibliography being provided by Kerek,

Daiker, and Morenberg (1980). Very simply, sentence-combining

involves taking several brief sentences and forming them into one more

succinct, complex, and forceful sentence by making the larger

elements, such as independent clauses, into smaller units, such as

dependent clauses, or by embedding elements, for example, turning

predicates into participles or other types of adjectives. Although

sentence-combining is often practiced on textbook exercises with

students' forming and discussing a large variety of possible resultant

sentences, dialogical sentence-combining goes further. Dialogical

sentence-combining requires'considering the voice, purpose, and

insights of the writer; the needs of the readers; and the appropriate

pattern of explanation, such as contrast. Once freshmen have settled

their views on these dialogical natters, they enjoy the challenge of

shaping excellent sentences orally by discussing material shown on an

overhead projector or by writing several versions on the blackboard.

Further, groups of related sentences or "chunks," as Memering and

O'Hare (1984, p. 305) call them, may be combined into paragraphs.

Sentence-debining involves taking one long complex sentence and

re-forming the brief sentences of which it is made. This activity is

less-studied than sentence-combining although Freeman (1981) states

that a writer's overly long and complex sentence may be deconstructed.

Unlike diagramm5ug sentences into parts of speech, sentence-debining
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resolves a longer sentence into full-fledged, shorter sentences,

enabling readers to clarify and simplify the meaning. Sentence-

combining and sentence-debining may be suggested whenever individual

students need them and are writing correctly enough and after these

activities have been introduced to an entire class.

Activity for Intensive Dialoguing: Dialogical
Observation of Exactly What Is There

Like each of the three earlier-described activities which focus

strongly on one level of written discourse, the essay, the paragraph,

and the sentence respectively, the activity for this step focuses on

one level of discourse. This activity emphasizes those elements

smaller than sentences, that is figures of speech, sounds of words,

connotations and denotations of words, spelling, and formality of

diction. This activity requires students to observe exactly what is

there in the written discourse.

The readers who have already carried out earlier steps in reading

and discovered what Thomas and Brown call The "plain sense" (1941,

p. 744) or the literal meaning can then observe exactly and re-create

all figures of speech so as to experience the author's moods. They

then read the passage aloud in that mood, notice what sounds seem "an

echo to the sense" (Pope, 1711/1959, p. 764), and gain an intense

understanding of the meaning.

The writers who have already written drafts of a composition

can observe exactly what is there when they edit and proofread. First

the instructor models the oral reading of capitals, punctuation, and

spelling in exercises in the handbook. Then students can try to

pronounce commas, periods, and semicolons for the class as a whole; if

punctuation is inappropriate, for example in incomplete sentences, the
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oral results cause laughter. Students also enjoy reading exactly what

is there in sentences containing dangling modifiers, misplaced

modifiers, or inadequate punctuation when they realize what the writer

said instead of what he or she intended to say. They can now

observe exactly what is there in their own compositions, eliciting

praise and some changes. A two-part method may be needed. First

students may be encouraged to observe exactly what is there in each

sentence in a composition, reading from the last sentence to the first

one. Then they may observe exactly what is there in each word taken

from the last word to the first. These lesser-than-sentence elements

can be made stronger by improving word choice, adding figures of

speech, and emphasizing appropriate sounds, producing a clear

sub-structure.

Activity for Evaluative Dialoguing: Dialogical
Reviews by Helpful Others

While the four preceding steps in dialoguing by reading and

writing have occurred largely within the freshmen, the next recursive

step opens the written discourse to an evaluation by helpful o'hers,

such as peers and the instructor. An activity called peer editing,

which was studied and described thoroughly by Bruffee (1980) and many

others, allows student-writers to exchange drafts of their compositions

and to offer praise and suggestions to each other. An instructor may

provide a variety of bases for peer editing of the compositions during

the semester, for instance, sometimes using questions based on Plato's

truth, goodness, and beauty and sometimes using questions based on

Aristotle's unity, variety, and arrangement. Rating rubrics can be

provided to students, or rubrics may be formed cooperatively

(Winterowd, 1981) with or without evaluative points allotted to
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various of the requirements. One such rubric may have rows marked

essay, paragraph, sentence, and word; columns may be headed unifying

truth, sound development, and suitable means; and the twelve squares

may be filled in with appropriate requirements. When instructors

review students' compositions, they dialogue, making praiseful

responses in the margins of the papers, using dialogically phrased

standards, and making perceptive aid dialogically phrased terminal

suggestions. This dialogical review by helpful others is completed

only when the help given by others is selectively taken by the writers

to revise papers substantially and to prepare papers neatly for the

next step in the process.

Peer editing may be applied to reading when helpful others listen

to oral versions of essays. Students may listen to each others'

readings possibly in small groups during class. Instructors may

occasionally listen to oral reading during office conferences.

Activity for Public Dialoguing:
Sharing and Publication

Dialogue is not an exercise involving only an "address" but is a

living encounter begging for a "response" (Howe, 1963, p. 4). In a

university English class, dialogue begs for at least a minimal

"response." To share what has been read, the oral readings of essays

thought best by small groups or the instructor may be presented to the

whole class. Traditional class discussions of essays at the

instructional level facilitate sharing and help embed meanings and

methods into students' minds.

To share what has been written, the instructor may read aloud

anonymously several excellent, varied student compositions. The

rewritten versions of papers may be peer read. The better papers may
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be placed in a class notebook or put on reserve in the library for all

to read, pages being provided for response by readers. The best

papers may be entered in essay contests. Some papers may be sent to

the actual addressees, such as newspaper editors. All papers may be

preserved in folders. In any case, active response to the content of

the papers is important.

Activity for Wide and Free Dialoguing:
Reading and Writing Journals

Both reading and writing journals can enrich freshmen's arts and

skills, give opportunities for freedom of choice in impression and

expression, and increase fluency. A manila folder with a pocket on

the inside of each cover can hold on the left, loose pages of a reading

journal and on the right, loose pages of a writing journal. The

instructor can point out that these journals are personal, neither as

intimate as diaries nor as objective as science reports, and that these

journals should be made for the person's own benefit, present and

future. In the reading journal, freshmen might include summaries or

interpretations of non-assigned readings and might copy or paraphrase

favorite passages. In the writing journals, freshmen might include

thoughts and discoveries which they wish to preserve and questions

they would like answered. The instructors' charge is to read parts of

the journals at the end of each four-weeks' period, to suggest to

freshmen how to benefit from this activity in future reading or

writing, to make brief erasible comments, and to record the completion

of at least a minimum number of words in the record book.

Plan for a Two-Week Lesson

A typical lesson during the middle of the semester lasts two

weeks. The following lesson covers reading and writing expositions
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developed by means of contrast. The first day of a Tuesday-Thursday

class would incl,..de commenting on the results of the previous lesson's

reading and writing; reading two essays developed by contrast, one

essay written by a professional writer and one written by a student in

a previous semester; forming microcosmic sentences for each essay to

serve as patterns for the next reading and writing; deciding topics;

making appointments for conferences on outlines; and finding

volunteers to write sentence outlines on the board just before the

next class meeting. The Thursday class would include closer readings

of the essays for sub-questions, specifically those used for

subject-by-subject arrangement and topic-by-topic arrangement; intense

oral reading; a review of the outlines on the board; and some

attention to effective sentences and words. The second Tuesday class

would include a role-playing session with one student reading his

rough draft to see wether the introduction will elicit an appropriate

opening question from his intended audience; sentence-debining and

sentence-combining; and "reading what's there" in handbook exercises.

The second Thursday is reserved for students' bringing an outline of

an essay read independently; for writing under examination conditions

from a partial sentence outline the composition developed by

comparison and contrast; for peer editing according to a set of

questions more complex than those of an earlier lesson; and for the

instructor's reading the journals. The beginning of the following

Tuesday will be devoted to reading aloud one outline on the

independent reading and an original written composition so as to share

them, to evaluate them, and to be enriched by them.
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Activities for Interrelating Reading and Writing
and Thus Laying Foundations for Transfer
Between Them and to Other Disciplines

Freshman skills and arts in reading and writing are not always

strong and flexible enough to tansfer between reading and writing,

into future reading or writing, and into other disciplines partly

because opportunities for transfer are limited when reading and

writing are taught separately. However, instructors who understand

potential methods and results of transfer of learning, even though

they cannot entirely alter the separation, of reading and writing or

have enough time for adequate instruction in reading, can seek the

potential benefit of transferability. A major benefit, based on

heuristics that have generative capacity, flexibility, and

transcendency (DeBlois, 1980), iJ true literacy (Johnson, 1984) which

leads to freedom. In addition to giving attention to transfer,

instructors will give regular and required assignments in reading and

writing and, it is assumed, will know instructional activities for

doing so.

First, instructors can demonstrate visibly the strength of

dialogical communication in general during class meetings and

conferences. Secondly, an instructor can allow studenta opportunities

to discover the relationships between re-creative and creative written

discourse for themselves by juxtaposing reading and writing. Thirdly,

instructors can use a strengthening exercise that leads freshmen

communicators from reading to writing and back to reading again.

Finally an instructor can suggest ways to use reading and writing to

enable students to increase their learning of concepts and the clarity

of concepts learned in other disciplines.
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Demonstrating the Strength of Dialogical
Communication in General

This activity of demonstrating the strength of dialogical

communications in general is to make the classroom and office into

places that exemplify the strengths of dialogue, especially the

capacity of dialogue to form community. At the beginning of the

semester all freshmen, when their names are called from an information

form they have just filled out, introduce themselves briefly, and

mention anticipated careers, hobbies, jobs, birth places, or other

identifying facts; the instructor likewise introduces himself or

herself. This activity results in fun and enlightenment. Before the

first class period is over, freshmen are urged to secure two or three

names and telephone numbers of peers so as to be able to get

assignments and notes in case of abseices; friendships begin here.

Daring the semester at the beginning of a number of class sessions,

instructors ask students for a mom:tnt of silence to redemoer why they

ire there, as solemnity and seriousness reign. Class discussions

themselves are dialogues; for example, t'x.1 instructor can ask students

for any questions or comments they have about an assigned reading; the

responses become opening questions which lead from sub-answers to

sub-questions and to a final answer. At the conclusion of the

semester, the last five minutes can be given to everyone's farewells,

such as something gained from the course, a plan for the future, a

simple goodbye; these are always moments of fulfillment. This

dialogue can spread to the office conference, to the dormitory, to the

rest of the campus, and to the home. The classroom dialogue

encourages additional outcomes and demonstrates transfer.
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Providing Freshmen Opportunities to Discover the
Relationships Between Reading and Writing

Freshmen are likely to comprehend to some extent the

relationships, both similarities and differences, between reading and

writing through activities described earlier. The similarities can

aleo be implied by juxtaposing reading and writing without comment.

The instructor might place a microcosmic sentence from a reading on

one blackboard and a microcosmic sentence for writing on the next

board. A handout on the seven steps of reading may be followed later

by a handout on the seven steps of writing. The pattern of a

question on an essay examination may be shown to suggest the pattern

for an answer. Short sentences debined from a complex sentence may

be, without the original sentence's being visible, combined into a

similar or a new sentence.

Differences between reading and writing too may be implied.

Freshmen discover that reading is re-creative and writing is creative

at all steps: readers ask opening questions, but writers provide

answers; readers have a series of sub-questions, but writers have a

series of sub-answers; readers analyze complex setences, but writers

.build complex sentences; readers seek exactly what is there, but

writers put exactly what there is; readers admire and judge, but

writers judge and admire; readers "unpublish," but writers publish;

and readers continue reading, but writers continue writing. What is

important is that freshmen who clearly see relations between reading

and writing are likely to be encouraged to see relationships in other

areas and to gain corresponding benefits.
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Providing an Exercise for Experiencing the
Strength That Comes from Interrelating

Reading and Writing

An exercise for experiencing the strength that comes from

interrelating reading and writing takes the form of written sheets of

instructions with spaces for brief answers and a longer paragraph.

One such exercise provides a short student-written argument of the

problem-cause-solution type on the subject of smoking; the exercise

asks at least one question for the first five steps in reading,

requiring description of the author, paraphrasing, sentence outlining,

and so forth as nelps to reading. Then students are asked to re-write

substantially one of the three body paragraphs but only after

describing their own voice and insight and the new readers' needs. At

this point, before the student puts pen to paper, occurs a remarkable

feeling of strength. The instructions continue with the next three

steps in writing. They end with suggestions for related readings in

the essay text or elsewhere. A variation of this procedure is to

begin with reading an essay, ask for writing on the same subject, and

then comment on student papers by suggesting new readings. Another'

variation is to use the reading journals to suggest future writings

and to use writing journals to suggest future readings.

Suggesting Ways to Transfer Dialogical

Communication Through Reading and
Writing to Other Disciulines

This activity is simply to suggest to freshmen times and places

and ways to transfer their experiences in dialogical communication

through written discourse to other disciplines. At mid-semester time,

an instructor can hand out sample essay questions along with good and

poor answers, discussing effectiveuess. When an instructor introduces
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each new pattern of exposition, he or she can point out uses for this

pattern in other disciplines, for example, cause-effect analysis being

important in history and process analysis being invaluable in

chemistry. When freshmen have assignments in other disciplines, such

as reviewing books, plays, or concerts, an instructor can point out

useful patterns. If students feel that they will not need to write in

certain careers, they may be asked to interview a person in their

chosen fields and report results to the class. When reading and

writing across the curriculum occurs, innumerable other possibilities

for transferability exist.

Summary

Surely these instructional activities are sufficient to form a

full set, First instructors center the course on a definition of

dialogue and on three implied questions to be used whenever students

read or write. Then instructors sequence opportunities for learning

skills and arts developmentally into three four-week periods, moving

from informal to academic. Instructors model seven activities for

carrying out the seven pairs of actions whenever students read or

write, including forming a microcosmic sentence, preparing a dialogical

sentence cutline, practicing sentence-combining and sentence-debining,

observing exactly what is there, obtaining helpful peer review,

sharing resultant oral readings and written compositions, and keeping

reading and writing journals. To facilitate transfer between reading

and writing and beyond them, instructors demonstrate dialogue in

general, present reading and writing in juxtaposition, provide a

strengthening exercise, and suggest further transfer,
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It is recommended that before a semester begins, these activities

be placed in a matrix on a very large sheet of paper. The first

column of the matrix lists downward the eight one-week lessons

chronologically. The second column suggests the dialogical questions

expressed in various terms at various times. The third column lists

the degree of difficulty of opportunities for growth to be provided

for. each four-week period. The next seven columns list the

suggestions for each of the seven steps. The last column lists ways

to achieve transfer. Each row for the eight lessons is divided into a

sub-row for reading and a sub-row for writing. The appropriate

instructional activities are filled into each square.

This recitative plan is not a binding -ontract. The activities

are available as an instructor deems appropriate. However, this set

of activities in written form is comforting when an instructor has

completed commenting on fifty or a hundred freshman compositions late

in the week-end and needs to prepare for an early Monday morning

class.

This set of instructional activities has been demonstrated in a

closely observed way with results reported in the next chapter. In

the final chapter any needed refinements will be discussed.
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EVALUATION OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES
IN AN OBSERVED DEMONSTRATION:

DESCRIPTION, OB..eRVATIONAL
METHODS, AND RESULTS

Three earlier chapters have presented the need for a coherent set

of instructional activities, the literaturebased criteria for

developing such a set of activities, and the description of the set of

activities developed. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the

evaluation of this set of instructional activities through a

sixinstrument observation of a onesemester demonstration. By means

of the outcomes of the observations of this formative demonstration,

it is possible, in the final chapter, to summarize which activities

seem to be working and what refiAement of activities or instruments is .

advisable.

The actual demonstration of the ,set of activities was preceded by

a pilot study which gave directions for the demonstration. The pilot

study, though incomplete in several ways, gave opportunity to use the

entire set of activities; to prepare handouts; to set up and try out

the instruments; to practice scoring the tests; and to interview all

freshmen in the class to learn their explanations for particular

successes or failures. The demonstration incorporated important

improvements suggested by the pilot study, occurred in a class more

typical in number and abilities of students, and gave unobstructed
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opportunity to observe and to evaluate the set of instructional

activities as a whole.

First the pilot study is reported in four parts: a description

of the program of the semester, a full description of the

observational instruments along with the method for analyzing the

resulting data, an evaluation of the activities on the basis of the

data, and a statement of new directions for the demonstration.

Then the demonstration is reported in four parts: a full

description of the semester's activities, an explanation of

alterations in the instruments, a thorough evaluation of each of the

four types of instructional activities, and a summary of major

findings.

Pilot Study

The pilot study is described in detail because it is similar to

the demonstration in program, instruments and data analysis, and

evaluation of instructional activities. This description permits

noting differences in students' preparations and in some results. The

description contains three parts and a statement of directions for

refinements.

Description of the Setting, Students,
and Instructional Program

for the Pilot Study

The pilot study was done at a large urban state university which

has a number of doctoral programs. The study occurred in a required

onesemester, three credithour, standard freshman English course.

To enter the course, students needed either a score of 19 or better

in ACTEnglish, a score of 450 on the SATverbal, a rank of 4 or

better on their writing sample evaluated by the standards of the City
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University of New York (CUNY Task Force, 1979), or a C or better in a

previously taken developmental course. In order to provide for

internal and external validity of the study, advisors agreed to assign

at random to one section mostly freshmen taking the course as their

first univeristy English course. However, the plan failed when

students in this category simply did not register during the spring

semester of the study; the section was filled with twenty-five

students less typical of university freshmen.

The characteristics of the 16 students who completed the semester

were these: mean score in ACT-English of 15.7; mean age of 22.0 years;

10 males and 6 females; 14 full-time and 2 part-time students; mean

high school grade-point-average of 2.46; ..,ean hours worked weekly 17.7;

and mean absences 3.1 (see Table 1). Of these students, 4 were

repeating the standard course, 8 had taken the preceding developmental

course, and only 4 were taking the course as their first university

English course. These students had a wide range of characteristics:

scores in ACT-English from 6 to 23; ages from 18 to 48; high school

grade-point-averages from 1.4 to 3.2; and hours worked from 0 to 35.

Such a wide variation tends to make teaching each and every student

difficult. The other 9 students who did not complete the semester and

their scores in ACT-English are these: 1 who never attended, 11; 1

who withdrew from the university, 14; 1 who became ill after

registering,none on record; 3 athletes who did not return after

spring break, 11, 13, and 16; 2 repeating the standard course, 10 and

20; and 1 who left probably to take a job, 19. The scores in

ACT-English were not learned until the last week and could not

influence the instructional activities.
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Table 1

Pilot Study: Demographics of the Freshmen
Who Completed the Course

High Hours
ACT- School Worked

English Age GPA Weekly Absences

Means 15.7 22.0 2.46 17.7 3.1
S. Dev. 5.6 7.5 .58 12.5 2.2
Ranges 6-23 18-48 1.4-3.2 0 -35 0-8
Number 14 15 14 15 15

Entering Student Course
Status Sex Status Grade

Repeating Male 10 Full-time 14 A 4
standard Female 6 Part-time 2 B 0
course 4

C 7

D 4
Took devel- F 1
opmental
course 8

First-time
in course 4

The instruction occurred during a class which met on Tuesday and

Thursday mornings for an hour and fifteen minutes in a clean, sunny

room. The syllabus used met all the requirements of the English

department and was almost identical with the syllabus described in

"Tentative Schedule of Readings and Writings" for the demonstration

(see Appendix B). However, although these students were encouraged to

see the importance of reading for its own sake and for its contribution

tj their learning to write, no direct credit was given for reading.

The instructional activities described in Chapter III were used with

slight emphases expected in adjusting to the particular freshmen in
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the section as follows. The activity for achieving dialogue was used

with some special emphasis on correctness. The activities for

sequencing were used. All activities for the seven steps in the

processes of reading and writing
were employed, although the handout

on the seven steps of reading was presented only after mid-semester

and although some students made so many errors in short sentences that

they were not pressed to use sentence-combining extensively. The

strengthening exercise for transfer of skills between reading and

writing was handed out only as an optional activity.

Texts were chosen from the English department's list but were

used selectively as means of carrying out the instructional activities

for goals, sequencing, processes, and outcomes described in Chapter

III. The collection of essays, Trimmer and Hairston's The Riverside

Reader (1981), included essays written in nine different patterns with

a range of difficulty within each pattern. The textbook for rhetoric,

Memering and O'Hare's Writer's Work, 2nd ed. (1984), contained

descriptions of and informal
student-written examples of most

patterns. The handbook, Hodges and Whitten's Harbrace College

Handbook, 9th ed. (1982), contained numbered rules on correct ways of

writing sentences and words along with some exercises. This

investigator was the instructor and, as a full-time, ranked, tenured

faculty member with twenty years of experience, taught the course as

part of a full teaching load.

Methods of Observin: the Instructional Activities
in the Pilot Study: Instruments and

Data Analysis

It was essential to observe the set of activities as a whole and

to observe the activities in each of the four categories, categories
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patterned after those of Stufflebeam (1970/1973): goals, input,

process, and product. However no one instrument or set of instruments

designed for this purpose was available. Thus it was decided to tole a

variety of available instruments, analyze the data gained through

these instruments, place the results of the analyses into appropriate

categories of instructional activities, and then evaluate each of the

four types of instructional activities and the set of activities as a

whole as to helpfulness.

The six instruments chosen along with the appropriate methods of

analyzing the data gathered through them follow. The first two

instruments are quantitative, the next two are qualitative, and the

last two are both quantitative and qualitative.

The Questionnaire on Instructional Activities
and the StudentInstructional Rating
System (SIRS)

Two generally quantitative instruments were used to observe the

freshmen's perceptions of their experiences: a questionnaire on

instructional activities and the StudentInstructional Rating System

(SIRS, 1980). The questionnaire on instructional activities (see

Appendix C) was designed and written by this researcher to discover

the students' perceptions of various instructional activities in this

study. One question concerned dialogue, fourteen questions covered

activities for the seven paired steps in the processes of reading and

of writing, and two shortanswer questions dealt with the transfer

from reading to writing and from writing to reading. These questions

made it possible to contribute to the evaluation of three of the four

types of instructional activities. Except for the two shortanswer

questions, the questionnaire used a Likert scale with 1 for "very
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helpful"; 2 for "helpful"; 3 for "sometimes helpful, sometimes not";

4 for "not helpful"; and 5 for "a hindrance." This questionnaire was

administered on the final day and, when completed, was delivered in a

sealed envelope by two freshmen to a university official who kept the

envelope until after grades were turned in.

This questionnaire permitted reporting means and standard

deviations for each Likert-scaled item. The questionnaire also

permitted use of statistical techniques for various purposes. Since

assumptions of normality of population and homogeneity of variance

were met but: assumptions of independence and randomization were not

met, conclusions from these statistical procedures could be drawn only

for these or similar students and circumstances. The questionnaire

permitted use of multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to compare

students' perceptions of the helpfulness of the seven activities for

carrying out the steps in the process of reading with the helpfulness

of the seven activities for carrying out the steps in the process of

writing. The null hypothesis that the mean vector for reading

activities equaled the mean vector for writing activities was tested at

the .05 level of significance. Later, when the null hypothesis was

rejected in the demonstration, an interesting exploration of whether

the activity for each step in reading was perceived as being as

helpful as the activity for each corresponding step in writing was

carried out by seven oneway analyses of variance, tested at the .05

level of significance.

Also, this questionnaire permitted use of a one-way analysis

of variance to observe whether these freshmen perceived any one or

more of the seven activities for steps in the process of reading as
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differing in helpfulness from the other activities for steps in the

process of reeding. The null hypothesis that the means for the seven

reading activities were equal to each other was tested at the .05

level of significance. When the null hypothesis was rejected, the

differing step or steps were identified by a Tukey follow-up. A

second one-way analysis of variance was used to observe students'

perceptions of activities for writing.

The Student-Instructional Rating System (SIRS, 1980), a course-

instructor evaluation instrument provided by the university, contained

certain questions judged appropriate to observing and evaluating

instructional activities for developmental sequencing and was

administered along with the questionnaire on instructional activities.

The instrument was Likert-scaled for "strongly agree" (1), "agree"

(2), "neutral" (3), "disagree" (4), and "strongly disagree" (5). The

SIRS also permitted calculating means and standard deviations on the

responses that indicated students' perceptions of the course.

The Student Interviews and the
Instructor's Journal

Two largely qualitative instruments were used, the interviews of

students and the instructor's journal. The interviews .)f all sixteen

freshmen in the class, conducted after the final examination, were

perhaps the best way to determine whether each student was helped with

his or her particular problem by means of the instructional activities

used. A question planned for each student began the interview, for

instance, "How did you raise your grade from a D+ to an A-?" or "What

could have been done to improve your spelling?" After the first

question, a free flow of exchange occurred.
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The instructor's journal recorded notes that this instructor-

researcher made while correcting the compositions that the freshmen

had written, while preparing for classes, and after completing

classes. Results of both instruments were analyzed by content

analysis and contributed to evaluating all four types of instructional

activities.

Cloze Reading Samples Supplemented by
the Goodman Miscue Analysis

To facilitate observation of skills and arts demonstrated in

products of reading, C.Iree doze reading samples were used,

supplemented by Goodman miscue analysis of several samples. This

procedure enabled obtaining an overall quantitative score along with a

qualitative review of individual successes or problems, methods

appropriate in a formative pilot study. The doze reading samples

were designed by Bormuth (cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 584) and are

rated as valid (Rankin, 1974). To make a doze reading sample, the

researcher selects a grade-level passage of approximately 250 words,

deletes every fifth word after the first sentence, substitutes a blank

line, and instructs students to fill in the blanks without a time

limit. Scoring is done by giving two points for correct closure of

each of the fift" blanks, not counting mt%spellings and synonyms.

Bormuth states that students who score between 58 and 100 are reading

the passage at an independent level, students who score 44 to 57 are

reading at an instructional level, and students who score 43 or less

are reading at a frustrational level.

It was decided to use twelfth-grade-level passages for these

beginning college freshmen. The passages were taken from the Science

I5:
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Research Associates (SRA) Reading Laboratory--College Prep Edition,

IVa (1959) tan rate builders on single cards marked 12. Parker,

author of the instructor's manual, states:

Each selection has been either selected or adapted to fit the
needs of a particular color level to which it was assigned in
respect to length, level of abstraction, and reading difficulty.
For the latter, the SRA Reading Ease Calculator formula was used.
. . . In addition, each selection was field-tested in actual
classrooms in both the United States and Canada for interest
value and for the validity of the exercises. (p. 6)

The three twelfth-grade-level passages herein used were chosen from 20

passages at that level because they contained patterns of exposition

usually taught by the middle of the first semester, that is, comparison-

contrast, definition, and classification. The passages were then

randomly given in this order: the 12th selection, adapted from "Jobs

in Science" (see Appendix D); the 9th selection, ariapted from F.

Russell's "A Journal of the Plague: the 1918 7nfluenza Epidemic"

(SRA, 1959); and the 19th selection, adapted from Mario Pei's

Language for Everyone (see A: 'radix D).

The cloze reading samples permitted analysis of the scores in

terms of the number of freshmen reading at the independent,

instructional, and frustrational levels. The reading samples also

permitted use of analysis of variance and covariance with repeated

measures (one-within) using ACT-English as covariate to determine

whether significant improvement occurred. The null hypothesis was

that reading was no better at the end of the course than at the

beginnl.ng, tested at the ,05 level :f significance. The analysis was

applied by a BMDP computer program.

The Goodman miscue analyses were carried out on several students'

cloze reading samples as a qualitative means of providing information
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on tl.a students' achievements in reading levels. Goodman (cited in

Lapp & Flood, 1978, pp. 582-83) outlined the procedure. The analyst

records all changes from the original wording, categorizes these

changes according to an eight-point taxonomy called the Reading Miscue

Inventory (RMI), gives a possible interpretation of the cause for each

miscue, and decides what action to take to resolve my problem a

reader may have. Such an analysis can give information as to which

cuing systems are working, whether reading errors are similar to

writing errors, and whether teaching writing might help reading in

various ways. In sum, both quantitative and qualitative observations

of the students' achieved skills and arts demonstrated in the products

of reading were possible.

Buxton-Scored Writing Samples

To facilitate observation of skills and arts demonstrated in the

pronacts of writing, Buxton-scored writing samples were used. Writing

samples are valid measures of writing arts and skills. To score

writing samples for experimental purposes, Buxton (1958) designed a

300-point scale. He could obtain a total score, a score for the

cateory of rhetorical effectiveness, and a score for number of

errors, along with scores for numerous sub-categories. The category

of rehetorical effectiveness covers four sub-categories: material,

further subdivided into significance, evidence of critical thinking,

and originality; organization, further subdivided into title,

introduction, logical sequence of paragraphs, unity within paragraphs,

transitions between paragraphs, general coherence, and effective

conclusion; sentences, further subdivided into variety in sentence

structure and general fluency; and diction, further subdivided into
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exactness and vividness of words and interest and appropriateness

of figures of speech. The category of correctness of words and

sentences covers six sub-categories: spelling, punctuation, usage,

grammar, sentences, and form. The error rate is calculated by

dividing the number of errors by the number of words in a sample and

multiplying by 1000. The overall raw score is calculated by awarding

75 points, adding the total of the four rhetorical categories for two

readers and dividing by 2, and subtracting the error rate. The scaled

score is the raw score divided by 3, making the scaled scores run from

1 to 100. Buxton's rating sheet was revised only to make it easier

for the scorers to use (see Appendix E).

Instructions for writing samples were designed to observe all

three skills often taught at the middle of the semester, that is,

definition, comparison-contrast, and classification (see Appendix F).

The topics concerned maturity, television, and the relationship

between college and jobs. Topics were judged equally difficult by

three experienced assistant professors. The topics were randomly

assigned for pre-test, mid-test, and post -test, with maturity first

and the relationship between college and jobs last. Instructions and

topics were photocopied and given to students one class period in

advance so as to permit time for the students to think, plan, and make

a few notes at the bottom of the instruction sheet. Approximately

fifty minutes were allowed for students to write short compositions on

the topics.

The scoring of all writing samples was done by two mature,

members of the English department's teaching faculty who held master's

degrees in English. The scoring took place at a large table that
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facilitated independent work and in a home setting which permitted

lunch and coffee breaks to offset possible fatigue during three

six-hour days. Rating sheets (see Appendix E) and all materials were

provided. Although this investigator marked errors in advance with

small hatch marks in the margins, ample opportunity for readers to

agree or disagree was given. Compositions were otherwise unmarked and

were unidentified. In order to simplify readers' comparing qualities

of writing, all papers on one topic were given during one day of

scoring. The randomly chosen order was post-test, pre-test, and

mid-test. Orientation was carried out daily by practicing on two

papers not a part of this study, the goal being to agree on the

scoring system or rules, if not on the final scores; also after every

fifth paper had been scored, a comparison was made of the ratings for

every category and of the reason for any differences; improvements and

clarifications were made gradually as scoring progressed, following

Buxton's procedure. For example, it was decided that the subdivision

on originality of material would be reserved for reader-oriented

rhetorical devices broader than one sentence, such as anticlimax, and

that the subdivision on dic-_;oa would be reserved for rhetorical

effectiveness of a sentence or word. It was decided that since these

students were given instructions and time for writing only a short

composition whereas Buxton's students wrote a full-length essay,

coherence between paragraphs would be broadened to include coherence

between "chunks" (Memering & O'Hare, 1984, p. 305), or groups of

sentences within paragraphs. The general position was to give as much

credit as possible for rhetorical effectiveness and to deduct as much

as possible for errors, in short, to do a thorough reading. In order
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to observe inter-rater reliability, correlations between the ratings

that scorers assigned to each of the topics were calculated.

These writing samples permitted use of analysis of variance with

repeated measures (one-within) to determine whether various aspects of

writing improved. The null hypothesis was that the aspects of writing

were not better at the end of the course than at the beginning, tested

at th,.. .05 level of significance. The analysis of variance with

repeated measures was applied similarly to the overall score, the

category of rhetorical effectiveness, the category of errors per

thousand words, and the number of errors. Thus both wholistic and

analytical observations of the skills and arts demonstrated in the

products of writing were possible.

Evaluation of the Instructional Activities
and of the Instruments in

the Pilot Study

Although not all the demographics of the students in the pilot

study were typical of those of freshmen at this university, this pilot

study gave direction as to which instructional activities and

instruments were likely to be useful in the demonstration. After the

data gathered by the six observational instruments was put into four

categories, each of the four types of instructional activities was

evaluated.

Dialogical Communication Along
with Course Goals

The activity for emphasizing the rhetorical nature of

communication through written discourse without disregarding

correctness is centering the course on the definition of dialogue, a

definition which implies three dialogical questions for reading and

three for writing. This activity was evaluated by responses students

made to the first question on the questionnaire on activities, by
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relevant responses during student interviews, and by relevant entries

in the instiactor's journal. The students' perceptions of course

goals were evaluated by relevant questions on the SIRS; and a

frequently set course goal, correctness of writing, was measured by

the average number of errors reduced in writing a thousand words.

Question A of the questionnaire on instructional activities

specifically addresses the value of reviewing the concept of dialogue.

The Likert scale ran from one for "very helpful" to five for "a

hindrance." On the average, these students found the activity

helpful, giving a mean response of 2.00 (see Table 2).

Table 2

Pilot Study: Results of Quantitative Measures of the Students'
Perceptions of the Helpfulness of the Activity for

Centering the Course on Dialogue and of the
Measures of the Goals of the Course

Overall
Mean S. Dev. Mean

Activity for Centering the Course on Dialogue

Question A
of Question- Review of the idea of
naire on dialogue and the three
Activities: basic questions.... 2.00 .76

2.00

Goals of the Course
2.02

SIRS-17 The instructor appeared to relate
the course concepts in a systematic
manner. 1.93 .80

SIRS-20 The direction of the course was
adequately outlined. 2.07 1.03

SIRS-24 The stated course objectives were
reflected in the exams. 2.07 .70

N=15
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Two student comments support the helpfulness of reviewing

dialogue: "Writing different papers helped me write different types

of dialogue" and "Both books [The Riverside Reader and Writer's Work]

helped me undergtand why the essays that were assigned were written

(inner body understanding)." The instructor's journal of February

28th refers to review of the concept of dialogue as part of "one of the

best classes." On that day, several compositions read aloud sounded

excellent to the students despite the fact that the compositions

contained numerous errors in punctuation and spelling. When students

objected to the low grade given such compositions, this instructor

told about the lives of Plato and Aristotle in fable form, explaining

that each had three standards for judging a piece of rhetoric; Plato

judged on truth, goodness for others, and beauty; and Aristotle judged

on unity, development or topoi, and suitability of arrangement. Then

came the game of deciding which set of standards was better and which

composition should be graded higher, the one full of thought but

unclearly stated or the one clearly stated but empty of thought. The

students decided that good dialogue requires both thought and clarity.

Still, they found misspelling a minor barrier to dialogue. So, a

volunteer was asked to "take a paper, any paper" from a set of

recently annotated but unidentified compositions; this time

punctuations and spellings-were read as they appeared on the

composition,arousing much confusion, laughter, and recognition, even

by the never-to-be-identified author himself.

On the average, the freshmen perceived, according, tc questions

17, 20, and 24 on SIRS: that the goals of the course in general were

helpful, as indicated by an overall mean of 2.02 (see Table 2). Also
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students reduced lexical, grammatical, and syntactic errors from 86

errors per thousand words to 81 errors per thousand words.

In summary, the observations of this activity of centering the

course on dialogical communication while iwproving correctness

indicated that this activity was evaluated as helpful, since the

mean was 2.00, and that it was likely to be useful in the

demonstration.

Developmental Sequencing Along with
Course Demands

The instructional planning activities for sequencing included

increasing opportunities for selfinitiative, using reading as a

precursor for writing, and moving gradually towards dialogues that

were more academic in regard to the active participant, unseen

participant, and means of written communication between participants.

These activities for sequencing were designed to parallel natural

,psycnolinguistic growth, although :hey might not be adequate to

overcome unalterable pressures from outside in the form of inadequate

preparation of students or unreasonable standards for completion of

the course.

The activities for developmental sequencing were evaluated by two

relevant Likertscaled questions on SIRS and by interviews of the

students. On the average, these students' perceptions of the

activities for developmental sequencing, as the perceptions were

expressed on SIRS 18 and 19, were that they were helpful, the mean

being 2.03 (see Table 3). On interview, one freshman wrote that

while an earlier experience in English was "pretty much a joke," this

class was "well organized" and challenging. A student, who

transferred in from another university and who was repeating the
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Table 3

Pilot Study: Results of Quantitative Measures of the
Students' Perceptions of Activities for Developmental

Sequencing, of the Course Demands, and of All
Aspects of the Course That Were Not

Classified as Course Demands
on the SIRS

Mean
Overall

S. Dev. Mean

Developmental Sequencing

SIRS-18 The course was we)1 organized.
SIRS-19 The course materials appeared to be

presented in logical content units.

2.13

1.93

1.19

.88

2.03

Course Demands
1.32.

SIRS-13 The instructor attempted to cover
too much material. 3.07 1.39

SIRS-14 The instructor generally presented
the material too rapidly. 3.47 1.25

SIRS-15 The homework assignments were too
time-consuming relative to their
contribution to your understanding
of the course material. 3.00 1.31

SIRS-I6 You generally found coverage of
topics in the assigned reading
too difficult.

3.73 .88

All Aspects of the Course That Were Not
Classified as Course Demands on SIRS 1.84

SIRS 1-4 Instructor Involvement 1.50 .59
SIRS 5-8 Student interest 1.80 .71
SIRS 9-12 Student-Instructor Interaction 1.82 .88
SIRS 17-20 Course Organization 2.02 .96
SIRS 21-26.0verall Evaluations 2.07 .95

N=15

course due to illness, wrote in a comparison-and-contrast essay that

this department of English in this university had "better course
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presentation and overall atmosphere than its more prestigious

counterpart."

The course was developmentally sequenced as a partial means of

overcoming the problem of planner's overestimating students'

psycholinguistic capabilities. Since the existing standards for

grading the number and types of papers required in the course were

maintained, it was interesting to observe how students perceived the

demands of the course as indicated by the four questions that SIRS

identified as course demands. Students expressed their perceptions of

course demands, on a five-point Likert scale with three as "neutral"

and four as "disagree," with a mean of 3.32. This rating indicates

that students perceived course demands sometimes as reasonable but

slightly more often as unreasonable. This mean of 3.32 was

considerably lower than the mean of 2.03 for items directly relevant

to the instructor's sequencing activities. Fu-thermore, this mean of

3.32 for course demands on the SIRS was far lower than the mean of

1.84 for all aspects of the course that :sere not classified as course

demands by the SIRS.

In overestimating students' psycholinguistic capabilities, some

planners tend to increase the working hours instructors must

contribute to this course to help students meet requirements set for

completing the course. A standard estimate for reading, marking,

making suggestions on, and evaluating one freshman composition is 20

minutes of instructional time outside of class (Williams, 1985). The

average time required weekly for 9 compositions during those 13 weeks

of a semester spent on direct teaching of 25 students of average

potential and preparation is 5.71 hours outside of class. According
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to the instructor's journal, the average time required weekly for

review of corrections on the original papers and for making

suggestions on rewritten papers is .92 hours, giving a sub-total of

6.63 hours each week. When three hours of in-class instruction and

three 1:ars of preparation are added, giving a sub-total of 12.63

hours weekly, this sub-total must still be increased substantially to

provide time for holding one or more required conferences with each

student, keeping records, marking exercises, and carrying out other

professional duties directly related to the course. Thus, on the

average the instructor spends over twelve and one-half hours per week

on this one course;

In summary, observations of the instructional activities for

sequencing learning opportunities developmentally, despite some

serious pressures from course demands, indicated that these

instructional activities were evaluated as a helpful mean of 2.03 and

were likely to be useful in the demonstration.

Processes of Communicating Through Reading and
Writing Along with Course Instruction

There are seven instructional activities for helping freshmen

communicate through the steps in the process of reading and seven

activities for helping them communicate through the steps in the

process of writing. Without an instructor's neglecting to describe

the expected products of reading and writing, these fourteen

activities explicitly addressed the processes of reading and writing

texts, that is how to read and write. These instructional activities

were evaluated by reports and analyses of students' responses on the

fourteen relevant iteu on the questionnaire on activities, by

students' statements during interviews, and by relevant information
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from the instructor's journal. The instruction in the course in

general was evaluated by eight items on the SIRS.

Students' perceptions of the helpfulness of the activities for

each of the seven steps in reading and each of the seven steps in

writing appeared in their responses to the questionnaire on

activities, questions B to O. The item mean responses averaged, on a

scale of one for "very helpful" to five for "a hindrance," for reading

and writing combined a helpful 2.18 (see Table 4), for reading a

helpful 2.23, and for writing a helpful 2.12.

Table 4

Pilot Study: Results of Quantitative Measures of the
Students' Perceptions of the Helpfulness of

of Activities for the Seven Recursive
Steps in the Processes of Reading

and of Writing

Overall
Mean S. Dev. Mean

Reading and Writing

Reading

1 Pre-reading, including asking the author
an opening question and forming
microcosmic sentences.

2 Noticing how authors lead readers from
question to question, fur instance from
problem to cause to solution.

3 Breaking down long complex sentences
into short understandable sentences.

4 Reading aloud essays from Riverside
Reader or exercises from HCH to hear
what is there.

5 Evaluating essays and compositions as
might Plato (truth, concern for readers
pleasingness) and Aristotle (unity of
thought, development, orderliness).

171

2.18

2.23

2.13 1.13

1.80 .68

2.33 1.05

2.43 .65

1.93 . .59
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Table 4 (Continued)

Overall
Mean S. Dev. Mean

6 Discussing essays, such as "The Knife"
and Twain's essa' on the Mississippi,
in class.

7 Keeping a journal on non-assigned
readings.

1.80 .94

3.21 .80

Writing

1 Forming a mircocosmic sentence for one's
own papers, sometimes using a pattern
given in class. 1.80 1.01

2 Forming "steps" in a sentence outline
for one's own compositions, sometimes
during office conferences. 1.67 .72

3 Combining short sentences so as to
emphasize the main point and subordinate
lesser fzcts, as in 24b of HCH. 2.47 .74

4 Peer-editing and self-editing composi-
tions to read what is there. 2.07 .80

5 Using all of the instructor's reactions
to rewrite compositions. 1.87 .74

6 Listening to other students' composi-
tions read aloud in class and talking
about their strengths. 2.13 .92

7 Keeping a journal of free writing. 2.86 1.17

2.12

N=15.

When the activities for reading were compared with the activities

for writing, using the multivariate analysis of variance after tests

for normality and homogeneity of variance had been passed, the null

hypothesis of equality of mean vectors for reading and for writing

activities could not be rejected, F (7,7) = 1.39, 2. > .05 (see Table

5). Thus, there was no indication that students' perceptions of the

helpfulness of all activities for carrying out reading differed from
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their percepticn of the helpfulness of all activities for carrying out

writing. It followed that the activity for reading and the

corresponding activity for writing at each step did not differ

significantly. Accordingly no univariate analyses were needed or

reported, although means are listed.

Table 5

Pilot Study: Results of Quantitative Measures of Students'
Perceptions of the Relative Helpfulness of Activitiesfor the Seven Recursive Steps in the Processes

of Reading and of Writing by Means of
Multivariate Analysis

of Variance

Instructional Activity
for Steps in Reading
and Writing

Means

F df
T.

Reading Writing

All Steps 2.21 2.11 1.39 7,7 .3361

1 2.07 1.86
2 1.79 1.57
3 2.36 2.43
4 2.43 2.00
5 1.86 1.86
6 1.79 2.21
7 3.21 2.86

In order to view whether any activity for a step in the process

of reading was perceived as more helpful than any other activities in

the process of reading, a oneway analysis of variance was used.

Although the assumption of indepennence was not met, the assumptions

of the normality of the population of scores and, according to the

sphericity test, of homogeneity of variance, were met. The null
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hypothesis that activities for all steps in the process of reading

were equally helpful was rejected, F (6,78) = 6.24, 2. < .0001.

Tukey follow-up procedures were use to identify the differing

activity or activities (see Table 6). In reading, activities for

steps 2,6, 5, and 1 were perceived as more helpful than the activity

for 7. Similarly, in order to view whether any activity for a step in

writing was perceived as more helpful than any other activities in the

process of writing, a one-way analysis of variance was used. The null

hypothesis that activities for all steps in the process of writing

were equally helpful was rejected, F (6,78) = 3.59, P < .0034. Tukey

follow-up procedures identified the differing activity or activities.

In writing, activities for 2, 1, and 5 were perceived as more helpful

than the activity for 7. This instructor-researcher's review of the

semester suggests that Cie freshmen rated as less helpful the somewhat

less-used activities. However, the low rating for keeping of

journals, the activity for step 7, bas added explanations drawn from

interviews. One student stated:

I felt that keeping a journal was an enjoyable activity but et
the end of the semester it became difficult to keep up with.
Keeping a journal does help you realize your own creativity, but
unless it is assigned as part of your grade, it really should be
a voluntary act.

Another student stated, "I think reading other authors helps more than

keeping a journal."

On interview, individual freshmen named activities for many steps

in the processes of written discourse which explained their individual

improvements. Regarding instructional activities for steps in reading,

some reported that the "articles were *wonderful" (step 5); that the

greatest help was "reading aloud!" (4); that there was good "class
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Table 6

Pilot Study: Results of Quantitative Measured of Students'
Perceptions of the Relative Helpfulness of the Activity

for Each Step in the Process of Reading and the
Activity for Each Step in the Process of Writing

by Two One-Way Analyses of Variance

Step of Reading

Activity
Means for Perception
of Reading Activity F df

2 1.79
6 1.79
5 1.86
1 2.07
3 2.36
4 2.43
7 3.21

All steps for reading

Tukey follow-up:
2,6,5, and 1 < 7.

6.24 6,78 .0001*

Step of Writing
Activity

Means for Perception
of Writing Activity F df

2 1.57
1 1.86
5 1.86
4 2.00
6 2.21
3 2.43

2.86

All steps for writing

Tukey follow-up:
2,1, and 5 < 7.

.2.

3.59 6,78 .0034*

*Statistically significant with II< .05.
N=14.

discussion" (6); that the "way we discussed reading in class"

(1,2,3,6) helped us "get into it"; and that we "need everybody to mad

and diecuss" (6). One student who was asked "How did you happen to
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read and discuss 'The Surgeon's Knife' so well?" explained that he was

interested in reading by his fifth-grade teacher, had been "under the

knife" twice, and was "really awed" by the knife, which did not seem

to be "cold steel." Regarding writing, some students reported that

improvement came from "hours at home arranging outlines and rewriting"

(1,2,5); "correcting papers as the most helpful class activity" (5);

"taking a lot of time to think" (1,2); trying to "proofread more"

(3,4); "using the rules in the Kir to correct papers (5); "especially

the red book [Hair (5); and "English 3200 [Blumenthal, 19721 helped,

it really did!" (3,4,5).

The instructor's journal indicated that class meetings which were

noted as "first rate" for instructional activities usually included

activities for many steps in the processes of reading and writing.

One such meeting occurred on February 21st. Papers revised and

rewritten a week earlier were returned during the first five minutes

so students could benefit from new comments (step 5). The instructor

commented on papers written the preceding Thursday before returning

those papers (1,2). Several good papers were read aloud and evaluated

(5,6). The instructor explained that it was not necessary that every

supporting point in an outline have oni) two supporting facts (2).

After catching the attention of the students by saying that there was

a principle too difficult for them to learn, the instructor

demonstrated.the principle that the supporting facts, such as

contrasts, for one supporting point in an outline need not be of the

same pattern as the supporting facts, such as illustrations, for

another supporting point (2). The instructor explained that keeping a

journal developed fluency (7). Dialogical editing charts were handed
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out and reviewed (4,5). The meeting closed with a fun-session on

exercises about who and whom in the handbook until everyone developed

confidence (3,4) in using these abominable pronouns.

While processes of reading and writing were stressed, during

course instruction, products sometimes were used as models; were

described in terms of unity, development, and harmony; and were

required to be completed as assigned. On the average, these

freshmen's perceptions of course instruction, expressed on questions

3-6 and 9-10 on SIRS which had item means ranging from 1.40 to 1,93,

were that course instruction was more than just helpful, with an

overall mean of 1.75 (see Table 7).

Table 7

Pilot Study: Results of Quantitative Measures
of Students' Perceptions of the Instruction
in the Course, As Expressed on the SIRS

Mean
Overall

S. Dev. Mean

Perception

SIRS-03

SIRS-04

SIRS-05

SIRS-06

SIRS-09

SIRS-10

of Instruction in the Course

The instructor's use of examples
or personal experiences helped
get points across in class.
The instructor seemed concerned
with whether the students learned
the material.

You were interested in learning
the course material.

You were generally attentive in
class.

The instructor encouraged students
to express opinions.

The instructor appeared receptive
to new ideas and others' viewpoints.

1.75

1.80 .56

1.40 .63

1.93 .80

1.71 .61

1.73 1.03

1.93 .96

N=15
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In summary, the observations of the irJtructional activities for

helping freshmen use the seven recursive steps in the processes of

*reading and of writing without disregarding products indicated that

the activities, including the least helpful activities of keeping

ungraded journals, were evaluated as helpful, with a mean of 2.18, and

were likely to be useful in the demonstration.

Transferability Along with Skills and
Arts Shown in the Course's Products
of Reading and Writing

Although the expected outcome of this course was improvement in

skills and arts of both reading and writing as indicated by the cloze

reading samples and the Buxtonscored writing samples, the special

outcome that the instructional activities were designed to achieve was

transferability. The instructional activities for transferability

included demonstrating dialogical communication in the classroom

setting, allowing freshmen to discover relationships between reading

and writing, providing a strengthening exercise for interrelating

reading and writing, and suggesting ways to transfer dialogical

communication between reading and writing to other areas as well.

The activities for emphasizing transfer were observed through

Goodman miscue analysis, students' perceptions expressed on the

questionnaire on instructional activities, and relevant statements

made during interviews of students and in the instructor's journal.

The Goodman miscue analysis of cloze reading samples showed

similarities between the students' miscues in reading and errors in

writing, along with other similarities. For examples one student had

trouble finding and holding the central thought throughout the reading

of a precloze passage just as he had problems of getting off the
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subject in writing. He had difficulties recognizing levels of

generality in both forms of written discourse. Also in reading, he

used vocabulary, sentence structure, and phrases, that is, a total of

14 examples of numbers 5 and 6 of the :loodman taxonomy of miscues,

indicating a dominance of oral language; he used similar types of

non-standard English in writing. This student along with others

needed to improve the quality and the quantity of reading, possibly

bringing parallel improvement in writing.

In response to the first of two shirt-answer questions on the

questionnaire on activities, all students wrc, that reading helped

them to write, most of them stating that reading helped considerably.

Seven students explained that reading gave examples of effective and

different ways to write, including patterns, structures, and

organization. One explained that reading gave her "ideas to think

about"; another said, "The different ways the authors were writing to

their readers helped me to write papers with more care because I knew

who 1 was writing to"; a third student indicated that the

sentence-debining she learned while reading helped improve her

writing; a final student wrote, "I steal words from other writers."

In response to the second short- answer question on the

questionnaire on activities, fewer students wrote that writing helped

reading, but their explanations for the help gained were illuminating.

One student wrote that writing helps "to make the articles more

interesting and understandable." A second student's statement seemed

to the iaterviewer to add to the first student's statement:

Writing essays made me read better because in writing sometimes
my mind would go faster than my pen and I world have to slow down
to read slowly what I had written . . so I could punctuate
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sentences correctly. Now I read slower and actually speak when I
am reading, which helps my comprehension of a story or article.

Indications of broader transfer were recorded. "I believe this

course will help me a great deal in erery course I will take in the

future." Other dialogical exchanges occurred during office

conferences when students talked about the problem of remaining in the

university, elaborate plans to stuay spelling, the need to go to a

marriage counselor, or ways to make independent judgments. Students

also expressed concern for the instructor, in many ways.

Thus the instructional activities directed to transfer were

fairly valuable although more attention might be given to transfer

from writing to reading. The traditional activities of assigning nine

essays to read and nine essays to write and the associated skills and

arts that were revealed in the products will now be reported.

According to the cloze reading samples based on the specified

passages and administered before, during, and after the course, these

freshmen did not eviden:e improvement in the skills and arts in

reading (see Table 8). After use of the sphericity test for

homogeneity of variance, inspection of the scores for normality of

distribution, adjustment through a covariate of ACT-English with a

mean of 15.63, and use of the Greenhouse-Geiser adjustment for any

lack of compound symmetry, the analysis of variance and covariance

resulted in rejecting the null hypothesis that reading was no better

at the end of, the course than at the beginning. The adjusted means

were 38,91, 42.91, and 28.00, with F (2,20) = 16.67, .a < .0001. A

post hoc analysis without using ACT-English, a measure sometimes

unreliable below 16, gave similar results, F (2,22) = 20.28, < .0001.

(4.
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Table 8

Pilot Study: Results of Quantitative Measures of the
Students' Achievements in Reading According to

the Cloze Reading Samples and in Writing
According to the Buxton-Scored

Writing Samples

Test Mean S. Dev. df F
one-tail

prob

Cloze Reading Pre- 38.91 9.05 2,20 16.67 .0001*
Samples with Mid- 42.91 7.01
Covariate (N=11) Post- 28.00 12.07

Cloze Reading Pre- 39.00 8.32 2,22 20.28 .0001*
Samples Without Mid- 42.83 6.68
Covariate Poec- 27.83 10.93
(N=15,12,15)

Tukey follow-up:
Post-samples < pre-
samples or mid-samples.

Buxton-Scored
Writing Samples
Without Covari-
ate (N=12)

Overall Pre- 28.20 19.13 2,22 .44 .6478
Writing Mid- 26.92 17.31
Score Post- 32.34 16.26

Phetorical Pre- 96.79 20.66 2,22 3.01 .0701
Effective- Mid- 87.83 24.84
ness Post- 102.88 12.67

Errors Per Pre- 87.20 43.29 2,22 .10 .9086
Thousand Mid- 82.07 27.14
Words Post- 80.86 40.70

Number of Pre- 21.00 12.61 2,22 .05 .9490
Errors Mid- 19.83 10.13

Post- 20.33 8.91

*Statistically significant with 11 <.01.
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According to the Tukey follow-up, the post-samples were lower than

either the pre-samples or the mid-samples, suggesting regression.

This seeming regression in students' achievements in reading must

be viewed in the light of the results of the Goodman miscue analysis

of a student's post-sample and the subsequent interview with the

student who showed excellent achievement on other measures. AlthoLgh

her responses were frequently rated as imaginative and original on the

Goodman taxonomy, the student made meaning changes, listed as number 7

on the Goodman taxonomy, that totaled 22. On interview, she stated

that the passage (see Appendix D) was "difficult" and that after one

particular sentence, everything "fell apart." It was learned that the

blank that s%e had fillet' in with "educated" should have been filled

in with aa opposite word, "uncivilized." She added that th:re was "no

chance to scratch out, go bat.zwards, and change" even if she had known

what her error was. The subject of the essay, linguisitics, was so

unfamiliar that it created a testing problem for her and possibly for

all other.students. The instructor also recalled that during the

semester, the students gradually realized that although they were

encouraged to see the benefits c.f reading for its own sake and for

improving writing, the final grade involved no di-ect credit for

reading. Also it was recalled that the activities were planned for a

more typical group of students. In summary, since testing needed

improvement,.it was difficult to determine whether activities were

helpful enough; and therefore certainly testing and perhaps activities

needed refinement.

According to the Buxton-scored writing samples based on the

topics used and administered before, during, and after the course,
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these freshmen showed improvement in all four aspects of writing

measured (see Table 8). However, since the null hypothesis that

writing was no better at the end than at the beginning could not be

rejected, there was rat evidence that the improvement was

statistically significant. In overall writing score, students

improved from a pre-sample mean of 28.20 to a post-sample mean of

32.34; this improvement was not statistically significant, F (2,22) =

0.44, .a> .05. In rhetorical effectiveness, students improved from a

pre-sample mean of 96.79 to a post-sample mean of 102.88; this

improvement was not statistically significant, F ( 2,22) = 3.01,

>.05. In number of errors per thousand words, students improved from

a mean of 87.20 82.07 to 80.86; this improvement was not

statistically significant, F (2,22) = 0.10, 11> .05. In number of

errors, students improved slightly from a pre-sample mean of 21.00 to

a post-sample mean of 20.33; this improvement was not statistically

significant, F (2,22) = 0.05, IL> .05.

However, the scoring of the writing samples and couLents of

interviews tended to suggest that improvements students made were not

adequately measured. First, the inter-rater reliability on the

rhetorical effectiveness of the p-st-samples, all read on the first

day, was lowest, .5683 (N=16, II< .011); on the pre-samples, all

_read on the second day, was better, .8019 (N=16, 2 < .001); and on the

mid-samples,all read on the third day, was best, .8292 (N=12, II<

.001). The correlation for the overall writing score, which included

rhetorical effectiveness and errors, was .9737 (N=12, IL< .011).

Therefore, there was indication that the readers gradually understood

standards for rhetorical effectiveness and that papers scored earlier
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were less reliably scored. The papers were not appropriately

presented to readers in random order.

Second, interviews of three students attest to their having a

sense of strong achievement in writing. One student .aid, "I really

learned to write better." Another said, "At the beginning of this

course, my first paper was D; due to the instructor's patience and

interest, I am now capable of writing A and B papers." A third said:

Today in English, I' wrote a sixpage paper, five of which were
written during class. That's quite a change from when I first
started. Last semester I couldn't even write one paragraph. I'm
proud, to say the least.

The notations in the instructor's journal for March 17th showed

recognition that these students would be helped by some alt rations in

activities for achievements especially in reading and to some extent

in writing. Students could have profited from a handout on activities

for each of the seven steps in the process of reading, from culminating

tests and grades in reading, and from added assignments in reading

given partially to help students see examples of correct writing

rather than the errors in their own papers or in hank book exercises.

On the average, thec.e students, according to four questions on

the SIRS, perceived that they achieved helpful improvement in reading

and writing, the mean being 2.17, and that they ).earned about 75% of

the course material (see Table 9).

In summary, the observations suggested that those instructional

activities for tmc3fer were likely to be useful in the demonstration

with some added attention to transfer from writing to reading. The

observations of the students' achievements in reading and in writing

suggested that rekinement in testing 14-28 essential, that students
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might not have been adequately prepared for the course, and that some

improvement in activities might be needed.

Table 9

Pilot Study: Results of Quantitative Measures of
the Students' Perceptions of Their Achievements

in the Course, As- Expressed on the SIRS

Overall
Mean S. Dev. Mean

Freshmen Perceptions of Achievement

SIRS-08 You have become more competent in

2.17

this area due to this course. 1.73 .70
SIRS-21 This course made a significant

contribution to your overall
personal educational objectives. 2.20 .94

SIRS-22 What percentage of the course
material covered do you feel you
actually learned? (1) more elan

2.47 .99

90%, (2) about 80%, (3) about
70%, (4) about 60%, and (5) less
than 60%.

SIRS-23 The instructor adequately assessed
how well students mastered the
course objectives. 2.27 .70

N=15

Major Instruments

Just as it was important to evaluate the instructional activities

so was it impcztant to evaluate the instruments. The two major

instruments were especially well reviewed. The procedure of using the

cleze reading samples and the Goodman miscue analysis, since it gave

quantitative and qualitative observation, was judged advantageous.

The cloze reading samples seemed adequate but had not been based on

passages ranked approximately identical by SRA nor chosen for
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likelihood that freshmen would be interested in and somewhat familiar
with the content.

The Buxton-sl_Jred
writing samples seemed adequate since they gave

an overall score and also permitted calculating scores for sub-

categories. However, samples were not presented randomly to the

scorers who read them, so it was not possible
on any given day to

score some pre- sample, mid-samples, and post- samples, thus

randomizing error. The standards for scoring papers become clear only
gradually. Some categories which originally overlapped had been

differentiated; some categories had to be judged on a point system for
each example of a device; other categories had to be judged on an A to
F basis. The readers found scoring by the Buxton scale illuminating,
different from ordinary paper grading, and enjoyable.

The other four instruments were helpful,
although interviews of

students for observing the pilot study had not covered all four

types of activities but instead each indivie_al student's explanation
of a problem or success.

Statement of New Directions for the Demonstration

Since the instructional
activities were designed for typical

freshmen in the standard first-semester English course, it was planned
that students assigned to the demonstration be reasonably well

prepared, that is, have scores in ACT-English of 19 or more and number
at least 20. Random selection or stratified random sampling was

planned to permit
statistical inference to other groups of freshmen.

It was also planned to maintain
instructional activities for both

emphasizing the dialogical nature of communication and for

developmental sequencing, since they were observed to be helpful.
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It was planned to maintain the activities for teaching the steps in

the processes of reading and writing, although the journals were to be

made optional or to be graded. Efforts we-e planned to increase

transfer from writing to reading. So that reading achievements might

be strengthened, the handout on reading steps was to be provided

early in the semester; and added weight for reading was co be given in

the final grade. So that writing achievements might be strengthened,

students who needed help with correctness of writing were to be

advised to use English 3200 (Blumenthal, 1972) and other aids.

Instruments for observation of the demonstration needed

refinement. Plans were made to select passages for the cloze reading

tests that were of similar difficulty and covered reasonably familiar

topics. Samples of writing to be scored by the Buxton method were to

be presented to readers in completely randomized order. The

interviews were to be expanded to include questions on all four sees

of instructional activities. Whether not to use mid-tests required

balancing pros and cons. The statistical advantages of using repeated

measures were the release from the requirement of independence of

treatment by substituting compound, symmetry and the increase in

statistical power. The disadvantages of using repeated measures were

that mid-tests took two class periods away from instruction and that

such addded, testing might hinder student-instructor interaction.

Dropping the.mid-sampling seemed preferable at this stage of

development of the instr, Itional activities. The covariate

ACT-English seemed of no advantage and might be better omitted or run

as a post hoc procedure.

8 7
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Thus, the pilot study gave valuable directions for the

demonstration. Description of the demonstration follows.

Demonstration

Description of the Setting, Students, and
Instructional Program for

the Demonstration

The demonstration was carried out in the same setting as the

pilot study. In order that the freshmen for whom the instructional

activities were designed be taught in the demonstration, the

university's advising staff adwitted 25 freshmen taking their first

university English course to one section during a fall semester. All

had scores in ACT-English of 19 or higher. Three other students

entered by other avenues. The section had an enrollment of

twenty-eight students whose characteristics were estimated typical of

freshmen at that university and probably at other urban sta-e

universities.

The characteristics of the 24 students who completed the sewaster

were these: mean score in ACT-English of 20.3 (N=21) and mean

SCAT-Verbal Lf 65.3 (N=3); mean age of 19.4; 7 males and 17 females;

all 24 in full-time programs; mean high school grade-point-averages of

3.18; mean hours worked weekly of 15.3; and mean absences of 1.4 (see

Table 10). These freshmen had a narrow range of characteristics:

scores in ACT-English from 13-25; ages from 17 to 28; and high school

grade-point-averages from 1.90 to 3.83. Characteristics of the other

four students on the roll and their entering scores were these: two

who withdrew from the university, one with a SCAT-Verbal of 80 and the

other with an ACT-English of 21; one with an ACT-English of 10
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Demonstration: Demographics of the Freshmen
Who Completed the Course
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Means
S. Dev.
Ranges

ACT-
English Age

High
School
GPA

Pours

Worked
Weekly Absences

20.3
2.7

13-25

19.4

2.8

17-28

3.18
.42

1.90-3.83

15.3 1.4

13.0 1.6

0-40 0-5

Entering Student Course
Status Sex Status Grade

Repeating Male 7 Full-time 24 A 4
standard Female 17 Part-time 0 B 13
course 0 C 7

D 0
Took devel-
opmental
course 0

F G

First-time
in course 24

N=21 for ACT-English: 13(1), 17(2), 19(3), 20(7), 21(2), 22(1), 23(2),
24(2), 25(1)

N=24 for all other demographics.

repeating the standard course and misenroiled; and one with an

ACT-English of 21 who stopped attending. The scores in ACT-English

were not learned until the last week and could not influence the

instructor.

The instruction occurred on Tuesday and Thursday mornings in a

dean and pleasant classsroom, met all the requirements of the English

Department, and is described in "Tentative Schedule of Readings and

Writings," a handout given freshmen class members on the first day

(see Appendix '0. Reading was given a definite though small role in

the final grade for the course. One-eighth of the final grade was
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calculated on the basis of the best of the five paragraphs averaged

with the improvement in the scores on the two reading samples. Also

one-fourth o4.. the final grade was awarded on the basis of the fin'

examination-essay which had topics that referred to essays read.

The four types of instructional activities in Chapter III were

used with few modifications. The course was centered on hialogical

communication without neglecting correctness. The activities for

developmental sequencing were used without altering departmental

standards for passing the course. All activities for teaching the

seven recursive steps in the processes of reading and writing were

carried out; the handout on steps in the process of reading was

discussed early, some sentence-combining was taught, and the journals

were mad attractive, brief, ortional, and check-marked in the grade

book. The activities for developing transferability were put into

practice even though the strengthening exercise on transfer between

reading and writing was handed out only as an optional activity.

Meanwhile, students were asked to read nine types of assays and to

write nine compositions, not counting the final examination-essay.

The texts and the instructor were those described in the pilot

study.

Methods of Observing the Instructional Activities in
the Demonstration: Instruments and

Data Analysis

The methods of observing the instructional activities in the

demonstration were minor variations of the methods used in the pilot

study. Two instruments remained unchanged. Four instruments were

refined somewhat. The analysis of the data obtained through two

instruments was slightly changed.
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The Questionnaire on Instructional
Activities and the Student-
Instructional Rating
System (SIRS)

The questionnaire on instructional activities was identical with

that in the,pilot study except for eliminating a typographical error.

Identical statistical procedures compared students' perceptions of the

relative helpfulness of activities for steps in reading with those

activities for steps in writing, of each individual activity for

reading with all other such activities, and of each individual

activity for writing with all other activities. The

Student-Instructional Rating System (SIRS) was administered and

analyzed as in the pilot study.

The Student Interviews and the
Instructor's Journal

The interviews of students in the demonstration, rathfIr than

stressing the individual student's successes and needs as was done in

the pilot study, were designed to gain these freshmen's perceptions of

the entire range of instructional activities. Thorough interviews

of five students were held four months after the end of the course and

included identical direct questions on the helpfulness of each of the

four types of activities along with questions on the greatest strengths

and weaknesses of the activities in the course. As before, an

instructor's journal was kept.

The Cloze Reading Samples Supplemented
by the Goodman Miscue Analysis

The cloze reading tests were administered at the beginning and

end of the course, using passages judged similar in difficulty and

likely to be interesting to freshmen. The originally used 12th

selection, adapted from "Jobs in S,ience," was used at the beginning
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of the course and the newly used 14th selection, adapted from The

Hidden Persuaders by Vance Packard (1957), was used at the end (see

Appendix D). Instructions were clarified so that the freshmen knew

that they could choose words appropriate to the original author,

subject matter, and intended readers and that a hyphenated word could

be used to fill in one blank. To test the null hypothesis that

reading at the end of the course was no better than at the beginning,

using the .05 level of significance, the scores were analyzed by the

dependent t-test, as the assumptions of normality of distribution of

the scores and homogeneity of variance were met, even though the lack

of randomization limited interpretation of the outcomes to these or

similar freshmen and circumstances. Goodman miscue analysis was

applied to randomly selected freshmen's pre-samples and to the same

freshmen's post-samples.

Buxton-Scored Writing Samples

The Buxton-scored writing samples were given as before, using two

of the topics used earlier: first, the relationship of college

education and opportunities for jobs and, second, the marks of

maturity. When the compositions were read during the three days, the

two scorers were given pre-samples and post-samples randomized.

Standards developed by the end of the pilot study were used from the

beginning of the scoring. To test the null hypothesis that the

writing at the end of the course was no better than at the beginning,

the dependent t-test was used for the overall writing scores,

rhetorical effectiveness, errors per thousand words, and number of

errors, after assumptions of normality of the population of scores and

of homogeneity of variance had been met. So that the risk of failing

1 92
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to reject a false null
hypothesis due to reuse of data was minimized,

the level of significance
was reduced to .01.

Evaluation of the Instructional Activities andof the Instruments in the Demonstration

The evaluation of the instructional activities is presented in

four categories: dialogical communication, developmental sequencing,

processes in communicating
through reading and writing, and

transferability along with skills and arts shown in the products of

reading and writing. Within each category, data is presented for

evaluating the instructional activity. Information for evaluating a

related aspect 3f the course follows. These related aspects are

respectively these: course goals, course demands, course instruction,

and course outcomes or skills and arts shown in the products of

reading and writing. Afterwards, the instruments for observing the

instructional activities are evaluated.

Dialogical Communication Along
with Course Goals

The instructional activity for emphasizing the rhetorical nature

of communication without disregarding correctness is centering the

course on the definition of dialogue, a definition which implies three

dialogical questions for reading and three questions for writing.

This instructional activity was evaluated by responses to questions on

the questionnaire and during interviews and by entries in the

instructor's journal. Students' perceptions of course goals and their

achievements in correctness of writing, a frequently emphasized course

goal, were evaluated by relevant questions on SIRS and the number of

errors reduced on writing samples.

Question A on the questionnaire on activities directly addrest.ed

the value of the review of the concept of dialogue. The Likert scale
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ran from one for "very helpful" to five for "a hindrance." On the

average, students found the activity helpful, giving a mean response

of 1.83 (see Table 11). When the five students interviewed were asked

whether the idea of dialogue was of any help to them in reading and

writing, they gave the following responses: "A little"; "Yes, it made

me want to express the truth"; "A lot! I could express myself and put

down on paper how I feel"; "It made you stop and think about getting

your meaning across . . . so you get your expression"; and "You had to

go into deeper words [editor's underscoring] to get your ideas

across." The instructor's journal of October 4 records the students'

favorable reception to a way of combining the subjective standards of

Plato and the objective standards of Aristotle by making an editing

chart to review both. The instructor formed a matrix by using the

elements of a composition to label the rows--essayasawhole,

paragraphs, sentences, and words--and by using the combined

Aristotelian and Platonic standards to head the columns--unified

truth, development shown in concern for readers, and orderly beauty--;

then each square was filled with appropriate content.

In regard to the goals of the course, these freshmen perceived,

according to three questions on SIRS, that the goals were helpfully

clear, giving an overall mean of 2.28 (see Table 11). It must be noted

that attention was given to correctness and that students reduced

their lexical, grammatical, and syntactical erro%s from 89 per

thousand words to 43.

In summary, this instructional activity of centering the course

on dialogical communication, while substantially improving correctness,

rated a more than helpful mean of 1.83 and seemed to be working.

1J4
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Table 11

Demonstration: Results of Quantitative Measures of the Students'
Perceptions of the Helpfulness of the Activity for Centering

the Course on Dialogue and of the Measures
of the Goals of the Course

Mean
Overall

S. Dev. Mean

Activity for Centering Course on Dialogue 1.83

Question A
of Question- Review of the idea of
naire on dialogue and the three
Activities: basic questions.... 1.83 .57

N=24

Goals of the Course 2.28

SIRS-17 The instructor appeared to relate
the course concepts in a systematic
manner. 2.23 .53

SIRS-20 The direction of the course was
adequately outlined. 1.96 .49

SIRS-24 The stated course objectives were
reflected in the exams. 2.68 .78

N=22

Developmental Sequencing Along
with Course Demands

The instructional activities for sequencing included increasing

opportunities for self-initiative, using reading as a precursor for

writing, and gradually moving towards dialogues that were more academic

in regard to.the active participant's thoughts, to the audiences, and

to the means for communication between participants. These activities

for sequencing were designed to parallel natural psycholinguistic

growth, although they were not expected to overcome undue pressures of

inadevate preparation of students or unreasonable standards for
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completion of the course. The activities for sequencing and the

course demands were evaluated separately.

The instructional activities for sequencing were evaluated on the

basis of students' responses on the SIRS and during interviews as well

as by statements in the instructor's journal. On the average, these

students' perceptions of the sequencing activities, as expressed on

SIRS 18 and 19, were that they were a helpful mean of 2.02 (see Table

12). When asked whether the order in which the students studied types

of reading and writing was of any help, the freshmen interviewed

responded: "Yes"; "We moved from our own experiences to someone

else's ideas--I especially liked contrast"; and "each [type] built

onto an erlier one. One student amplified: "Everything fell into

line. Each built into the next one, and argument had them all. I

liked the different ways and kinds of writing, the variety. It wasn't

dull." In the instructor's journal was described the class period

which revealed cumulative building in a persuasive argument of the

problem-cause-solution type. The paragraph on the problem used

inductive reasoning formed of expository narratives, descriptions,

definitions, and examples. The paragraph on the cause used causal

analysis studied in writing cause-effect papers. The paragraph on the

solution, which was reached through enthymemic deductive reasoning,

was developed by process analysis. The introductory paragraph had to

appeal to the good will of the appropriate negative readers; and the

conclusion had to "imprint" (Osborn, 1976, p. 22) the solution on the

readers strongly enough to arouse them to action.

The course was developmentally sequenced as a partial means of

alleviating the problem of the planners' overestimation of students'
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Table 12

Demonstration: Results of Quantitative Measures of the
Students' Perceptions of Activities for Developmental

Sequencing, of the Course Demands, and of All
Aspects of the Course That Were Not

Classified as Course Demands
on the SIRS

Mean
Overall

S. Dev. Mean

Developmental Sequencing

SIRS-18 The course was well organized.
SIRS-19 The course materials appeared to be

presented in logical content units.

1.96

2.09

.79

.61

2.02

Course Demands
3.14

SIRS-13 The instructor attempted to cover
too much material. 2.96 1.00

SIRS-14 The instructor generally presented
the material too rapidly. 2.86 .99

SIRS-15 The homework assignments were too
time-consuming relative to their
contribution to your understanding
of the course material. 3.18 1.05

SIRS-16 You generally found coverage of
topics in the assigned reading
too difficult. 3.55 .86

All Aspects of the Course That Were Not
Classified as Course Demands on SIRS 2.08

SIRS 1-4 Instructor Involvement 1.93 .82
SIRS 5-8 Student Interest 2.09 .82
SIRS 9-12 Student-Instructor Interaction 2.15 .90
SIRS 17-20.Course Organization 2.06 .61
SIRS 21-26 Overall Evaluations 2.17 .89

N=22

psychl istic capabilities. Since the department's standards for

grading and number and type of papers and revisions were maintained,
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it is interesting to observe that students' perceptions of the course

demands contrasted sharply with their perceptions of the rest of the

course. Freshmen responded to four questions that the SIRS identified

as course demands. On a five-point scale with three as "neutral" and

four as "disagree," they perceived course demands with a mean of 3.14

(see Table 12). This rating indicated that students perceived course

demands as slightly unreasonable. Also, this mean of 3.14 was

considerably lower than the mean of 2.02 for items directly relevant

to the instructor's sequencing activities. Further, this mean of 3.14

for course demands was far lower than the mean of 2.08 for all aspects

of the course that were not classified by the SIRS as course demands

(see Table 12). An additional factor connected with the way students

perceived course demands may be the time needed for student's jobs.

These freshmen averaged 15.3 hours weekly for pay, 8 of them working

from 20 to 40 hours.

When planners overestimate students' psycholinguistic

capabilities, they tend to increase the working hours of those

instructors who try to assist all students to reach the goals of the

course. The instructor, according to standards described in the pilot

study but applied to 28 students, was estimated to have contributed

to reading, marking, making suggestions on, and evaluating

compositions along with reviewing revised drafts 7.46 hours weekly.

When 3 hours for in-class instruction and only 3 hours for class

preparation are added, the sub-total is 13.46 hours weekly. These

13.46 hours do not yet include time for holding required conferences

with students, marking reading or writing exercises, record-keeping,

and carrying out other professional duties directly related to the
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course. Thus, on the average, the instructor spends over thirteen and

onehalf hours per week on this one course.

In *summary, observations of the instructional activities for

sequencing the learning opportunities of the course developmentally

indicated that, despite some serious pressures from other course

demands, these activities rated a helpful 2.02 and seemed to be

working well.

Processes of Communicating Through
Reading and Writing Along with
Course Instruction

There are seven instructional activities for helping freshmen

communicate through the steps in the process of reading and a parallel

seven activities for helping them communicate through the steps in the

process of writing. Although products or results of what is read and

written were described and used as models, these fourteen activities

specifically addressed the processes of reading and writing, that is

how to read and write. These activities were evaluated by reports and

analyses of students' responses on the questionnaire on activities and

during interviews along with relevant statements from the instructor's

journal.

These freshmen's perceptions of the degree of helpfulness of the

fourteen activities appeared in the responses to the questionnaire on

instructional activities, Questions B to 0. The responses averaged as

a helpful mean of 2.16 for reading and writing combined, a helpful

2.32 for reading, and a helpful 1.99 for writing (see Table 13).

When the activities for the process of reading were compared wild

the activities for the process of writing by multivariate analysis of

variance, the null hypothesis that the mean vectors for reading

1 99
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Table 13

Demonstration: Results of Quantitative Measures of the
Students' Perceptions of the Helpfulness of Activities

for the Seven Recursive Steps in the Processes of
Reading and of Writing

Overall
Mean S. Dev. Mean

Reading and Writing

Reading

1 Pre-reading, Including asking the author
an opening question and forming
microcosmic sentences.

2 Noticing how authors lead readers from
question to question, for instance from
problem to cause to solution.

3 Breaking down long complex sentences
into short understandable sentences.

4 Reading aloud essays from Riverside

Reader or exercises from HCH to hear
what is there.

5 Evaluating essays and compositions as
might Plato (truth, concern for
readers, pleasingness) and Aristotle
(unity of thought, development,
orderliness).

6 Discussing essays, such as "The Knife"
and Twain's essay on the Mississippi,
in class.

7 Keeping a journal on non-assigned
readings.

Writing

1 Forming a mircocosmic sentence for one's
own papers, sometimes using a pattern
given in class.

2 Forming'"steps" in a sentence outline
for one's own compositions, sometimes
during office conferences.

3 Combining short sentences so as to
emphasize the main point and subordinate
lesser facts, as in 24b of HCH.

4 Peer-editing and self-editing composi-
tions to read what is there.

5 Using all of the instructor's reactions
to rewrite compositions.

200

1.80 .72

2.00 .51

2.13 .85

2.38 1.01

2.50 .89

2.22 .85

3.21 1.02

1.50 .78

1.67 .82

1.92 .58

1.92 .78

1.67 .70

2.16

2.32

1.99'
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Table 13 (Cont.)

Overall
Mean S. Dev. Mean

6 Listening to other students' composi-
tions read aloud in class and talking
about their strengths.

7 Keeping a journal of free writing.
2.09 1.00
3.13 1.12

N=.24 except for 6 when 11..23

activities and for writing activities were equally helpful was

rejected F (7,15) 5.56, II< .0026 (see Table 14). The instructional

activities for writing were perceived as more helpful. Possible

factors accounting for this outcome are that since the class was

extraordinarily large, 28 students, beyond the university's limit of

25 and the profession's limit of 20, there was inadequate time for

discussion of reading; that grading for the course still undervalued

reading; and that activities for reading needed some improvement even

though the 14 students in the pilot study gave no indication of a

significant difference between the means of 2.21 for reading and 2.11

for writing. One student in the demonstration who was interviewed

during the second-semester course in the spring remarked in regard to

discussion of reading during the demonstration that "a smaller class

might have helped; remember the snow day [when there was poor

attendance in the second-semester course] when we talked like crazy?"

Interestingly, when the activity for each step in the process of

reading was compared with the corresponding activity for each step in

the process of writing, only the instructional activity for reading at
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the fifth step, was seen as inferior to that for writing, F (1,21)

20.77, p < .0002 (see Table 14). The mean for reading was 2.46 and

for writing was 1.59. These freshmen perceived evaluating essays and

compositions that they read as less helpful than using all of the

instructor's reactions to rewrite compositions.
Possible factors

accounting for this particular perceived difference, in addition to

the general factors mentioned earlier, were the limitations of

students' and instructor's time for reading and the need to improve

this instructional activity for reading even though students in the

pilot study evaluated the activities similarly, having means of 1.86

and 1.86 (N=14).

Table 14

Demonstration: Results of Quantitative
Measures of Students'Perceptions of the Relative Helpfulness of Activities forthe Seven Recursive Steps in the Processes of

Reading and of Writing by Means of Multi-
variate Analysis of Variance and

Univariate Follow-up

Instructional Activity
for Steps in Reading
and Writing

Means

F
..._

df
.2.

Reading Writing

All Steps
2.31 1.96 5.56 7,15 .0026*

1
1.73 1.50 1.50 1,21 .23362
2.00 1.68 3.17 1,21 .08973
2.18 1.91 2.10 1,21 .16214
2.36 1.96 3.05 1,21 .09525
2.46 1.59 20.77 1,21 .0002*6 2.23 2.00 1.50 1,21 .23367
3.18 3.09 .17 1,21 .6800

*Statistically significant with II< .05.
N=22
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In order to clarify whether any individual instructional activity

for a step in the process of reading was perceived as more helpful

than any other activities for reading and whether any individual

activity for a step in writing was perceived as more helpful than any

other activities for writing, two one-way analyses of variance were

used. Accordingly, both null hypotheses of equality were rejected,

signifying that at least one activity in reading and one in writing

were perceived as more helpful than other activities, F (6,126) =

6.95, 1>< .0001; F (6,126) = 11.35, p < .0001. Tukey follow-ups

identified the more helpful activities. In reading, activities for

steps 1, 2, 3, 6, and 4 were seen a& more helpful than the activity

for step 7 (see Table 15). In writing, activities at stages 1, 5, 2,,

3, 4, and 6 were seen as more helpful than e.,e activity for step 7.

The activities for step 7, keeping journals, had means of 3.18

and 3.09 which indicated that they were "sometimes helpful, sometimes

not." Keeping a reading journal and a writing journal had been

designed to develop fluency, enrichment, and originality. Either

these activities needed refinement and/or some related factor, such as

the amount of credit given for them in the course grade, needed

improvement. The importance some students put on grades for their

work appeared in the only two negative comments made on the SIRS: "We

could revise but not receive a better grade in most cases"; "She was a

fair teacher; basically; but she tells students they are doing good on

a paper and when it is turned in grade is poor, doesn't give

constrictive critism [sic]."
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Table 15

Demonstration: Results of Quantitative Measures of Students'
Perceptions of the Relative Helpfulness of the Activity for

Each Step in the Process of Reading and the Activity
for Each Step in the Proccss of Writing
by Two One-Way Analyses of Variance

Step of Reading Means for Perception
Activity of Reading Activity F df

1 1.73
2 2.00
3 2.18
6 2.23
4 2.36
5 2.46
7 3.18

All Steps

Tukey follow up:
1,2,3,6 and 4 < 7

.2.

6.95 6,126 .0001*

Step of Writing Means for Perception
Activity of Writing Activity F df

_==....

1 1.50
5 1.59
2 1.68
3 1.91
4 1.96
6 2.00
7 3.09

All Steps

Tukey follow-up:
1-6 < 7

P

11.35 6,126 .0001*

*Statistically significant with 1. < .05.
N=22.

Students interviewed concerning these fourteen instructional

activities were asked the question, "Were tae steps in reading given

on the handout and the steps in writing different drafts of any help?"
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The students' replies along with the number of the step referred to

were:
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"Yes, especially peer editing" (step 4); "Yes," in reading "I

know who the writer is and understand better" (1,4), and in writing "I

keep going back to see that I must add and take out" (1,2,3,4,5,); in

reading "I used to skim, and now I re-read" (1,2,3,5), and in writing

"I make a rough draft before I write a final one" (1,2,3,4); "[because

of a visual handicap], these activities didn't work for me"; and "I

liked hearing everyone else's papers read in class, peer editing,

looking up the rules in HCH, and going over the exercises [in HCH and

WWI in class" (6,4,5,3,4).

While discussing the outline (step 2) for a cause-effect

analysis, the instructor made a discovery reported in the journal.

Students had been asked to write either of two kinds of compositions,

one with a cause described in the introduction and three or more

effects described in the body paragraphs or one with an effect in the

introduction and three or more causes in the body paragraphs. They

had also been asked not to write a third kind of composition which

described an effect which become a cause for a new effect, which

becomes a cause for - -aw effect, and so forth because that kind of

causal analysis is too complex to cover well in a 500-word essay. The

instructor recorded becoming aware of another type, also too complex

for students' present compositions. This type treated several causes

which intricately interacted to produce an effect, paralleling

interrelationships studied by statistical path analysis or LISREL. As

part of learning to follow complex reading or to avoid overly complex

writing, students benefited from the description of this type of

causal analysis.
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The evaluation of the instructional activities for steps in the

processes of reading and writing having been described, it is possible

to turn to the students' perceptions of the instruction in the course.

While activities for steps in the processes of reading and writing

were stressed, products were also described and used as models. On

the average, these freshmen perceived the instruction in the course,

as expressed on questions 3 to 6 and 9 to 10 on SIRS, as a helpful

mean of 2.21 (see Table 16).

Table 16

Demonstration: Results of Quantitative Measures of
the Students' Perceptions of the Instruction in

the Course, as Expressed on the SIRS

Overall
Mean S. Dev. Mean

Perception of Instruction in the Course

SIRS-03 The instructor's use of etamples or
personal experiences helped get

2.21

points across in class. 2.60 1.01
SIRS-04 The instructor seemed concerned with

whether the students learned the
materica. 1.59 .59

SIRS-05 You were interested in learning the
course material. 2.18 .73

SIRS-06 You were generally attentive in
class.

2.09 .68

SIRS-09 The instructor encouraged students
to express opinions. 2.32 1.13

SIRS-10 The instructor appeared receptive
to new ideas and others' viewpoints. 2.46 .96

N=22

In summary, the observations of the instructional activities for

helping freshmen use the seven recursive steps in the processes of
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reading and of writing indicated that, despite only moderate

helpfulness of the step of reviewing and evaluating reading (step 5)

and for the enrichment step of both reading and writing (7), the

activities rated a helpful mean of 2.16 and seemed to he working.

Transferability Along with Skills
and Arts Shown in the Course's
Products of Reading and Writing

Although the expected outcome of this course was improvement in

both reading and writing skills and arts as indicated by the cloze

reading samples and the Buxton-scored writing samples, the special

outcome that the instructional activities were designed to achieve was

transferability. The activities for the later outcome included

demonstrating dialogical communication in the classroom setting,

allowing freshmen to discover relationships between reading and

writing, providing a strengthening exercise for interrelating reading

and writing, and suggesting ways to transfer dialogical communication

between reading and writing to other disciplines.

The instruments for observing instructional activities directed

toward samples, were the Goodman miscue analysis of several cloze

reading tests, two short-answer questions on the questionnaire on

instructional activities, student interviews, and the instructor's

journal. Successful transfer of learning from writing to reading is

suggested by a comparison of Goodman miscue analyses of three

students' pre-cloze reading samples and their post-cloze reading

samples. In general, the three randomly selected students read with

greater emphasis on the central idea, the author's voice, overall

coherence, and appropriateness of diction. For example, when a young

woman read the pre-sample, she read without attention to cues from
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sentence structure, substituted her own thoughts for those of the

author, failed to slow down to see what was there in the text, and

scored 42; when she read the post-sample, she evidenced clear logic

and awareness of cues for coherence and scored 48. When a young man

took the pre-sample, he failed to re-read so as to pick up cues of the

pattern of organization, used overly general vocabulary, showed that

he needed to read more essays, and scored 42; when he read the

post-sample, he evidenced that he cared enough to re-read since he

wrote answers lightly at first and later darkened or erased them,

selected more specific vocabulary, and scored 64. When a creative

young man read the pre-sample, he failed to pick up the voice of the

author, imposed his own voice into the passage, and scored 44; when he

read the post-sample, he made great and successful efforts, attested

to by eleven alterations, to attune himself to the author's voice and

subject matter, and he scored 64.

All 21 students who responded at all to the question on the

questionnaire on instructional activities concerning whether reading

helped writing answered affirmatively. They gave varied explanations.

Some "got specific ideas" from reading, and some discovered the

importance of knowing the audience and "how to appeal to the readers

to make them ask questions." Many explained that reading helped them

in the steps in the process of writing; reading provided "different

ways to lead-into and conclude the essay," enabled them to "clarify

how respected writers form specific ideas in their own specific

styles," helped them "polish grammar and usage," and showed ways to

"make shorter sentences that make stronger statements." At least 10

explained that reading provided examples of a "finished product."
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During the interviews, all students stated that reading helped them to

write. One student stated, "I could organize thoughts better; I used

to hate writing and find it hard till I learned outlining."

In response to the question of whether writing helped improve

reading, 16 of the 18 students answering replied affirmatively, 2

noticing no effect. Several explained that writing helped understand

"what I was reading," that "I looked more to the audience and what the

author was trying to present to this specific audience," and that

writing "helped me to recognize what other authors were trying to get

across to me." Another student said, "Reading came easier." Many

found writing helped them with the steps in the process of reading so

as to "read more closely and look for details"; and another said,

"Writing has made me more aware of the way I speak and the words I

choose; now I pay more attention to the way authors use sentences when

I am reading." At least 5 freshmen found that writing different types

of papers helped in reading because "you are able to tell how the

author is writing and understand the essay better" and also are able

to "identify different types of compositions immediately." During the

interview, one student stated that writing helped rereading her own

paper; and another student stated that "writing could help you find a

thesis in reading; you need to read closely because it's hard to get

the thesis."

Indications of broader transfer were recorded. Anonymously on the

SIRS, one person wrote, "I have enjoyed myself in this class; I have

also learned very much and will take what I have learned to help me in

my other English classes." Five students expressed the likelihood of

transfer to other courses, saying, for instance, that writing
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"bettered my grade in some classes" and would help in future "essay

examinations in history" or "term papers."

According to the instructor's journal, dated October 3rd, an

incident occurred which suggested how transfer occurs in the present

with possibilities for occurring in a different way in the future.

The article discussed, "Presidential Character and How to Foresee It"

(Barber, 1972/1981), contained a classification of presidents made on

two dimensions, activity or passivity and positive or negative affect

towards their work, forming a matrix analogous to that of a two-way

analysis of variance. After discussion of the essay was completed,

everyone turned to the blackboard to review a student's outline for a

paper to be developed by classification. The author and the rest of

the class discovered that the author had unsuccessfully attempted to

use two dimensions and that using two dimensions was difficult. Still

students could see how it was possible to read and write more advanced

essays in the future.

In summary, there was substantial evidence that instructional

activities directed towards transfer between reading and writing were

helpful and that additional broader transfer is likely to occur in the

future. The evaluation of the traditional assignment of nine essays

to read and nine to write and the associated skills and arts revealed

in the products will now be reported.

According to the cloze reading samples based on the passages

used, these freshmen improved reading to statistically and practically

significant degrees. Data from the cloze reading samples were

analyzed in three ways. First, the data were analyzed by a dependent

t-test at the .01 level of significance. The mean of scores on the
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pre-samples was 46.00 and on the post-samples was 59.50. The null

hypothesis that reading was no better at the end of the course than at

the beginning was rejected (see Table 17), t (23) = -7.41, 2. < .001.

Thus, it can be said that these freshmen improved in reading skills

and arts. The results may also be analyzed in terms of Bormuth's

(cited in Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 586) standards for reading levels.

On the pre-samples, 12 students read the passage at the frustrational

level, 6 at the instructional level, and 6 at the independent level.

On the post - samples, 1 student read the passage at the frustrational

level, 6 students at the instructional level, and 17 at the

independent level. Finally, according to item 7 of the Goodman miscue

analysis, three randomly selected students who had 11, 16, and 2

changes in meaning on the pre-samples made 2, 2, and 0 changes in

meaning on the post-samples. The cloze reading samples corroborate

statistically and practically significant improvement in these

students' skills and arts of reading.

According to the Buxton-scored writing samples written on the

topics specified and reviewed wholistically and analytically, these

freshmen improved skills and arts of writing to statistically and

practically significant degrees. Wholistic review gave an overall

writing score. Analytical review gave ratings of rhetorical

effectiveness and errors per thousand words. Each item was analyzed

by a t-test with level of significance set at .01. The mean overall

writing score for the pre-samples was 27.40 and for the post-samples

was 48.35. The null hypothesis that the overall writing was no better

at the end of the course than at the beginning was rejected (see

Table 17), t (23) = -8.07, p < .001. The mean of rhetorical
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Table 17

Demonstration: Results of Quantitative Measures of
the Students' Achievements in Reading According

to the Cloze Reading Samples and in Writing
According to the Buxton-Scored

Writing Samples

Test Mean
S.

Dev.

Mean
Differ-
ence

Standard
Deviation
Differ-
ence df t

2-tail
prob

Cloze Reading
Tests Pre- 46.00 8.98 -13.50 8.93 23 -7.41 .001*

Post- 59.50 8.05

Buxton-Scored
Writing
Samples

Overall
Writing Pre- 27.40 11.08 -20.96 12.72 23 -8.07 .001*
Score Post- 48.35 9.77

Rhetorical
Effective- Pre- 96.21 14.14 -16.77 22.07 23 -3.72 .001*
ness Post- 112.98 19.31

Errors Per
Thousand Pre- 89.00 29.28 46.09 28.77 23 7.85 .001*
Words Post- 42.92 20.01

Number of Pre- 21.67 9.61 1'...96 10.81 23 5.42 .001*
Errors Post- 9.71 5.43

* Statistically significant with II< .01.
N=24

effectiveness for the pre-samples was 96.21 and for the post-samples

was 112.98. The null hypothesis that rhetorical effectiveness was no

better at the end of the course than at the beginning was rejected, t

(23) = -3.72, IL < .001. The mean of the errors per thousand words for

the pre-samples was 89.00 and for the post-samples 42.92. The null
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hypothesis that the errors per thousand words were no fewer at the end

of the course than at the beginning was rejected, t (23) = 7.85, p <

.001. The mean of the errors for the pre-samples was 21.67 and for

the post-samples was 9.71. The null hypothesis that the number of

errors at the end of the course was no smaller than the number at the

beginning was rejected, t (23) = 5.42, p < .001. In each area, one

can say at the .01 level of significance that students improved in the

skills and arts of writing as measured by the Buxton-scored writing

samples.

Students interviewed four months after the course was completed

revealed a sense of having made various and definite improvements in

both reading and writing. One student reported, "I am more prepared;

I learned one pattern at a time and knew what I was doing." Another

explained, "In reading I used to skim to find the high points, and now

I go deeper; in writing, oh, yes, definitely, since I write more

formally." Along with these evidences of students' success, the

instructor, according to a journal entry, wondered whether there was

time for in-class and out-of-class instructional activities to t ach

both reading and writing, especially after having read, marked, made

suggestions on, and evaluated compositions and evaluated summaries of

reading until two in the morning.

All students passed the final 500-word essay-examination. On the

average these freshmen, according to four questions on the SIRS,

perceived that they made achievements in the course at the rate of a

helpful mean of 2.16 and that they learned about 80 per cent of the

course material (see Table 18).
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Table 18

Demonstration: Results of Quantitative Measures of
the Students' Perceptions of Their Achievements

in the Course, As Expressed on the SIRS

Mean
Overall

S. Dev. Mean

Freshmen Perceptions of Achievement

SIRS-08 You have become more competent in

2.16

this area due to this course. 1.96 .84
SIRS-21 This course made a significant

contribution to your overall
personal educational objectives. 2.09 .87

SIRS-22 What percentage of the course
material covered do you feel you
actually learned? (1) more than 90%,
(2) aboutOf:7') about 70%, (4)
about 60%, and (5) less than 60%. 2.23 1.15

SIRS-23 The instructor adequately assessed
how well students mastered the
course objectives. 2.36 .79

N=22

Since all observational instruments record that students made

definite improvements in both reading and writing, it may be concluded

that the dialogical reading and writing of more than nine compositions

worked well.

In summary, the instructional activities for transfer of learning

were substantially helpful while the assignments for reading and .

writing improved students' skills and arts of reading as measured by

cloze-reading tests, and of writing, as measured by Buxton-scored

writing samples, to statistically and practically significant degrees.

It is interesting to note that all twenty-four students passed the

course and that at least ten students sought out the instructor's

section for the subsequent course.
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Major Instruments

The two quantitative instruments which measured several of the

instructional activities were evaluated. The questionnaire on

instructional activities was judged to be a valuable instrument for

gaining students' perceptions; it could be improved with Likert-scaled

items on instructional activities for developmental sequencing and for

transfer. Then, item analysis could be done. When the relevant

questions were selected, the SIRS, which mixed evaluation of course,

instructor, and student, was useful for observing students'

perceptions not so much of the instructional activities but of various

facets of the course.

The two qualitative instruments covered several instructional

activities. Student interviews effectively provided expressions of

students' perceptions in their own language and added concreteness to

the abstractness of quantitative instruments. Interviews should

include a question on the amount of time the students spent in

studying for the course. The instructor's journal served as a

valuable instrument for recording discoveries about content of the

course as well as for recording the degree of success of instructional

activities. An extraordinarily meaningful addition would be recording

the time spent on various types of activities relevant to the course.

Two instruments measured freshmen's achievements in the arts and

skills of reading and of writing. Each was evaluated.

The cloze-reading samples had content validity and functioned

well, especially when augmented by the Goodman miscue analysis. Three

of the passages used for cloze reading samples have been reviewed for

validity of measuring the grade level. These passages were tested
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post hoc for syntactic maturity, that is the number of words per

independent clause, and by applying the Fry readability formula

with Lapp and Flood's correction (1978). Applying the Fry readability

formula requires that a researcher select one 100-word passage from

near the beginning, the middle, and the end of a text; count the total

number of sentences and average them by dividing by 3; count the total

number of syllables and divide by 3; and plot the results on a graph

(Lapp & Flood, 1978, p. 563). To give greater validity, according to

Lapp and Flood (1978), one adds .865 to the grade level thus plotted.

The results of this testing were mixed as to what level each

passage represented. The selection on "Jobs in Science," used as

pre-sample in the pilot study and the demonstration, was rated by SRA

as 12th of 20 for college preparatory, senior high school; had 13.20

words per independent clause; and was evaluated at 14.97 by Lapp and

Flood's correction of Fry (see Table 19). The selection adapted from

The Hidden Persuaders, used as post-sample in the demonstration, was

rated by SPA as 14th of 20 for college preparatory, senior high

school; had 17.65 words per independent clause; and was evaluated at

12.47 by Lapp and Flood's correction of Fry's formula. The selection

from Language for Everyone, used as post-sample in the pilot study,

was rated by SRA as 19th of 20 for college preparatory, senior high

school; had 23.08 words per independent clause; and was evaluated

15.77 by the Lapp and Flood correction. It is interesting to note

that the post-sample passage for the demonstration was rated as more

difficult than the pre-sample passage according to SRA, syntactic

maturity, and length of sentences. However, it was rated less

difficult according to syllables per hundred words and Lapp and
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Table 19

Comparison of Three Passages Used in the Cloze-ReadingSamples for the Pilot Study and the Demonstration

Pre-Sample in
Pilot Study and
Demonstration

Post-Sample in
Demonstration

Post-Sample in
Pilot Study

Title "Jobs in Science" From The Hidden From Language
Persuaders for Evcryone

SPA Rating 12th grade,
12th selection

12th grade,

14th selection
12th grade,

19th selectionof 20 of 20 of 20

Syntactic
Maturity/
Words Per

Independent
Clause 13.20 17.65 23.08

Sentences
Per 100
Words 5.96 5.40 3.60

Syllables
Per 100
Words 172.00 161.30 169.60

Plotted Fry 14.10 11.66 14.90Rating (early univer- (late 11th (late univer-sity sophomore) grade) sity sophomore)

Lapp and 14.97 12.47
15.77Flood Cor- (late univer- (middle of (late univer-rection of sity sophomore) 12th grade) sity junior)Fry Rating

Flood's correction of the Fry readability formula. Not one of the

measures covered all the aspects that make a passage readable.

Also, instructions to students need consideration. Freshmen

taking the test need to be told that they should approximate the

author's attitude and usage in every way, that they should use one

21.7
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word or a hyphenated word in each blank regardless of the length of

the blank, and that they may write in pencil first so as to erase

later if they choose to.

The Buxton-scored writing sampics have content validity, and the

Buxton scale is extraordinarily well suited to research. The

procedure for scoring the samples could be bomewhat refined to insure

greater inter-rater reliability. The inter-rater reliability for the

overall writing score was .8321 (N=24, p < .001), although the

coefficient of reliability for rhetorical
effectiveness was .5424

(N=24, i> < .003). The scorers approached the rhetorical effectiveness
of the writing samples with slightly

different expectations, one

scorer expecting structure on the pattern of the five-paragraph theme
and one scorer valuing originality in varied shapes. Since there is

some merit in both structure and flexibility
(McColly, 1970) and since

the scorers would have had difficulty
changing approaches, it was

decided at the time of scoring to agree as much as possible and to allow
the averaging of the two scores to overcome the differences. However,
it might be possible to set standards at what would be expected in

regard to degree of*formality and creativity at the middle of the

semester. This instrument, though time-consuming to use, was

evaluated as highly effective.

In general, the
observational instruments were valid for their

purposes and nearly as reliable as present research could make them.

Summary of the Description, Observational Methods,
and Evaluation of the Demonstration

The demonstration of the set of dialogical activities took place

in a section of standard first-semester English in a large urban state
university. The 24 students who completed the course out of the 28
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registered averaged approximately 20 in ACT-English. The set of

dialogical activities described in Chapter III were used while the

standard goals for the course set by the department of English were

met.

The pilot study and the demonstration of the set of instructional

activities were observed by six instruments: a questionnaire on

instructional activities, the Student-Instructional Rating System

(SIRS) for assessment of the course, student interviews, instructor's

journal, cloze reading samples, and Buxton-scored writing samples.

The raw data were analyzed by appropriate procedures. The analyzed

results were then presented in the appropriate category of the four

types of activities. Evaluation of whether the activities were

working was made. The pilot study facilitated using the entire set of

activities and refining the instruments.

The results of the demonstration were the following quantitative

outcomes, which were consonant with qualitative outcomes. The Likert

scale was one as "very helpful" to five as "a hindrance." The

instructional activity for centering the course on dialogue rated a

more than helpful mean of 1.83, although the goals of the course rated

a mean of 2.28. The activities for developmental sequencing rated a

helpful mean of 2.02, although the course demands rated a mean of

3.14. The fourteen activities for teaching steps in the processes of

reading and writing were rated as a helpful mean of 2.16, with means

of 2.32 for reading and of 1.99 for writing. There were strong

indications of transfer between reading and writing and of transfer

beyond. Meanwhile achievements in reading and writing moved from

means of 46.0 to 59.5 and 27.4 to 48.4; the improvements were

statistically significant, t (23) = -7.41, p < .001 and t (23) = -8.07,

21.9
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p < .001. Though minor refinement is possible in each instrument,

each instrument is valid in its area and reasonably reliable.

From the observation of the demonstration, the conclusion must be

reached that this set of dialogical activities for improving

communication by firstsemester freshmen through teaching reading

literature and writing compositions interrelatedly seemed to work

helpfully, having an overall mean of 2.00, for these students and are

likely to help similar students with similar instructors in similar

ercumstances in the future.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS
OF FINDINGS

First, this chapter summarizes the results of all findings.

These findings include the need and purpose of helping freshmen

improve communication through written discourse; the research-based

criteria for developing instructional activities to accomplish this

purpose; the set of activities selected, modified, or created; and the

results of the evaluation of a one-semester demonstration of the

activities that determined which activities seemed to work and what

refinement in activities or observational instruments was advisable.

Then, these findings are discussed to discover some reasons for them.

Finally, the implications of the findings for theory, practice, and

further research follow.

Summary of Findings

I. The many-faceted problem is that too many university freshmen

who complete the standard first semester of English have not reached

levels of communication through reading and writing acceptable for

meeting immediate needs or laying foundations for future learning.

These freshmen often write correctly and mindlessly, regard writing

with distaste, write inefficiently, and develop weak skills in reading

and inflexible skills in writing unlikely to transfer into future

learning. These inadequacies in students' written discourse were
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explained by many interrelated factors, involving planners, students,

and instructors. Some planners of this course in English initiated

narrow goals of correctness of writing without consideration for

critical thinking and creative formation of values; pressured students

to accomplish in one semester objectives beyond their stage of

psycholinguistic development; provided an inadequate number of weekly

class meetings for instructors to help large numbers of students

practice methods and develop skills for written discourse; and

unsoundly assumed that teaching writing skills eliminated the need for

reading and will readily bring transfer of learning into future

classes. Some students too wanted merely technical training,

neglected assignments to work for pay or to relax, looked for simple

formulas rather than thorough methods, and pressed for simple-answer

examinations to receive credit for the course. In these circumstances,

some instructors presented the goals
unenthusiastically, tried to

force-feed students the learning required by planners, described

products while neglecting methods, and taught specialized skills of

writing out of the context of communication.

Although this many-faceted problem with its complex and

interconnected explanations can be resolved largely by planners and to

some extent by students, some contribution to the resolution can be

made by instructors who take certain steps to improve instructional

activities. An instructor-researcher could seek a sound philosophy of

written discourse to meet and surpass narrow goals, use research on

psycholinguistic development in students of typical freshman age so as

to increase expectations gradually, investigate the processes of

communication through reading and writing to give them some attention,
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and find activities for teaching both reading and writing that

facilitate transfer between reading and writing and beyond. Fully

developing a set of instructional activities for teaching both reading

and writing was the general purpose of this study.

The administrative setting for the instructional activities posed

difficulty. Research showed that reading as well as writing had to be

taught directly. Enlarging the body of content implied enlarging the

course time for studying it. Separate required courses for reading

and writing had been unsatisfactory and were unfeasible. On the other

hand, research showed that potential benefits could accrue from

teaching reading and writing interrelatedly, for their goals have

similarities, reading can serve as a precursor for writing, methods

have similarities, and transfer of learning between reading and

writing is possible. To gain benefits of the small but significant

correlation between reading and writing, an instructor would probably

need at least a four credit-hour course composec of three hours of

class and two hours of laboratory. Since such a course arrangement

was not possible at the time and since no set of instructional

activities was located in the literature, it was decided to design

activities despite the three-credit-hour framework. Thus, the

specific purpose of this study was t thoroughly develop one set of

instructional activities needed for teaching communication to

first-semester university freshmen through learning activities for

reading and writing English presented interrelatedly within one

standard course to enable students to reach levels acceptable for

meeting their immediate academic and personal goals and sound enough

to serve as foundations for future growth.
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2. Four criteria for selecting, modifying, or creating activities

to form the set were deduced from the li;:-6rature of philosophy of

communication, psycholinguistics, processes of communicating through

reading and writing, and transfer ofjearning. The criteria are that

the instructional activities should be oriented not towards mere

correctness but especially toward beginning academic dialogue; be

suited not merely to serving others' goals but particularly to

developing university freshmen as authentic communicators; be focused

not only on the product but chiefly on the processes of interacting

through reading and writing; and be directed not merely to achievement

in skills and arts but strongly toward synergistic transfer of

learning from each form of discourse to the other and beyond,

resulting in true literacy.

3. Four types of instructional activities designed and described

formed a coherent set. First, the course, although including

correctness, was centered on the definition of the ideal dialogue, that

"serious address between two or more persons in which the being and

truth of each is confronted by the being and truth of the other"

(Howe, 1963, p. 4); this definition evolved into questions concerning

the active participant, the unseen participant and the series of

exchanges between them, questions which were to be asked whenever a

person is reading or is wilting. Secondly, learning opportunities in

the course, while meeting departmental standards for passing, were

sequenced to encourage development of authentic communicators by

moving from instructor leadership to student self-direction, reading

to writing, informal voice to formal voice, audiences of peers to

audiences of negative adults, and exposition by narration to simple
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argument by problem-cause-solution. These sequenced learning

opportunities formed the underlying chronological plan for the

semester. Then, although products were also to be described and used

as models, activities for carrying out each of the seven recursive

steps in the process of interacting through reading and in the process

of interacting through writing were designed; the instructor

demonstrated creating the microcosmic question and answer, dialogical

sentence-outlining of sub-questions and answers, dialogical

sentence-debining and sentence-combining, seeing what is there on the

page, using reviews by helpful others, sharing and responding, and

keeping journals for enrichment. These activities were described as

used in an illustrative two-week lesson on comparison and contrast.

Last, activities to stress transfer, while students read and wrote at

least nine essays, were these: exemplifying dialogical communication

in the classroom, allowing freshmen to discover relationships between

reading and writing, providing a strengthening exercise for

interrelating reading and writing, and suggesting ways to transfer

learning to other situations.

4. The e.aluation of this set of instructional activities in a

demonstration observed by six instruments indicated that almost all

worked as a helpful mean of 2, the scale being 1 as "very helpful," 2

as "helpful," 3 as "sometimes helpful, sometimes not," 4 as "not

helpful," and 5 as "a hindrance." The instruments for observing the

activities were e questionnaire on activities, the Student-

Instructional Rating System (SIRS), student interviews, the

instructor's daily journal, cloze reading samples augmented by Goodman

miscue analysis, and Buxton-scored writing samples with an overall
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score augmented by scores for rhetorical effectiveness and errors per

thousand words. First, the evaluation of the activities in a pilot

study with sixteen students who had a mean average score in

ACT-English of 15.7 indicated that the students perceived the

activities as helpful mean of 2.07, although the cloze reading samples

and Buxton-scored writing samples as administered did not show

significant gains. Then, the evaluation of the improved instructional

activities in a demonstration with 24 university students who had a

mean score in ACT-English of approximately 20 indicated that the

activities worked overall as a helpful 2.00, while they improved

reading and writing to a statistically and practically significant

degree as measured by samples.

The evaluation of each of the four types of instructional

activities indicated that almost all were helpful. The activity of

centering the course on dialogue which exceeded mere correctness rated

a more than helpful mean of 1.83, although goals of the course rated

2.28. The activities for developmental sequencing rated a helpful

2.02, although the demands of the course rated only 3.14. The

fourteen activities for carrying out the steps in the processes of

reading and writing were rated a helpful 2.16, 2.32 for reading and

1.99 for writing, while the instruction in the course rated 2.21. Not

only did 21 students affirm transfer from reading to writing and 16

students fiom writing to reading, but also, according to objective

tests, students improved their reading and their writing to

practically and statistically significant degrees, t (23) = -7.41, p <

.001 and t (23) -8.07, p < .001.
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The three activities for carrying out steps in the processes of

communicating through written discourse which were perceived as more

than "helpful" addressed writing: forming a microcosmic sentence,

mean of 1.50; substantially rewriting compositions, mean of 1.59; and

dialogical sentence outlining, mean of 1.68 (see Table 15). The

activities which were perceived as "sometimes helpful, sometimes not"

were keeping reading journals, mean of 3.18; keeping writing journals,

mean of 3.09; and evaluating essays and compositions read, mean of

2.46.

The set of six observational instruments gave many-sided,

qualitative and quantitative perspectives on the demonstration,

although a few refinements in the instruments would be beneficial.

The questionnaire on activities could include Likert-scaled items on

developmental sequencing and on the transfer between reading and

writing. For the SIRS, researchers could substitute Witte, Daly,

Faigley, and Kochs' (1983) instrument for evaluating instruction in

English. If interviews of freshmen are lengthened and cover the time

spent in studying, formal content analysis could be applied. The

instructor's journal should be enlarged to log the time given to

various course-related activities. After passages have been measured

by the Fry readibility formula or a similar or improved instrument,

the pre-cloze reading samples and post-cloze reading samples could be

administeredso that the two passages are given to different halves of

the class on each occasion. The pre-Buxton-scored samples and the

post-Buxton-scored samples could also be administered by the Latin

square format and scored according to tight mid-semester-level

standards.
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Thus the set of instructional activities was, as used in the

closely observed demonstration, evaluated as significantly and

practically helpful to these university freshmen and probably to

similar university freshmen under similar circumstances.

Discussion of Findings

1. The magnitude and complexity of the problem in freshman English

as herein delineated suggests that the solutions will require

enormous, clear-sighted efforts on the part of many planners and

students as well as of instructors. Comparison and contrast of the

pilot study and the demonstration clarify the need for great efforts.

It is clear that although the instructional activities, the course,

the texts, and the instructor were identical or almost identical in

the pilot study and the demonstration, the students in the

demonstration, who had a mean score in ACT-English of 20, achieved

far higher scores on the reading and writing samples than did the

students in the pilot study, who had a mean score in ACT-English of

15.7 For example, the students in the demonstration reduced their

errors by 48 per cent while the students in the pilot study reduced

their errors by 6 per cent. This situation suggests that instructional

activities alone do not and will not solve the problem. Thoughtful

planners consider alternatives, such as establishing sound procedures

for placing students in groups or sections which focus on what the

students need to learn, finding fully qualified instructors, providing

adequate hours for class meetings, and holding classes to reasonable

numbers of students. Surely the professionals in English must assist

in this planning.
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2. The research for criteria on which to base efforts to resolve

all aspects of the problem is widely scattered among many disciplines

and in disparate studies, forming a further deterrent to solving the

problem efficiently. Few researchers are making the integrations

needed.

3. The set of instructional activities described here and based

on a number of authoritative studies in each of four disciplines

provides a large segment of such an effort. Taking the activities,

designed on the basis of criteria found in research, and placing them

on a large sheet in a matrix, as described in Chapter III, provides

for instructors' frequent references to the course goals, progress

through time, attention to reading and writing within each lesson, and

focus on the transfer of learning.

4. It is especially valuable also to consider reasons why most

activities seemed to work helpfully to meet students' needs; why only

a few were "sometimes helpful, sometimes not"; and why none was "not

helpful" or "a hindrance." Suggested reasons why each of the four

types of activities was evaluated as it was in the demonstration

follow.

The activity of centering the course on dialogue received a

mean of 1.83 and warm praise from interviewees, correctness being

improved also. Perhaps the freshmen liked as well as profited from a

deeper, more mature, more challenging, and fresher approach than is

often found in grammar-oriented or writing-dominated courses. This

activity which permeated the course probably motivated students,

unified the course, and helped students learn.
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The activities for developmentally sequencing the learning

opportunities of the course, which brought a helpful mean, 2.02, and

praise from those who appreciated the "building into" or "onto" that

occurred, seemed to have reduced anxiety and introduced the variety

that prevented dullness. Nevertheless, students saw course demands,

rated 3.14, as burdensome, probably because the course required too

many papers written in too short a period of time. The instructor too

was burdened.

The three activities in the processes of written discourse rated

as more than helpful--forming ele microcosmic sentence, 1.50, using

the instructor's reactions to rewrite compositions, 1.59, and shaping

the dialogical outline, 1.68--took a great deal of class time, student

time, and instructor time; they were well rewarded by grades; they

involved challenging, intense mental exertion; and once understood by

students, they seemed to have inherent strength. It is truly

noteworthy that students perceived forming the microcosmic sentences,

shaping dialogical outlines, and substantially revising papers as the

three most valued activities for carrying out the processes of reading

and writing in light of the fact that outlining and revision have been

scorned by certain educators. The value may lie partly in the

philosophical, dialogical framework in which they were set.

The three activities in carrying out the processes of written

discourse rated as "sometimes helpful, sometimes not"--keeping

reading journals, 3.18; keeping writing journals, 3.09; and evaluating

essays and compositions read, 2.46--were given little class, student,

or instructor time; they were poorly rewarded by grades; they were not

made challenging enough; and they seemed not to have an inherent
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strength to provide momentum for continued use. If more time were

available for students and instructor, the keeping of reading and

writing journals could be improved by gradually building them from

free reading and free writing to thoughtful descriptions of problems

encountered in reading, writing, or living along with solutions to the

problems. Fulwiler and Young's (1982) Language Connections provide

concrete suggestions. The activity for the fifth step in the process

of reading is evaluating essays and compositions read, rated 2.46. It

took far less class, student, or instructor time than the corresponding

activity for the fifth stage in writing, using all of the instructor's

reactions to rewrite compositions, rated 1.59. If more time were

available, students could read passages aloud for peers, the class, or

the instructor, or they could interpret essays on paper. Many

students understand a text only after reading it aloud and writing

about it. These activities must be graded and given at least minimal

credit in the final grade of the course.

Besides signs of improving transfer, these 24 students made

truly remarkable achievements in both the skills and arts of reading

and of writing. They read more than nine essays and wrote and revised

nine essays.

These students' achievements in reading are outstanding when

compared with those in other research on freshmen English-courses.

Major studies referred to in Chapter I that reported statistically

significant improvement shown in writing sampled did not report

statistically significant improvement in reading. For the present

study, also the students' mean improvement in reading from the

instructional level, 46.00, to independent reading level, 59.50, is

practically as well as statistically significant.
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These student's achievements in writing compare favorably in

overall improvement with those of students in Buxton's (1958)

experiment and in Kitzhaber's (1963) longitudinal study. During six

months of English, students in the Buxton's experimental group who

wrote and revised under an instructor's guidance moved from 40.67 to

51.79, a gain in overall writing score of 11.12 or 27 per cent.

During only one semester of English, students in this demonstration

who wrote and revised under an instructor's guidance moved from 27.40

to 48.35, a scaled-score gain of 20.95 or 75 per cent.

Further, the freshmen in Buxton's experimental group reduced the

number of errors from 30.8 per thousand words to 21.5, an improvement

of 9.3 errors or 30 per cent. The first-semester freshmen at

Dartmouth in Kitzhabar's empirical study reduced the number of errors

from 24.5 to 16.2, an improvement of 8.3 errors or 33 per cent. The

freshmen in the deLlonstration reduced the number of errors from 89.0

per thousand words to 42.9, an improvement of 46.1 errors or 52 per

cent. Therefore, it seems likely that the student-writers maele

improvement not only statistically significant and practically

significant but also professionally significant.

While both reading and writing improved, 21 students asserted

transfer from reading to writing and 16 students asserted transfer

from writing to reading. This result suggests synergism in operation.

The method of evaluating the set of instructional a ivities in

the observed demonstration seemed to work well. The use of this

procedure for evaluation is wholistic, unlike much research which is

necessarily atomistic. Stufflebeam's (1970/1973) CIPP model of

evaluation covered contexts, input, process, and product rather than
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merely objective and product. It employed many types of observation:

library research, philosophical analysis, thinking in matrices so

helpful in eliminating overlapping categories and in filling empty

ones, some description, and a wide range of statistical procedures.

This kind of research is likely to meet requirements of lay as well as

professional audiences, and it allows the balancing of a quantitative

MANuVA with qualitative interviews containing such expressions as a

girl softball player's comment: "I steal words from other writers."

All in all, the set of instructional activities seemed to work

helpfully because it fostered disciplined creativity.

Implications of Findings for Theory, Practice,
and Future Research

The findings have several implications for theory, preen...2e, and

further research. The implications of findings will be presented in

this order: those concerning the problem, those concerning research

for resolving non-instructional aspects of the problem, those

concerning the set of instructional activities designed in this study,

and those concerning each of the four types of activities in the set.

1. If the professionals in English are to assist in planning

solutions for the whole many-faceted problem in freshman English, they

need to unite. Possibly a simple professional organization for

accreditation of departments of English may be formed to review major

aspects of the course, such as class size and credit hours, and to

establish and monitor a few major standards.

2. Since additional cross-disciplinary research is needed as a

basis for resolving non-instructional aspects of the problem,

integrative research must be supported at the highest level.
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3. This set or similar sets of instructional activities should be

tested through research of high quality. Substantial grants may be

needed to carry out such research in designs that account for many

intricately related variables.

4. Since students find the set of activities helpful, perhaps

because the activities are fresh, varied, intensely active, and

synergistic, each type of activity has specific implications for

theory, practice, and further research.

The success of the first type of activity and sub-activities

built on the philosophital concept of dialogue and perceived by these

freshmen as a more than helpful mean of 1.83 implies that this or

another clearly stated philosophy of communication may be an essential

foundation point for English courses, English programs, and even

education itself. Many professionals in English recognize that

communication through written discourse is not a technology but a

liberal art, one of the humanities. Planners can use philosophical

analysis to clarify whether the guiding goals of the course should be

short-term goals, liberal goals, or a combination of practical and

liberal goals. In fact, data from this demonstration could be further

analyzed in terms of whether the liberal-practical goals of critical

thinking and the affective arts of value creation, as measured in

thirteen sub-categories of rhetorical effectiveness on the Buxton-

scored writing samples, have improved. Such a further study is

planned.

The helpfulness of the second type of activity, that for

developmental sequencing in the course, implies that much

consideration should be given to finding suitable relationships
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between educational nurture and natural psycholinguistic development

and to putting the findings into practice in secondary school English,

first-semester university English, and subsequent university English

courses. Secondary school students should be able to write short

expository compositions. If a first-semester freshman writes a

500-word essay comparison or classification essay using one criterion

for analysis, perhaps a subsequent course could require longer essays

using two or even three criteria. It may be advisable to reduce

expectations of the first semester and extend some expectations over

four years. Careful attention to students' levels of preparation and

course completion is essential to gain most benefits from such

planning. But even then, if these freshmen are to receive competent

instruction, the pressure on the instructors must be reduced in some

way. At present the most-helpful activities are the most time-

consuming. If instructors are too pressed, they may avoid those

most-helpful activities. A piece of research needed at once is an

obserfation of this set of activities with careful recording of the

time for all activities of learning and of instructing, sub-divided

into such categories as preparation and office conferences.

The active and demanding role played by the freshmen in

carrying out the third type of activity, that is practicing the seven

steps in the processes of reading and of writing, implies that the

course should be regarded as a skills course; should have an

appropriate setting, such as a workshop or laboratory; and, should be

given appropriate course credit, for example, three credits for class

and one-credit for a two-hour laboratory. This set of activities

could then be taught by fully qualified instructors to 20 students in

this enlarged setting.
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Furthermore, although the students found the course demands

heavy, the instructor worked many hours, the instructional activities

were helpful, and the errors per thousand words were reduced by the

comparatively high degree of 52 per cent, the number of errors made by

these students at the end of the course, 42.9 per thousand words,

exceeded not only the number made by Dartmouth's students in

Kitzhaber's (1963) study at the end of the first semester, 16.2, but

even the number Dartmouth's students made at the beginning of the

semester, 24.5. This set of circumstances strongly implies that

enabling these students, who took the course as their first university

English course, to reach equality in correctness of writing with

students like those at Dartmouth at the end of one semester will

require not merely improvements in firstsemester English but even

additional required courses.

It is possible to use the fourth type of activities and

assiguments to teach both reading and writing in the same classroom,

although added time should be provided for teaching both. The

correlation between reading and writing is reported by various sources

in Chapter I as a variety of figures between .13 and .50, implying

that both reading and writing must be taught to gain measurable

benefit. In fact, teaching both reading and writing interrelatedly

may well be the principle way to gain the benefit of transfer of

learning andthe synergistic effect recorded in this study. It may

also be the best way to prepare students for reading and writing

across the curriculum. Separate classes for teaching reading and

writing might be observed to see what degree of transfer exists.
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Now that the set of activities has been founded, described,

observed, and evaluated as helpful and that instruments for

observations are available, this set of activities may be compared

with other sets of instructional activities. Such comparisons may be

made through experimental designs that take into account additional

variables, such as instructors.

The overall helpfulness and development of skill and arts in this

demonstration of the instructional activities also implies that every

institution needs to be aware of the difference between a marketplace

model of education and a long-term, practical-liberal model. Although

the cost of the first may be less in the short-term, the cost of the

second may be far less in the long-term. Then first-semester freshmen

are more likely to meet immediate academic and personal goals and to

lay sound foundations for the next three and rne-half years of growth

in ability to communicate through written discourse.

Once more the world stands in need of genuine communication

through written discourse. Once more mankind can choose full

comprehension and full comprehensivity through learning the "new old"

(Keats, 1818/1952) English.
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APPENDIX A

DIALOGICAL MICROCOSMIC SENTENCES

1. Exposition of a thought by means of narrating an event:

By doing I, .doing II, and doing III, I discovered that
(subject predicate).

2. Exposition of a thought by means of describing in detail a person,
place, or thing:

The farm, with its first detail, second detail, and third
detail, showed that a boy could have heaven on earth.

3. Exposition of a thought by means of exemplifying or illustrating:

The law of gravity, which is illustrated by perfume's
spreading in a room, water's filling a lakebed when a
dam opens, and lettuce's soaking up water, reveals that
nature inexorably exercises power over man.

4. Exposition of a thought by means of defining along with
exemplifying:

she law of gravity, which is defined as the propensity
of liquids and gases to spread evenly over space allotted
and is illustrated by perfume's spreading in a room,
water's filling a lakebed when a dam opens, and lettuce's
soaking up water, reveals that nature inexorably exercises
power over man.

5. Exposition of a thought by means of contrasting or comparing:

Since House A has its detail, detail, and detail, and House B
has its detail, detail, and detail, only one house is
really homelike.

Of the two guns, the muzzleloader, with its difficulties
caused by its heaviness, its unpredictable ignition system,
and its single action, and the chanbered firearm, with its
practicality caused by its variety of models, its self
primed cartridges, and multiple actions, the chambered
firearm will get the hunter more game.
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6. Exposition of a thought by means of classifying:

Through observing three kinds of book-owners,
, and , a person can discover that

only the third kind really owns books.

7. Exposition of a thought by analyzing for cause or effect:

Terrorism causes Effect I, Effect II, and Effect III,
all of which amount to an overall effect.

Terrorism is caused by Cause I, Cause II, and
Cause III, all of which show an underlying cause.

8. Exposition of a thought by analyzing a process into steps:

Water skiing is thrilling if a beginning skier mounts
suspensefully, rises cautiously, and rides gloriously.

By doing I which leads to doing II which leads to doing
III, a person can find that

9. Persuasive argument to arouse listeners to action:

Good people, since Problem-Effect X exists, partially because
Cause Y, which never should happen, does occur, Cause Y can
be overcome by carrying out Solution Z through the
appropriate process.
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APPENDIX B

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF READINGS AND WRITINGS
FOR. ENGLISH 1101- , Fall 198_

Pur oses: Dialogue occurs when the whole truth and being of one person confrontsthe who e truth and being of another. Dialogue-in-written discourse occurs when a personwho has discovered something meaningful to communicate considers which readers need toknow and then chooses caringly written means to convey his thoughts to them. Morespecifically in this class, after we discover our own new thoughts and consider readerswho are colleagues or are teachers, we shall use such means as contrasting and classifyingto explain our discoveries to readers, usually in 500-word essays. During the semester,we shall read dialogues and write dialogues, asking three questions:

Who wants-to express what insi ht, and why? (Is there a central point?)'To whom is what insight expresse , and why? (Is there experienceable development?)By wa means is the insight conveyed iffictively? (Is there suitable coherence?)

These questions help us read and write at each of the seven recursive steps in reading andwriting. We will prepare for reading and writing at the college level now and will layfoundations for reading and writing after English 1101 is completed.

Materials and Weekly Activities: During a typical week, we shall read in TheRiverside Reader essays developed by a particular means of explanation, such asclassifying, asking the three questions. To help in writing paragraphs and essays, weturn chiefly to Writer's Work, 2nd ed. Also, we shall review writing accurately worded,clearly structured sentences in Harbrace College Handbook, 9th ed, 1984 printing. Usuallycompositions are planned outside of class, writt 1 driFfrg class, returned to you in thenext class meeting, revised by you to turn in at Le following class meeting, andfrequently rewritten for the following class meeting as well. To help him or her duringthe years of college, everyone needs a college dictionary, selected from HCH, p. 210. Torevise papers, buy a green pen. To hold revised, rewritten papers, buy a tabbed 8" x 11"manila folder; label it on the-tab with your last name, first name, English 1101-
,Mrs. Battle, Fall, 198_; turn it in before class next meeting. For holding

reading-and-writing journal pages, secure a folder which has pockets on both inner sides.
Sep. 11 Introduction: purposes, materials; process and aids; evaluation. Reading sample.13 Overview of reading and writing. WW, pp. 3-27. Paragraph 1. Discuss sevensteps. Assignment and handout concerning next paper.

18 EXPOSITION (EXPLANATION) BY NARRATING. Riverside Reader, pp. 1-33; 53-63.
Handout on seven steps of reading. Writer's Work, 29-65; personal writing.Paragraph unity: HCH, rule 31a; WW, 258-2617Riview sentence unity in HCH,rules 1, 2, 3, 12a7-T3a-b, 14a, 17, 23a, 29.

20 Write exposition by narration assigned on the 18th.

25 EXPOSITION BY DESCRIBING. RR, selections, 83-128. WW: effective paragraphs,295-313; thesis and support, WW, 240-59, 65-74; HCH, rule 31b. Review sentencedevelopment: HCH, 12b-d, 13c-e, 14b-a, 16, 17d-i, 23b.27 Write exposition by description as planned on the 25th.

Oct. 2 EXPOSITION BY DEFINITION (Paragraph 4). RR, selections from pp. 281-318. WW,120-126. Coherence in paragraphs WW, 243 :750; HCH, 31c-d. Review cohererxe insentences: HCH, 4-7, 23c, 26-28.
4 Write expoiffron by definition, examples added.

9 EXPOSITION BY COMPARISON AND CONTRAST, using any previously learned patterns.11 RR, selections from 179-228. WW, 67-90; intrLeuctions and conclusions,16. 774 261-269; HCH ec. Turn in objtive summary on selection read; WW, 130-132.18 'review words: unity or correct root, HCH, 9-11, 20a; parts of words: HCH, 18,20b-c, 21-22; suitability: HCH, 19. riNtence outlines on handouts and in HCH,
468-471; outlines on the board; outline conferences by appointment. Writing inclass from outline. Revise and rewrite composition.
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Tentative Schedule of Readings and Writings
For English 1101- , Fall 198_ (Continued)

Oct. 23 EXPOSITION BY CLASSIFICATION. RR, 229-233, and selections from 234-280. WW,
96-105.

25 Sentence-debining and sentance-comblnLg, WW, selections from 275-309.
31 Turn in critical summary of a reading: WW, 132-136. Form chunks within

Nov. 1 paragraphs in WW, 274-294. Outlines on THe board. Outline conferences.
Write, revise, and rewrite exposition by classification.

6 EXPOSITION BY CAUSAL ANALYSIS AND/OR PROCESS ANALYSIS. RR, selections 129-178;
8 319-353. WW, 109-119. Turn in comparison of articles read, WW, 136-140.

13 Effective sentences in WW, 314-334; HCH, 29. Review sentence=aebining and
15 sentence-combining. Write expository-analysis.

20 ARGUMENT, using effact, cause, and solution. RR, selections 365-420.
27 WW, 151-176. Turn in critical review of an essay read; WW, 140-150.
29 balines on board; conferences; peer planning. Write aUment, revise, and

Dec. 4 rewrite. Possibly argument will be rewritten in class.

6 Paragraph 5 in class. Discuss readings for final.

11 Final reading sample. Review for final. Bring folders up to date.

18 Final essay on readings 10:30-12:30.

Evaluation of the essays will be made on the basis of whether they would, with only
a minor change, be acceptable in other college classes freshmen take during the second
semester. Explanations or handouts will be provided.

Evaluation in the course depends on whether all compositions, revisions and required
rewritten papers are turned in on time. 1/8 on best of five paragraphs averaged with best
of initial and final reading assessments; 1/8 on comparison and contrast; 1/8
classification; 1/8 cau..al or process analysis; 2/8 argument; and 2/8 final paper on
readings.

Revising a paper means writing the rule near the rule number and making each
correction nearby. Rewriting means making substantial improvements, such as reorganizing
the paper or adding examples.

Absences must be diligently avoided. Nothing excuses not completing all work; late
work will be reduced in grade. Please telephone me in advance to explain every abserwa;
also write a note of explanation to give me just before or after the next class
meeting. Each person is responsible for calling classmates to get announcements, notes,
and assignments if he or she is ever necessarily absent; homework must be completed on
time; papers and handouts should be picked up from the envelope on my door; make an
appointment to write in my office any paper that the rest of the class wrote in the
classroom. Anyone who is tardy should provide a note of explanation before leaving class.
Everyone will find the course easy if he attends and works regularly. Neves, stop!

Instructor: Mary Vroman Battle 'Mrs. Allen Overton Battle). The English
Department s telephone is 454-2651. M) office number is 454-2648. My home telephone is

Office and office hours: Patterson it . MW: 9-10, 12:10-12:40; TTh: 9-9:25,
10:50-11:30, 12-12:40. F: 9-10, 12:05-? Also by appointment and telephone.

Name

Name

Name

Telephone Number

Telephone Number

Te] -phone Number
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APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRE ON THIS SEMESTER'S ACTIVITIES
TO LEARN READING LITERATURE AND WRITING COMPOSITIONS

Name
Date of Birth

Average Hours Worked for Pay
Each Week

Absences

237

INSTRUCTIONS: Information from you will make it possible to recognize the
activities of this semester that were helpful in your learning to read
literature and write compositions better. Since future students can
benefit from your comments, please respond seriously to all of the
following. Encircle the number of the phrase that best expresses the
value of each of the activities listed below.

1. Very helpful
2. Helpful
3. Sometimes helpful, sometimes not; undecided
4. Not helpful
5. A hindrance

1 2 3 4 5 A.

2 3 4 5 B.

1 2 3 4 5 C.

1 2 3 4 5 D.

1 2 3 4 5 E.

1 2 3 4 5 F.

keview of the idea of dialogue and the three basic
questions (what is the writer's thought? what
are the reader's needs? by what steps can writer
reach reader?)

Pre-reading, including asking .the author an opening
question and forming a microcosmic sentence.

Forming the microcosmic. sentence for one's own
papers, sometimes using the patterns given in class.

Noticing how authors lead readers from question to
question, for instance from questions about a problem
to the cause and to the solution. (Recall sentence
outlines placed on the blackboard.)

Forming "steps" in a sentence outline for one's own
composition, sometimes during office conferences.

Breaking down long complex sentences into short,
understandable sentences.

6Qr4,0
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1 2 3 4 5 G. Combining short sentences so as to emphasize the main
point and subordinate lesser facts. (Recall 24b in
HCH.)

1 2 3 4 5 H. Reading aloud essays from RR or exercises in HCH to
hear what is there.

1 2 3 4 5 I. Peer-editing or self-editing compositions to read
what is there.

1 2 3 4 5 J. Evaluating essays and compositions Platonically
(truth, concern for readers, pleasingness) and
Aristotle -1y (unified thought, well-developed,
orderliness).

1 2 3 4 5 K. Using all of the instructor's reactions to rewrite
papers.

1 2 3 4 5 L. Discussing essays from RR, such as "The Knife" and
Mark Twain's essay on the Mississippi River, in class.

1 2 3 4 5 M. Listening to other students' compositions read aloud
in class and talking about their strengths.

1 2 3 4 5 N. Keeping a journal of non-assigned readings.

1 2 3 4 5 0. Keeping a journal of free writing.

**************t********************************************************

To what extent did reading in RR and WW help you in writing various
types of compositions for this class and other classes? Explain.

To what extent did writing different types of compositions help
your reading for this class and other classes? Explain.
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APPENDIX D

CLOZE READING SAMPLES: INSTRUCTIONS AND
THREE SELECTIONS

Instructions

Example of Reading Skills

Instructions: In order to give an estimate of your skills in reading,

please thoughtfully fill in the blan spaces in the following short

composition. As much as possible, try to use the exact words of the

author. Although you may have difficulty choosing certain words, you

will find it easy to chose some of the words. Only one word goes into

each blank. Under the circumstances, do your best to complete all

blanks within forty minutes.

Student Number

Selections

rreSam le in Pilot Study and )emonstrat1on:
"Jobs in Science"

As the horizons of science have expanded, two main groups of
scientists have emerged. One is the pure scientist; the other, the
applied scientist.

The pure or theoretical scientist does original research in order
to understand the basic laws of nature that govern our world. The
applied scientist adapts this knowledge to practical problems.
Neither is more important than the other, however for the two groups
are very much related.

Sometimes, however, the applied scientist finds the "problems" for.
the theoretical scientist to work on. Let's take a particular problem
of the aircraft industry: heatresistant metals. Many of the metals
and alloys which perform satisfactorily in a car cannot be used in a
jetpropelled plane. New alloys must be used, because the jet engine
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operates a much higher temperature than an automobile engine. The
turbine wheel in a turbojet must withstand temperatures as high as
1,600 degrees Fahrenheit, so aircraft designers had to turn to the
research metallurgist for the development of metals and allcys that
would do the job in jet-propelled planes.

Dividing scientists into two groups--pure and applied--is only
one broad way of classifying them, however. When scientific knowledge
was very limited, there was no need for men to specialize. Today,
with the great body, of scientific knowledge, scientists specialize in
many different fields. Within each field, there is even further sub-
division. And, with finer and finer subdivisions, the various sci-
ences have become more and more interrelated until no one branch is
entirely independent of the others. Many new specialties--geophysics
and biochemistry, for example--have resulted from combining the
knowledge of two or more sciences.

Reprinted by permission from SRA READING LABORATORY, IVa by Don H.
Parker. 0 1959, Science Research Associates, Inc.; as adapted from
"Jobs in Science," JOB FAMILY SERIES #1. Copyright 1958 by Science
Research Associates, Ire.

Post-Sample in Demonstration: From
The Hidden Persuaders

One motivational analyst who became curiQus to know why there had
been such a great rise in impulse buying at supermarkets wa. James
Vicary. He suspected that some special psychology must be going on
inside the women as they shopped in supermarkets. His suspicion was
that perhaps they underwent such an increase in tension when
confronted with so many possibilities that they were forced into
making quick purchases. He set out to find out if this were true.
The best way to detect what was going on inside the shopper was
through the use of a galvanometer or lie detector. That obviously was
impractical. The next best thing was to use a hidden motion-picture
camera and record the eye-blink rate of the women as they shopped.
How fast a perso' blinks his eyes is a pretty good index of his
state of inner tension. The average persot, according to Mr. Vicary,
normally blinks his eyes about 32 times a minute. If he is ten ;, he
blinks them more frequently; and, under extreme tension, he may blink
up to 50 or 60 times a minute. If he is notably relaxed, on the other
hand, his eye-blink rate may drop to a subnormal twenty or less.

Mr. Vicary set up his cameras and started following the ladies as
they entered the store. The results were startling, even to him.
Their eye-blink rate; instead of going up. to indicate mounting tension,
went down and down, to a very subnormal fourteen blinks a minutes.
the ladies fell into what Mr. Vicary calls a hypnnidal trance, a
light kind of trance that, he explains, is the first stage of
hypnosis. Mr. Vicary has decided that the main cause of the trance
is that the supermarket is packed with products which in former years
would have been items only kings and queens could have afforded and
here in this fairyland they were available to all. Mr. Vicary

259*
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theorizes: "Just within this generation, anyone can be a king or
queen and go through these stores where the products say 'buy me, buy
me.'"

Packard Vance (1957). The hidden persuaders. New York: David McKay
Co., Inc. (pp. 106-107).

Post-Sample in Pilot Ctudy: From
Language for Everybody

Culture is the sum total of all the traditions, customs, beliefs,
and ways of life of a given group of human beings. In this sense,
every group has a culture, however savage, undeveloped, or uncivilized
it ma seem to us.

To the professional anthropologist, there is no intrinsic
superiority of cne culture over another, just as to the professionP1
linguist there is no intrinsic hierarchy among langraes.

People once thought of the languages of backward groups as
savage, undeveloped forms of speech, consisting largaly of grunts and
groans. While it is possible that language in general began as a
series of grunts and groans, it is a established by the study of
"backward" languages that no spoken tongue answers that description
today. Most languages of uncivilized groups are, by our most severe
standards, extremely complex, delicate, and ingenious pieces of
machinery for the transfer of ideas. They fall behind our Western
languages not in their sound patterns or grammatical structures,
which usually are fully adequate for all language needs, but only in
their vocabularies, which reflect the objects and activities known to
their speakers. Even in this department, however, two thiags, are to

gube noted: 1. All languages seem to possess the machinery for
vocabulary expansion, either by putting together words already in
existence or Inr borrowing them from other languages and adapting them
to their own system. 2. The objects and activities requiring names
and distinctions in "backward" languages, while different from ours,__-
are often surprisingly numerous and complicated. A Western language
distinguishes merely between two degrees of remoteness ("this" and
"that"); some languages of the American Indians distinguish between
what is close to the speaker, or to the person addressed, or remov,-
from both, or out of sight, or in the past, or in the future.

This study of language, in turn, casts a new light upon the claim
of the anthropologists that 11 cultures are to be viewed
independently, and without it.was of rank or hierarchy.

Reprinted by'permission from SRA READING LABORATORY0 IVa by Don H.
Parker. (0 1959, Science Research Associates, Inc.; as adapted from
LANGUAGE FOR EVERYBODY by Mario Pei, pp. 107-108, 211-212, copyright
1956 by the Devin-Adair Company. Permission granted by the
Devin-Adair Publishers.

264
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APPEND.IX E

SCCi1 iHtl7 IC br USED 21 RA:!.1i, COM>.:T7te

Rater ier,:tritsrton
Taper nem:station--

1. Firs: Reading-Basic Soundness or Unity get idetlift,,:tzn

-. Mere each error with an abbreviation In
the uwrgst of each paper. (later, tally and total.)
op spelling
pu punctuation
es usage
gr grammar
se lettilLe
I. form

b. live points directly is the stare sheet
for the following:
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1. Wrien.la sestence structure (2 points apiece) 20

2. Genital Uneasy of soutanes
10

3. Istroducilso (compere with reeked samples) 10

4. Conclgoloo (compare with tasked samples)
10

S. Overall a:gni/Icons
30

22. Second Lading-Iffectlwe Development

Miklos so Enka is the 'spar. do the front or back of
this sheet, jot down hey nerd to identify each ex-
ample of the fol/ovisg, give it owns, mod plan the
total lo the left margin.

A. Ronence of critical thlskiag (/efiniag terse.
recognising gesetalisations, providing. ownonce.
2tc.) (First evidence 3-5 each; 2-3 for added
emit Ince; 2-3 fe: rscognislag different between
feet and opitslon...)

.30

S. Octal:Ls:1cl (use of bmmour, asapgrratior for effect,
mote seriousness, onticlimax, moderstotsnnt. pre-
tentious language ogled for effect. ...)

30

C. friction

1. limetoess amd wildness of moon. verbs. 61-
-30criver . (Give 1-2 sash.) 20

2. Iaterestiag sad pproprlate figures of speech.
empnisens. Illustrations, allussouo. Thetas& -
sal gossatioss.... (live 1-2 each.)

Third leolliog -Cohere:me

Slaking se larks on the paper. scat In insetting.
give only score. Per transitions, is the frost Sr
the back of thin sheet, jot down a bay word to Identi-
fy sch, one it store or 2-3 depending en the
somber if transitional diremes mad the somber of para-
graphs in the paper.

A. Title (*stasis sod spprprAscoes0

3. logical sesvesce of paragraphs

C. gaitp wIthla paragropno

D. Tronstnea between paragraphs

R. '*serst tohnotte
IV. law .ere Ate- 7$ I

4101=NIMIM

t (number of trrors/ausbsr of words) x 1000

ellevissil valise sf Sestes's (12$1) sulfas Amt.

261
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BES1 rCOPY MAILABLE.
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APPENDIX F

WRITING SAMPLES

Instructions: It is important to have a sample of your best writing,
During fifty minutes of the next class period, you will have an
opportunity to write a short composition. The composition may be
written as one paragraph or a series of paragraphs, the total words
being over 200. Please write on every other line so that you can
readily make any desired additions, deletions, or corrections. For
your use, a dictionary and handbook willbe available at the
instructor's desk. Since you may want to think about the topic before
writing, you may make notes at:the 'bottom of this sheet.

To the next class meeting, bring this sheet, a pen, and notebook
paper. Here is the topic:

WHAT KIND OF POSITIONS ARE COLLEGE GRADUATES LIKELY TO HOLD IN

CONTRAST WITH THE KIND OF POSITIONS HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES ARS

LIKELY TO FIND? EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER BY CONTRASTING TEE TWO KINDS

OF POSITIONS IN SEVERAL WAYS. (Brief definitions may be helpful.

Imagine that your readers are intelligent high school seniors.)

**********************************************************************

Second Topic

WHAT IS A MAJOR MARK OF MATURITY IN A PERSON? IN ORDER TO

EXPLAIN THIS MARK OR QUALITY, CONTRAST A MATURE PERSON WITH AN

IMMATURE PERSON ON SEVERAL CRITERIA. (At least one brief

definition is likely to be helpful to your readers. Imagine that

your readers are intelligent high school seniors.)

**********************************************************************
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